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SPAIN’S SIXTEENTH-CENTURY NORTH
AMERICAN SETTLEMENT ATTEMPTS:
A NEGLECTED ASPECT
by E UGENE L YON *
neglected aspect of Spanish colonial aims and
A deeds in eastern
North America was the settlement impulse.
SOMEWHAT

Due to historical hindsight and cultural stereotyping, the
colonizing powers have often mistakenly been categorized: the
English as settlers-farmers and artisans; the Spaniards as exploiters-bullion-seekers; and the Dutch and the French as
traders devoted primarily to the Indian trade. In fact, comparative investigation would likely disclose more similarities than
differences among the colonizing efforts in North America, given
the varying cultural and institutional bases of the European
powers.
The purpose here is to delineate somewhat the sixteenthcentury Spanish settlements in the area defined as Spanish Florida:
those vast lands in the conquerors’ asientos stretching from
Pánuco eastward along the Gulf shoreline, around the Florida
peninsula and the Keys, and thence northeasterly to Newfoundland, including the wide territories inland from those coasts.
What then was the content of the Spanish settlement of
Florida? For what reasons and in which ways did Spaniards
attempt to confront, master, and exploit the eastern continent and
its peoples? Why did they fall short of their purposes?
There were seven major sixteenth-century attempts to settle
Florida: Juan Ponce deLeón, Lucas Vazquez de Ayllón, Pánfilo de
Narváez, Hernando de Soto, Tristan de Luna-Á ngel de Villafañe,
the second Ayllón in 1563, and Pedro Menéndez de Avilés in
1565-1577. 1 Their crown contracts, or, in 1559, the enabling vice*

Mr. Lyon is a consulting historian and writer. This article was read
as a paper at the annual meeting of the Society for the History Of
Discoveries, University of Florida, November 18, 1978.

1. See a provision of Doña Juana, Valladolid, September 27, 1514, from
Archivo General de Indias (hereinafter cited as AGI) Indiferente General
(hereinafter cited as IG) 419-Ordinances for the settlement of Bimini
and Florida. See also the following asientos: Lucas Vázquez de Ayllón,
Valladolid, June 12, 1523; Pánfilo de Narváez, Granada, December 11,
1526; Hernando de Soto, Valladolid, April 20, 1537-all from AGI IG 415.

[275]
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regal instructions, all demonstrate a consistent purpose to settle
the land. 2 All were admonished to populate; in most cases, the
numbers of settlers and livestock required were specified.
The jurisdictional framework of the Florida conquest was
generally one of the licensing of contractors, required by their
agreements to pacify, settle, and implant the civil, religious, and
juridical institutions of Castile in the conquered lands. Except
for the De Luna-Villafañe expeditions, this was to be accomplished at the entrepreneur’s cost. The circumstances which
arose after the signing of the Menéndez contract-the belated discovery that the French had built Fort Caroline on the St. Johns
River-led to a joint-venture conquest, in which both crown and
3
conqueror invested heavily. The costs of the sixteenth-century
Florida conquest and settlement attempts were substantial,
probably exceeding 1,000,000 ducats for all parties. 4

The basic grant of authority for the expeditions of 1559-1561 is a
letter from the crown to Viceroy Luis de Velasco, dated at Valladolid,
December 29, 1557, from AGI ]usticia (hereinafter cited as JU) 1,013.
The contract for the second Vázquez de Ayllón was issued on June 4,
1563, and is found in AGI Contratación (hereinafter cited as CT) 3,309,
together with that of Pedro Menéndez de Aviles, March 20, 1565. The
Menéndez contract is also found in many other places in AGI.
The attempts of the Verapaz group of missionaries, led by Father Luis
Cáncer de Barbastro, which resulted in his death in the Tampa Bay
area in 1549, is not considered here as a major planned conquest effort.
For analyses of the privileges and obligations of the sixteenth-century
adelantados, see Eugene Lyon, The Enterprise of Florida (Gainesville,
1976), 2-5, 24-25, 43-55, appendices I and II.
Ponce de León’s fiscal agent estimated that he had spent 6,000 ducats at
one time on the Florida outfitting, and “much more afterward.” See
the testimony of Pedro de Mata, AGI JU 1,000, No. 1, ramo 2. The
fortune amassed in Peru and Nicaragua by Hernando de Soto and his
partner Hernando Ponce was largely invested in Soto’s Florida venture,
this, according to the estranged partner in his lawsuit (AGI JU 750 A
and B). The adelantado left substantial properties in Cuba and had
some crown annuities in Spain, but the bulk of his funds, estimated at
120,000 to 130,000 ducats, were probably spent in the Florida expedition.
Velasco’s efforts in Florida cost the New Spain treasury more than 300,000
pesos from 1557 to 1561. See Tristán de Luna to the crown, 1561, Plonza,
AGI JU 1,013, No. 2, ramo 1. No totals for the two Ayllón expeditions
or that of Pánfilo de Narváez have been found. By 1568, Menéndez had
already spent approximately 75,000 ducats; his heirs later claimed that he
had expended 949,000 ducats from 1565 to 1574 on the Florida conquest.
See Lyon, Enterprise of Florida, 183, and the claims in AGI Escribanía
de Cámara (hereinafter cited as EC), 1024-A and (under date of November 1671) in AGI Santo Domingo (hereinafter cited as SD), 231.
Crown expenditures in Florida during 1565-1568, which exceeded 200,000
ducats, have been detailed by Paul E. Hoffman in “A Study of Defense
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From the standpoint of the conquest entrepreneurs, what incentives could justify such expenditure of funds, not to mention
properties, reputations, and lives at hazard? An opportunity for
looting, of course; the possibility of another New Spain or Peru
was never completely absent from their minds. There was, however, more than that. The agreement between Soto and his
partner Hernán Ponce describes the scope of a conqueror’s hopedfor gains: “All which our work and industry might acquireprofits of any kind: gold and silver bullion, silverware, ships,
bergantines and caravels, juros and any other profits in Castile . . .
encomienda Indians in these parts; white, black and Indian slaves
and Indian trade; grants, salaries and other payments from His
Majesty, in Florida as in other places; all kinds of cattle and
beasts; horse, mule and ass farms; hogs, houses and lots; cloth,
silk, chests; all kinds of goods and inheritances; farm-land, cattle
ranches, furniture.“ 5
In their attempts to build their estates, the would-be conquerors of Florida never failed to stress one primary element:
land. The conquest agreements all made specific mention of the
acquisition of lands; the conquerors themselves were to receive
large royal grants of from twelve to twenty-five leagues squared
in size. The first Allyón asiento (1523) promised him
“your own land; fifteen leagues squared-to farm, to raise livestock; for your own and for your heirs, with all its pastures,
woods, meadows, waters and rivers.“ 6 What the adelantados hoped
to build was the kind of profitable personal empire that Hernando
Cortes erected in his New Spain marquisate granted in 1529, with
the title to match; to become, in short, a New World titled noble
if not a grandee. Implied in such a dreamed-of estate would be a
small army of vassals, servitors, and slaves, and a viable economic
base. 7
Costs, 1565-1585: A Quantification of Florida History,” Florida Historical
Quarterly, LI (April 1973), 401-22.
5. AGI JU 750 A, fol. 57.
6. FN 2, Lucas Ayllón Asiento, June 12, 1523.
7. Cortéz describes his own vast domain in a letter to Francisco Nuñez
sent from New Spain on June 25, 1532, and reproduced by Jorge
Fernando Iturribarria in Oaxaca en la historica (Mexico City, 1955),
64-65. See also France V. Scholes, “The Spanish Conqueror as a Business
Man: A Chapter in the History of Fernando Cortes,” New Mexico
Quarterly, XXVIII (Spring 1958), 6-29.
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All the lieutenants of an expedition, the leader’s soldiers, and
the settlers had a similar, if more modest dream-land of their
own. The adelantados all possessed the crown-delegated power
to grant such lands to their loyal followers. After the Castilian
municipal institutions, the concejo with its governing cabildo,
were established, an ongoing apparatus would exist for the
continued granting of town and rural lands. 8
Conditions in sixteenth-century Castile, particularly in rural
areas, helped to engender the desire for land in a new continent.
While the owners of sizable properties might have no particular
wish to emigrate, the smaller landowners, and especially the renting, share-cropping labrador class, were driven by a fierce landhunger. In the 1560s, for instance, recruiters for Pedro
Menéndez were easily able to fill their quotas of Florida settlers
among the labradores of Estremadura and Andalucia. 9
What these men and their families aimed to reproduce in
America was the rough healthy husbandry of Castile: the traditional meseta economy of wheat, wine, and olive oil; the
raising of goats, sheep, horses, cattle, and hogs; and the careful
nurture of the fruits, legumes, and vegetables of the vegas and
the valley garden spots. Thus the North American explorers
eagerly sought out and enthusiastically described any lands they
found which appeared to resemble those of Iberia. They reported, at times erroneously, the presence of olive-like trees,
grapevines, fruits, and nuts like those of Castile. The Spanish
crown consistently encouraged its conquerors to establish the
raising of silkworms. Fitting naturally into existing channels of
trade between the metropole and the Cuban and Hispaniolan
ports were the raising of sugarcane and the breeding of cattle
for hides. The establishment of a productive agricultural
economy would not only mean self-sufficiency, but export production from which the crown would realize customs and sales tax
8. Legal basis for the founding and functions of the cabildo in new territories are in the royal orders “Ordenanzas sobre descubrimiento nuevo e
población,” issued at Segovia on July 13, 1563 and in Colección de documentos inéditos relativos al descubrimiento, conquista, y organizacion
de las antiguas posesiones españolas de America y Oceania, sacados de
los Archivos del Reino y muy especialmente del de Indias, 42 vols.
(Madrid, 1864-1884), 14, No. XLIII, 501.
9. Power of attorney and contract with settlers, Menéndez to Dr. Francisco
Zayas, Madrid, November 17, 1567, AGI JU 980, No. 2, ramo 3.
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revenues when the settlers’ exemption periods had expired. 10
The crown and its conquerors, the missionaries and the settlers
alike, recognized one imperative: settlement. Religion could never
be secured, royal or private profit never assured without establishment upon the land.
Hernando de Soto violated his specific royal instructions, which
required him to treat the Indians well; his expedition never became more than a wandering looting excursion, except in one
regard. 11 Although it never generated any enduring settlements,
the expedition had provided vital intelligence about the lands,
waters, and native peoples, about the fruits, forests, and the pathways across Florida and the southeastern continent. De Soto
particularly advised that the region around Coosa, in presentday north-central Alabama, was a rich land for agriculture and
settlement.
When New Spain viceroy Luis de Velasco, following orders
from Philip II, commissioned Tristan de Luna y Arellano to
undertake a major effort to settle in Florida in 1559, the information provided from the de Soto expedition was essential and influential. The viceroy sent de Luna a description of Soto’s route,
and later sent him another Soto relation which described a
“settled and provisioned country” for settlement. 12 Velasco made
sure that de Luna fully understood his mission. He was not to
make his primary settlement on the Gulf of Mexico; of greater
strategic importance was Santa Elena on the Atlantic, which had
been named by Vázquez Ayllón in the 1520s. It had become a
vital location by 1559.
10. The first Ayllón asiento remarked that the land around Santa Elena
was “fertile, rich and fit for settlement,” featuring “many trees and
plants of those of Castile.” The second Ayllón was asked to raise
“sugar-cane, cassia fistula, vineyards and olive trees.” Lucas Ayllón
asiento, June 12, 1523. The Jesuit missionary Juan Rogel noted that a
kind of wild olive grew well in the country surrounding Santa Elena.
See letter to Francisco de Borja, written from Havana on July 25, 1568,
in Felix Zubillaga, Monumenta Antiquae Floridae (Rome, 1946), 317-28.
11. Attached to the contract of Hernando de Soto was a royal order,
Granada, November 17, 1526, forbidding him to maltreat the Indians,
and requiring the Spaniards to pacify the land without “death and
robbery of the Indians.” See AGI JU 750 A, fol. 286-87.
12. Velasco to Tristan de Luna, Mexico, September 15, 1560, AGI JU 1,013,
No. 2, ramo 1, fol. 170-73. The Soto relation he sent may have been the
“Cañete relación,” a fragment of which, describing the heavily settled
Coosa area, was found in 1975 in AGI Patronato (hereinafter cited as
PAT) 19, No. 1, ramo 15.
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After the last of the sixteenth-century Italian wars, the main
antagonists, Spain and France, were nearly exhausted. The peace
negotiations at Cateau-Cambrésis failed, however, to produce
definitive agreement on the right the French claimed, to make
settlements in North America, which Spain considered her own
by dynastic right and Papal donation. After the Luna expedition
had landed at its base on the Gulf, Philip II sent its leader an
order mandating a settlement at Santa Elena to protect the
Indies shipping routes homeward and to preempt the land against
French colonization there. 13 Thus Luna was ordered to proceed
from his beachhead to the Coosa area, anchoring his route with
a Spanish town there. From thence he was to travel overland to
Santa Elena and forge a chain of settlements across the southeastern continent. 14
The men behind the 1559 expeditions recognized that New
Spain and its Gulf, the southeastern hinterlands, and the Atlantic
coast were one. Their settlement design included the use of the
Mississippi and its tributaries to supply Coosa. As one historian
notes, “It was no haphazard set of uncoordinated wanderings
animated by lust of gold, but a conscious aim at building a great
northern colonial empire.“ 15 To implement the conquest,
Velasco proposed a concrete settlement plan: each city should have
140 town lots, with plaza, church, and stronghouse. Local government would operate through that bulwark of ancient Castilian
municipal liberties, the cabildo, whose powers and deliberations
would be governed by ordinance. Spanish and Tlascalan Indian
families were sent to become the basis for the settlements and
to provide a labor force for the development of profitable agriculture. 16
Despite great expenditure, the expedition of Tristán de Luna
and the associated voyage of Á ngel de Villafañe to Santa Elena
came to naught. Poor leadership and internal dissension had
13. Crown to Tristán de Luna, Toledo, December 18, 1559, AGI JU 1,013,
No. 2, ramo 1.
14. Velasco to Luna, Mexico, August 20, 1560, AGI JU 1,013, No. 2, ramo 1.
15. See Herbert Priestly, ed., The Luna Papers, 2 vols. (Deland, 1928), I, xiv.
Velasco described the strategic location of Coosa with regard to the
Mississippi in his letter to Luna, Mexico, on May 6, 1560, in AGI JU
1,013, No. 2 ramo 2.
16. Viceroy and audiencia of Mexico to Luna, Mexico, April 3, 1559, AGI
JU 1,013, No. 2, ramo 1, and Velasco to crown, Tlaxcala, May 25, 1559.
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ruined the colonizing effort, but other problems affecting settlement had surfaced as well. While the emissaries sent to Coosa
had found open savannahs for grazing and some rich river-bottom
land, it was evident that forest growth was generally heavy and
that large-scale land clearing would be necessary if colonies were
to succeed. The climate, also, posed difficulties; the heaviest rains
came at seasons different from those of Castile, and the temperature ranges were not the same as in Iberia. 17
The French threat to North America became reality when
Jean Ribaut built Charlesfort at Port Royal in 1562. Although
his colony did not endure, word of its planting spurred Philip II
to license another would-be Florida conqueror-the second
Lucas Vázquez de Ayllón. In addition to providing a preventive
settlement to offset the French, as Spain had planned and the
Council of the Indies had suggested in 1541 to counter Cartier’s
plans, the usual emphasis were stressed in the Ayllón asiento of
1563. 18 Indian conversion and agricultural enterprise at Santa
Elena were its foci. Although he outfitted an expedition in
Spain, Vázquez de Ayllón became involved in financial difficulties
in Santo Domingo and never sailed for Florida. 19
Even though, when he signed the next Florida conquest agreement with Pedro Menéndez de Avilés, Philip II did not yet
know of the new French incursion at Fort Caroline, the private
and royal purposes of the contract were similar to those which
had been expressed in previous asientos. 20 Menéndez, an Asturian
shipowner, privateer, and fleet general, thus became the inheritor
of all the continental intelligence so painfully gathered by his
predecessors. 2 1 Hoping to avoid their mistakes, the new adelantado formed clear aims for his North American settlements.
His strategy ranged as widely as the territories under his contract
17. Fray Domingo de la Anunciación to Luna, Coosa, August 1, 1560, AGI
JU 1,013, No. 2, ramo 1, fol. 104-08.
18. The June 10, 1541, consulta of the Council of the Indies was furnished
to the author by Paul E. Hoffman and is in Buckingham Smith,
Colección de varios documentos para la historia de la Florida y tierras
adyacentes (London, 1859), 109-11. See also, Lucas Ayllón Asiento, June
12, 1523.
19. Licenciado Echegoyen to the crown, August 10, 1564, AGI SD 71.
20. For comparison of sixteenth-century conquerors’ asientos, see Lyon,
Enterpise of Florida, appendix II, 220-23.
21. An introductory note indicates that the “Cañete relación” fragment was
prepared to give information about the Soto journeys to Pedro
Menéndez de Avilés.
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-from Newfoundland to the east Gulf coast. Menéndez’ aims
were to build a settlement on fertile lands near Santa Elena,
thus anchoring the vital Bahama Channel fleet route, and to tap
directly the New Spain trade and perhaps that of Asia as well.
A fortified settlement at Coosa would fulfil Luis de Velasco’s
design. Menéndez also hoped to discover a cross-peninsula water
route to avoid the dangerous keys passage for the New Spain
ships. Most of all, he hoped to find the storied passage he
believed led from the Chesapeake region to New Spain and to
the South Sea. 22
Menéndez’ plans, deferred by the need to expel the French
in peninsular Florida, were resumed after their defeat. He
built eight forts from southern Florida to present-day South
Carolina, founding the city of Santa Elena seven months after
the establishment of St. Augustine. His lieutenant, Pedro
Menéndez Marquéz, explored the east coast to Newfoundland
and the Gulf westward to Pánuco. Menéndez sent Captain Juan
Pardo from Santa Elena on two lengthy continental explorations
which touched the Appalachians and penetrated beyond Coosa
to Trascaluza in western Alabama. Pardo found and reported on
rich fertile lands in the Carolina Lowcountry and Piedmont. 23
In 1566, the adelantado dispatched a sea-borne expedition to
the land of Jacán, in the Chesapeake region. After the mission
failed to reach beyond the Carolina Capes, he sent a Jesuit
foundation in 1570 to the Chesapeake. 24
22. Menéndez stated his overall strategy in letters to the crown dated at
St. Augustine on October 15, 1565, and October 20, 1566, AGI SD 231.
His geographic knowledge is discussed by Louis-Andre Vigneras in “A
Spanish Discovery of North Carolina in 1566,” North Carolina Historical
Review, XLVI (October 1969), 398-414.
23. The first Pardo journey is described in the report of Francisco Martinez,
Santa Elena, July 11, 1567, AGI EC 154-A, (separate piece) fol. 1-5vo. See
Eugenio Ruidiaz y Caravia, La Florida: su conquista por Pedro
Menéndez de Avilés, 2 vols, (Madrid, 1893-94), II, 474-80. The second
journey was described in a report by Juan de la Bandera, Santa Elena,
on January 23, 1569, in AGI CT 58. It has been reproduced by Edward
H. Lawson in “Letters of Menéndez,” 2 vols. (typescript, St. Augustine,
1955), II, 345-51. See also Ruidiaz’ La Florida, II, 465-73. Pedro
Menéndez Marquéz described his Newfoundland voyage in a affadavit,
Madrid, January 29, 1573, AGI EC 1024-A.
24. Contemporary accounts of the Jesuit foundations are found in two
narratives: Brother Juan de la Carrera to Father Bartolomé Ruiz, Puebla
de los Angeles, March 1, 1660, and “Martyrdom of the Fathers and
Brothers . . .,” Potosí, 1600, from Zubillaga, Monumenta, 534-604. See
also Michael Kenny, The Romance of the Floridas (New York, 1934),
passim.
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Pedro Menéndez' major emphasis in Florida was settlement,
and this interest centered in the area of Santa Elena. He hoped
to build his own empire on the lands surveyed by Juan Pardo.
There, on royally-granted properties totalling twenty-five leagues
squared, he would settle as Marquis of Oristan. Lacking male
heirs after the death of his son Juan, the adelantado founded
an entailed estate and buttressed his Florida enterprise with
dower agreements with his two sons-in-law, to assure the colony’s
continuance. His major vassals in Florida would be noble kinsmen and associates from Asturias, who would aid in “the population of the provinces of Florida with persons of noble blood.”
To stiffen his effort, Menéndez depended upon a network of
relatives and friends drawn from his native region in Spain. 25
Spanish Florida in the 1560s was expected to be economically
viable through the production of sugar and hides, the extraction
of naval stores, and shipbuilding. Occupying a hopefully advantageous place from which to master the New Spain trade,
it would become profitable for its adelantado, its settlers, and
the merchants who would invest there. Since both crown and
conqueror expected to reap large revenues, Florida could more
easily be defended against any enemy of Castile. 26
The Menéndez contract required him to transport 500 settlers
to Florida, 200 of whom had to be married farmers, but the
adelantado could not fulfil this mandate immediately. He did,
however, bring twenty-six married men with their wives and
children on the first expedition. The soldiers he carried in 1565,
moreover, had been promised rations and land in Florida in lieu
of pay. Menéndez’ agreement with them read: “I promise in
the name of His Majesty . . . to give them in the said coast and
land of Florida rations, land and properties for their plantations,

25.

Menéndez described how he planned to build his Florida colony around
a framework of noble lieutenants and their wives and children in his
letter to Philip II, Matanzas, Cuba, December 5, 1565, AGI SD 115.
The network of associated families involved in the Florida conquest is
discussed in Lyon, Enterprise of Florida, 71-77, and in appendix III,
224-25.
26. Menéndez’ most explicit economic plan for Spanish Florida yet found
was detailed in a letter to Philip II received by the Council of the
Indies in Madrid, in November 1569, and found in envio 25, H, No. 162,
Archivo del Instituto de Valencia de Don Juan, Madrid (hereinafter
cited as AIVDJ).
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tillage and stock-breeding . . . land-allotments in conformity
with their service.“ 27
By 1566, after the expulsion of the French, the adelantado
contracted with one Hernán Pérez, a Portuguese, to furnish 200
families from the Azores to settle in Florida. Menéndez promised
each family a bull and twelve cows, oxen for plowing, mares,
sheep, goats, hogs, and chickens. He agreed to build each settler
family a house, provide a shepherd boy, a male and a female
slave, and vine shoots. 28 This scheme, Menéndez advised Philip
II, should eventually lead to a prosperous land with thriving
cattle and sugar haciendas, vineyards, and large fields of grain.
When his Azores arrangements fell through, Pedro Menéndez
licensed recruiters to seek out Castilian settlers. One agreement,
signed at Madrid in 1567, permitted the enrollment of 100 farm
families, as well as fifty farmer-artisans-sawyers, carpenters, wallbuilders, masons, and smiths. As in the previous agreements, the
adelantado would bring the settlers to Florida at his cost and
furnish them with food for one year, houses, and livestock. From
their first fruits from the land, the colonists. were to repay
Menéndez all his expense, share-cropping half and half until this
was done. What Pedro Menéndez held out to his recruited settlers,
and to others who chose to come at their own expense, was landtown lots and farm lands. If they served well and governed themselves properly, these, together with the honors due the first
conquerors of a land, would be theirs. 29
Although the basic rationale for the Florida conquest was the
conversion of the Indians to the Catholic faith, and the king
ordered it to be carried out “in peace and Christianity,” little
was said in the Menéndez contract about the Florida Indians.
Menéndez’enterprise was carried out under the 1563 settlement
ordinances, which permitted repartimiento and encomienda
under certain limiting conditions. 30 As he proceeded with the
expansion of Spanish settlements in Florida, Menéndez and his
lieutenants negotiated tribute and vassalage treaties with the
27. Pedro Menéndez’ agreement with the soldiers was dated at Seville,
May 25, 1565, AGI JU 879, No. 3, piece 1.
28. Menéndez to crown, St. Augustine, October 20, 1566, AGI SD 115.
29. The 1567 agreement was made with the settler recruiter, Dr. Zayas, and
is found in AGI JU 980, No. 2, ramo 3.
30. “Ordenanzas . . .,” D. I., Vol. 8 (encomienda); No. LVIII, 505; No.
CXLIX, 536; (repartimiento); No. LXI, 506, and No. CXLV, 535.
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31

Indians.
The Jesuits, working after 1566 in Florida, their first
New World mission field, began the difficult task of bringing the
Florida Indians to Christianity from their own religions. It had
long since been obvious, however, that no large tractable mass
of Indians, such as the Spaniards had found in New Spain and
Peru, existed in Florida to provide services for the conquerors.
Thus, the Spanish design for the settlement of Florida in the
1560s relied upon neither bullion nor Indian labor for its fulfillment. Its basic thrust was agricultural and commercial, and its
labor force was to be Iberian farmers and the 500 Negro slaves
for whom Menéndez had obtained license from Philip II.
In 1568, Pedro Menéndez began the serious colonizing of
Florida. Despite difficulties with the Casa de Contratación, which
refused to permit his ships to sail at first, Menéndez gathered
the settler families at Cadiz and finally obtained royal permission to depart . 32 At the same time, the crown agreed to extend
the expiring Florida contract and to underwrite a basic Florida
garrison of 150 soldiers, leaving Menéndez free to devote his resources to colonization. 33 On April 15, 1569, 273 settlers arrived
at St. Augustine; 193 of these went on to Santa Elena, selected
as the primary colony. By the end of October of that year, 327
persons resided at Santa Elena. 34
Florida underwent a crisis in 1570, related to the adelantado’s
inability to finance his colony unaided and to the uncertain
nature of promised royal support. Finally, after the garrisons
were denuded, forcing the issue, the crown approved a regular
31. For examples of the treaties of peace and tribute, see “Traslado de
ciertos papeles . . . de servicios que el Capitan Tomas Bernaldo (de
Quirós) . . . presentó en el Real Consejo de las Indias,” July 19, 1584,
from AGI SD 125, No. 150 D.
32. The royal approval for the colonist’s departure is contained in “Informacion ante Abalia,” Cádiz, July 12, 1568, AGI IG 2,673, and an
order from Philip II to Antonio de Abalia from El Pardo, August 17,
found in AGI Contaduría (CD), 548.
33. The crown promise to support a 150-man Florida garrison was apparently decided upon by the Council of the Indies in May 1568. See
envio 25, H, No. 164, AIVDJ. A royal order confirming this was issued
on July 15, 1568, and is referred to in a later order dated June 17, 1568,
found in AGI Contaduría (CD), 548.
34. The arrival of the ship Nuestra Señora de la Consólacion in Florida in
April 1569, is described in the certification of Esteban de las Alas, Seville,
January 1, 1573, AGI EC 1024-A. The Santa Elena population at the
end of 1569 was sworn to by Pedro Menéndez Marquéz in his testimony in AGI JU 980, No. 3, ramo 1.
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continuing subsidy, to be paid from the New World. 35 On the
strength of this support, Pedro Menéndez began his greatest
settlement effort. He installed his son-in-law Don Diego de Velasco
as governor. Menéndez' wife, Dona María de Solís, arrived with
his household and personal goods from Asturias. The seat of
government and of the Menéndez family would be Santa Elena.
By 1572 it had been reconstituted and 179 settlers lived there. 36
At St. Augustine and at Santa Elena, Pedro Menéndez had
established in North America microcosms of Castile: the settlements demonstrated a wide range of the institutions, social
characteristics, trades, crafts, and professions of the metropole.
As the legal cases disclose, the Spaniards resident in Florida
had also brought with them their proud, litigious nature, together
with the whole apparatus of civil and criminal justice. 37
Pursuant to his contract, Pedro Menéndez had imported livestock from Cuba, Santo Domingo, and Puerto Rico-more than
1,500 hogs, thousands of chickens, and numbers of horses and
mares, calves, goats, and sheep. He had brought in quantities of
tools for agriculture, carpentry, and wood-cutting. The towns
had forges, parish churches, wooden forts for their defense, houses,
and taverns. Kitchenware and church furnishings, arquebuses
and chamber pots, material culture items from several regions of
Castile had been brought also to the new land. 38
After they had established themselves in their houses with
their wives and children, the settlers planted fruit and vegetable
See the crown investigation upon the coming of the Florida forces to
Spain in 1570 in AGI JU 1,001, No. 2, ramo 1. The formal establishment
of the subsidy was in the royal order issued at Segovia, November 15,
1570, to the royal officials of Tierra Firme, SD 235.
36. See the list of settlers, Santa Elena, August 2, 1572, AGI EC 1,024-A.
37. Several of the civil and criminal cases have been reproduced in part or
completely in the so-called “Menéndez residencia,” AGI EC 154-A.
38. Menéndez’ initial shipments to Florida are described in “Despachos que
se hicieron,” from AGI EC 1,024-A. Lists of chicken and livestock, as
well as other supplies sent from Havana from 1566 to 1574, are in AGI
CD 1,174. For a list of supplies, tools, and weapons brought into Florida
from Spain for the initial conquest, see “relación de los navíos, gente,
bastimentos, artillería, armas, municiones . . . que lleva el Adelantado
Pedro Menéndez de Avilés . . .,” AGI EC 1,024-A. Later shipments from
Havana are also described in AGI JU 817, No. 5, piece 6. Pedro
Menéndez Marquéz certified that from 1565 to 1571, he personally
brought into Florida 311 goats, 1,304 hogs, twenty-seven calves, 3,660
chickens, and eighty-seven horses and mares (certification, Madrid,
January 31, 1573, AGI EC 1,024-A). Hog shipments from Puerto Rico
were mention in AGI JU 1,001, No. 4, ramo 2, fol. 25.
35.
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gardens; their pastures and cornfields expanded into the areas
immediately surrounding the towns. The colonists helped to
enliven that most significant of Hispanic organisms-the cabildo.
The Santa Elena cabildo became the focal point for a community
power struggle; some alcaldes and regidores were identified with
the adelantado and his faction, and some with the settler interest.
In 1569, the settlers in cabildo petitioned the adelantado for
redress of wrongs; in 1573 and 1576, their complaints reached
the Council of the Indies. At one point Alonso de Olmos and
Francisco Ruiz, leaders of the settler faction, defied the governor’s
order to work on the demolition of the old fort. Although they
called upon their rights as citizens under royal patronage and
referred to their contracts with the adelantado, they were in the
end forced to go to work. 39
Surviving legal cases and personal property inventories in the
Florida documents point to the strict class nature of society there.
Governor Velasco allegedly insulted two women in religious processions for having the temerity to step above their station. One
of those, María de Lara, daughter of the tailor Olmos, had dared
to use the honorific “Doña” before her name. 40 At one end of the
social scale, Pedro Menéndez, his chief lieutenants, and their
wives possessed rich clothing and household furnishings, while
ordinary soldiers and sailors at the other end had little or
nothing in the way of material comforts. 41
Although royal subsidy funds, interrelated with the adelantado’s own capital, provided the economic motor of the colony,
there was also an active private commercial life in Spanish
Florida. Men sold meat and fish and loaned money; taverns and
boardinghouses operated in the towns; and Spaniards practiced
39. See “Memorial of the settlers and Cabildo of Santa Elena,” July 15,
1569, AGI CD 941. Cabildo members were itemized in AGI EC 154-A,
fol. 143vo-144. The Olmos-Ruiz dispute with the Spanish governor was
described by Alonso de Olmos in his testimony in AGI EC 154-A, beginning with fol. 1054.
40. AGI EC 154-A, fol. 467-505.
41. Belongings left by deceased soldiers and sailors are listed in AGI EC
154-A, fol. 782-97vo. Some of the goods of Governor Don Diego de
Velasco were described in AGI EC 154-A, fol. 641-46vo, while the
clothing of Pedro Menéndez’ noble associates Juan and Hernan de
Quiros, Lope Bernaldo, and Juan de Aranda were listed in AGI JU
817, No. 5, piece 6. The rich furnishings, including bedclothings, tableware, carpeting, saddles, and kitchenware of the adelantado himself,
were listed in the same place.
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the crafts and professions of smith, carpenter, sawyer, charcoalburner, and barber. 42
By the late 1560s, mutual agricultural interchange had taken
place between North America and Iberia. Fruits and vegetables
from Spain and the Canary Islands-oranges, figs, squash, and
other items-had been successfully introduced. Sugar cane did
not thrive. Both wheat and wine grapes had been established
in Santa Elena, but neither spread widely. To take the place of
imported wheat and cassava, corn became Spanish Florida’s
primary crop. Soon large harvests were reported from St. Augustine and Santa Elena, and corn began to figure as importantly in
Spanish diets as it long had in those of the Indians. 43
The Spaniards depended upon the vast North American
forest resources for fuel and construction material. They produced pitch and shipped logs and planks of Florida cedar abroad
for sale. Commercial shipbuilding had also begun in a modest
way; Philip II had contracted with Menéndez to build eight
fast fregatas. One, possibly two, of these, was built near St.
Augustine. 44
The bark of the sassafras root, a product introduced to the
Spaniards both by the French and the Indians, was believed to
have valuable medicinal qualities. By 1572 it had become a commercial enterprise; initial exports of sassafras to Cádiz presaged
4 5
Like the collection of cochineal
later larger-scale shipments.
42.

Andrés de Eguino described the sale of royal supplies in private taverns
in St. Augustine in AGI PAT 257, No. 3, ramo 8. A trading company is
described in AGI EC 154-A, fol. 798.
43. Successful introduction of fruits and vegetables into Florida from the
Metropole and the Atlantic islands is mentioned by Pedro Menéndez
Marquéz in his letter to Philip II, St. Augustine, April 2, 1579, from
AGI SD 168. Father Juan Rogel’s letter to Borja of July 25, 1568 described the wheat and thriving vineyard he had seen at Santa Elena.
Substantial corn production is noted in the Florida accounts of Gaspar
Fernández Perete, AGI CD 948.
44. The export of cedar-wood from Florida in the 1570s is described in
AGI JU 1,000, No. 2, fol. 5vo. Turpentine production is mentioned
in AGI JU 1,001, No. 4, ramo 2. Pitch extraction is described in payments to Alonso Escudero in AGI CD 948. Pedro Menéndez’ contract
to build eight fregatas is detailed in AGI CD 548; it was authorized
by the Council of the Indies on November 22, 1569 (AIVDJ, envío 25,
H, No. 164).
45. After initial experimental shipments of sassafras, a regular trade began.
See the arrangements made by Bernaldo de Valdés and Pedro Sanchez,
filed in the Protocolo of Martin Calvo de la Puerta, Archivo de Protocolos de la Havana.
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insects in New Spain, however, the gathering of sassafras root was
tedious, a task best performed by Indian labor. This, however,
was difficult to arrange, for Indian relations remained problematical. As the 1570s advanced, they reached a point crucial to the
success or failure of Pedro Menéndez’North American colonization.
The wholesale use of Indians in an economic sense, as in encomienda, was not feasible; the mutual relationship remained a
wary, arms-length one. The Spaniards gave the Indians giftsbeads, cloth, knives, hatchets-to encourage them to treat for
peace and vassalship. Under the agreements, tributes of corn,
fresh-water pearls, furs, and Indian money were paid, often
grudgingly, to the Spaniards. Episodes of peace alternated with
times of war, and often the whole treaty-making process had to
be repeated over and over again. 46
After a six-year effort, the Jesuits gave up in 1572 on their
hopes of evangelizing the Florida Indians. Their experience,
which had ranged over the whole of Florida from the San Antón
mission in the extreme southwestern coast of Florida to the
disastrous foundation in Jacán, had been costly to the order. It
had furnished them with a number of martyrs, but few converts.
To explain their failure, the Jesuits pointed to the hostile,
nomadic state of the natives, which had made settled doctrinas
impossible. They also blamed the greed and cruelty of the
Spanish soldiery towards the Indians. Only in an atmosphere of
Christian love and family settlement, they believed, could
Florida’s Indians ever be brought to the Catholic faith. Although the Franciscan order was eventually to fill the gap left
by the Jesuits’ departure, it was not until later in the century
that their efforts began to bear substantial fruit. 47
In 1573, the Indian question came to a head. Settlers at
Santa Elena complained to the king that they could not tend
their fields, that they had to consume their livestock instead of
breeding it for increase, and that they could not expand their
plantings into the more fertile inland areas without better pro46. For examples of such continuing difficulties in Indian relations in one
area of Spanish Florida, see Eugene Lyon, “More Light on the Indians
of the Ays Coast” (typescript, Gainesville, P.K. Yonge Library of Florida
history, 1967).
47. See Rogel to Borja, July 25, 1568.
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tection from hostile Indians. 48 In that same year, Pedro
Menéndez traveled to Madrid to complain of the warlike acts of
Indians from the Florida keys to Santa Elena, which he said
seriously impeded Florida’s colonization. Menéndez and his chief
lieutenants took a hard-line approach, quite opposite to that
adopted by the Jesuits: they asked the Spanish crown to permit
them to capture all the warlike Indians and sell them as slaves to
the Caribbean islands. 49 The king’s decision on the Indian
question reflected the long, intense debate in sixteenth-century
Spain over the nature and rights of the Amerindians. Philip II
refused Pedro Menéndez’ request to enslave the Indians, even
those taken in “just war.” But, in spite of the royal commands,
some Indian slaves were used for agricultural and household
labor at Santa Elena and in St. Augustine. 50
After the death in 1574 of Pedro Menéndez de Avilés, Indian
relations and the settlement of Florida began to unravel. The
governors that succeeded Menéndez neglected the regular giving
of gifts to the Indian caciques. Governor Velasco and his deputy
Solís had two Indian chieftains hung and cut off the ears of
others. They wrung tribute payments from unwilling Indians by
force. Stung by this cruel treatment, the Indians of Guale began
a rebellion in 1576. Three Florida treasury officials and a contingent of soldiers, carrying a payroll to Santa Elena, were ambushed and killed. A foraging party of thirty-nine Spaniards, led
by Sergeant Moyano, was caught north of Santa Elena by Indians,
and only one man escaped the massacre.
Huddled in Fort San Marcos at Santa Elena, the small remaining garrison and the settler families awaited the final assault of
the Indians. Finally, the new governor, Hernando de Miranda,
inexperienced and frightened, gave the order to evacuate Santa
Elena. The Spaniards buried their heavy cannons, brought all
they could carry of personal and royal property, and, in August
1576, sailed away. 51
“The settlers of Florida,” Madrid, April 27, 1577, AGI SD 231, Document 19.
49. “Daños de los Indios de la Florida,” AGI PAT 257, No. 3, ramo 20.
50. The Indian slaves of 1576 were listed in AGI EC 154-A, fol. 65-68vo.
51. The Indian troubles in Guale and Santa Elena are described in
“Probanza de las cosas de la Florida,” Havana, October 28, 1576, AGI
EC 154-A. 335-70vo.
48.
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Santa Elena was to be rebuilt before its final abandonment in
1587. Spanish Florida itself would survive, and would experience
later expansions into Guale and Apalache. By the late eighteenth
century, it would even realize a degree of demographic increase
and prosperity. But perhaps the best opportunity to build prosperous colonies through settlement in the Carolinas-to forestall
the later English occupation of the continent-had come in the
sixteenth century. In spite of great expense and sacrifice, in denial
of all the personal and dynastic hopes inherent in the North
American enterprise, that chance for Spain had been irretrievably
lost.
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JUDGE HERBERT RIDER AND THE LYNCHING
AT LABELLE
by J ERRELL H. S HOFNER *
Florida during the 1920s, it is usually
Wthe “land boom”ofwhich
comes to mind. The astronomical
HEN ONE THINKS

increase in property values, the population explosion, the fantastic
advertising, and then the cataclysmic hurricane in September
1926, which brought it to a sudden and traumatic end, have
dominated historical thought and literature of that decade in
Florida. Yet much more was happening, and the “boom” was
both the symbol and the vehicle of these other activities.
Floridians and their southern neighbors were feeling the forces
of unwelcome change as never before. The old agricultural system
was breaking up, cities and city life were becoming more important, national news and especially national ideas were being
reported and discussed with more frequency. The “red scare” in
the aftermath of World War I, the dispute between “fundamentalists” and “modernists” over conflicts between Biblical and
scientific interpretations of man’s origins, and the increasing
restiveness of Negroes since they began migrating out of the
South just after the turn of the century convinced many white
Floridians that their way of life was being threatened by forces
which they could not control. Applauded by many because it
promised economic improvement, the “boom” not only exemplified the forces of change, but in many cases actually brought
change into the lives of the state’s inhabitants. This was the case
with Hendry County’s “moment of shame” when some of
LaBelle’s prominent citizens brutally tortured and lynched a
Negro road construction worker while most of their neighbors
looked on in May 1926. 1
The Jim Crow system of legal separation of the races was
firmly in place and rarely challenged by Floridians, or most other
* Mr. Shofner is department chairman and professor of history at the
University of Central Florida, Orlando and former president of the
Florida Historical Society.
1. LaBelle Caloosa Belle, July 12, 1973.
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Americans for that matter, by the 1920s. And like their neighbors
in other states, North and South, Floridians augmented it by
reviving the Ku Klux Klan, a secret vigilante organization
which rode at night in disguise to “protect” its members’idea of
a pure America against Negroes, errant wives and husbands, and
sometimes Jews and Catholics and other minorities. While many
who joined the Klan were only motivated by the desire for fellowship, the Klan did give substance to some of the most vicious
motives that affect human beings. Men and women suspected of
immoral behavior, and those whose cultural background differed,
or who were deemed undesirable for whatever reasons, were
sometimes punished by flogging, the application of tar and
feathers, and even death. Such activities were statewide, but were
more frequent in some areas than others. During the first nine
months of 1926, there were sixty-three floggings in Putnam
County. 2 The whipping of a naked woman in Gainesville in September 1926, was only the latest of a series of such beatings in
Alachua County. 3 At Delray that same week, “unidentified
persons” lynched Samuel Nelson, a black man who had been
jailed for allegedly attempting to assault a white woman. 4 In
remote Key West, an unidentified Negro was whipped, tarred and
feathered, and run out of town by a mob for allegedly insulting
a prominent white woman. This was the third such incident in
Key West in a two-week period. 5
Although they frequently paraded in the daytime and their
officials spoke at public functions, the Klansmen usually did
their gruesome work under cover of darkness. But, when word
of an alleged transgression by a black person against the rules
laid down by whites began to circulate, spontaneously-formed
mobs often acted without waiting for nightfall. In May 1925,
Jack West, a Negro, was acquitted of charges of breaking and
entering by a Seminole County jury at Sanford. He boarded a
train for Orlando. Angered by the jury’s decision, a mob forcibly
removed him from the railroad car at Longwood, hanged him to
a tree, and riddled his body with bullets. 6 Sometimes officials took
2. New York Times, September 14, 1926, clipping in Series C, Box 351,
NAACP Papers, Library of Congress, Washington, D. C.
3. Dallas Express, September 25, 1926, ibid.
4. Baltimore Afro-American, October 23, 1926, C-353, ibid.
5. Tampa Tribune, May 15, 1926.
6. Louisville News, May 16, 1925, C-351, NAACP Papers.
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care of such matters without the necessity of mobs. Harry Kier, a
black bellboy, was arrested for “improper conduct toward a white
woman guest” in a Miami hotel. At the direction of Chief of
Police H. Leslie Quigg, two policemen took Kier to a lonely spot
and shot him to death. This incident occurred in 1925, but was
not revealed until three years later. The NAACP, which published
records of lynchings, revised its 1925 list and announced that the
change made Florida second in lynchings only to Mississippi. It
had led the nation with five in 1924 and was again the premier
lynching state in 1926 with six deaths. 7
The most frequent cause of lynchings of blacks was allegations
of assault or rape of white women, but such shocking acts were
not always necessary to arouse a mob. Near Winter Haven in
1921, Willie Bales was peeling an orange while driving a wagon
down a dirt road. He dropped his knife and got off his vehicle
to pick it up. A little white girl happened to be walking down
the road, saw him dismount, became frightened, and screamed.
A mob of about 200 men killed him without waiting to find out
the cause of her screams. The reporter of this atrocity gave an
eloquent description of the plight of black Floridians at the
time: “The collared [sic] people stand in great danger about the
little town of Winter Haven the white folks have organized the
Klu [sic] Klux Klan hear. . . .Why we as collared people of the
South is treated awful by the Lower class of white people they
are the ones that start the trouble and then that will bring some
of the best white people in it whom we would look to far [sic]
protection they get mixed up in the affairs and then we have
no one to look to for help.“ 8
Not everyone accepted mob rule. Some officials and attorneys
went to considerable lengths to enforce the laws. When his jail
was stormed at Palatka in 1923, Sheriff P. M. Hagan halted the
attack and arrested eleven of the would-be-lynchers. Later that
year Henry Simmons was hanged and shot by a mob at Palm
Beach. Sheriff R. C. Baker offered a personal reward of $100 for
information leading to apprehension of the guilty parties. NAACP
officials were especially impressed to find that in 1914 Joseph P.
7.

New York World, March 24, 1926, C-353, ibid; New York Herald Tribune,
March 19, 1928, ibid; James Weldon Johnson to Editor, March 5, 1928.
ibid.
8. Unidentified writer to Johnson, April 11, 1921, ibid.
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Long, a black man who had killed a member of a white lynch
mob at Aberdeen, in Jackson County, was acquitted of criminal
charges against him. So far as they could find, that was the first
case south of Washington where a Negro had been acquitted by
a white jury for killing a white man in self defense. Just as
unusual was the case of Britt Pringle, a white man, who killed
John Simmons, a black proprietor of a woodyard near Jacksonville, in 1926. Prosecuted by Charles M. Durrance and Ion L.
Farris in Judge Dewitt T. Gray’s court, Pringle was found guilty
and sentenced to death. The two had earlier obtained the conviction of O. P. Kirtland and Fred Stokes, both white, for killing a
black man. The two were sentenced to life imprisonment. A
month later three white brothers shot a black man during the
theft of an automobile near Tampa. Mark Lewis was sentenced
to life in prison, Monty Lewis to twenty years, and Edward
Lewis to ten. 9
But officials also enforced the state’s Jim Crow laws which received several challenges because of increased travel from northern
states as a result of the “boom.” Mrs. Blanche Brookins, a wealthy
black from New York City, was unimpressed when, upon reaching
Jacksonville aboard an Atlantic Coastline train, she was told that
she would have to give up her Pullman berth and go to the
“Jim Crow” car. She ignored the conductor, who wired ahead to
the authorities in Palatka. There she was taken forcibly from the
train and brought before County Judge J. C. Calhoun. The
judge fined her $500 and costs, commenting that “that happens
to be the maximum penalty or it would be more.” Perhaps even
more adverse to the state’s image as a tourist mecca was an
incident at Fort Pierce in January 1926. En route to Miami from
New York, a Negro couple were in a drawing room near the one
occupied by their white employers. Told that “niggers” were not
allowed to ride through Fort Pierce on Pullman cars, the two
were ejected from the train without an opportunity to take off
their baggage. When the white employers found what had
happened, they gathered up the belongings of the two Negroes,
got off the train, and went back by car to aid them. The train
did not wait. 10
9. Albany (New York) Journal, March 2, 1923, C-351, ibid; Jacksonville
Journal, June 7, 1923, ibid; E. V. Wooldridge to Herbert Seligman, July
24, 1919, ibid; Tampa Tribune, June 26, 1926.
10. New York Age, January 16, July 3, 1926.
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Miami, at the center of the 1920s boom, was just as harsh on
blacks. Skilled workers such as masons, plasterers, and carpenters
were prohibited from working in the white sections of the city,
and both labor unions and local police enforced that policy.
Negro chauffeurs were prohibited from driving inside the Miami
city limits. At the height of the boom, when it was learned that a
Negro orchestra from Columbus, Ohio, was booked for an engagement at one of the large hotels, its members were horsewhipped and driven out of town. 11
It was ironic that this rigid Jim Crow system was an underlying cause of the brutal lynchings of the time, and most whites
accepted it as proper. At the same time many of these people
vigorously disapproved of mob lynchings and clearly voiced their
sentiments on the matter. When Chandler Colding was taken
from sheriff’s deputies and lynched near Ocala in January 1926,
the officials made no effort to protect their prisoner. Prominent
citizens of Ocala, Winter Park, Orlando, Tampa, and Gainesville
protested to Governor John Martin, demanding that an investigation of the incident be made. 12 Will Alexander, director of the
recently organized Commission on Interracial Cooperation in
Atlanta also urged the Florida governor to see that mobsters were
prosecuted and the negligent officers were removed because the
“entire South [was] blamed for the barbarous practices of [a] few
backward communities and American. civilization and Christianity
[was] discredited around the world.” Even as these people wrote,
Simon Mulligan was being abducted from his Jacksonville home
to be mutilated by a mob. 13
LaBelle was a community of about 1,000 inhabitants in the
1920s, the county seat of sparsely populated Hendry County.
While accepting the values of the rest of Florida, LaBelle was not
directly concerned with segregation, Jim Crow laws, or racial
11.

John Strothers to Editor, New York Age, March 6, 1926; New York Age,
October 2, 1926.
12. New York Age, April 3, 1926. Among those who wrote were J. H. Terrell,
president of the Ocala chamber of commerce; Frank Harris, editor of
the Ocala Banner; Bishops Cameron Mann and John D. Wing; L. C.
Massey of the State Bank of Orlando: D. B. McKay, publisher of the
Tampa Times; J. M. Farr, L. M. Bristol, and J. R. Benton of the University of Florida; Mrs. G. W. Atkinson of Tampa; and Mrs. U. G.
Swartz and Mrs. A. T. Guy of Gainesville.
13. New York Age, January 30, 1926, C-351, NAACP Papers; St. Louis Argus,
February 19, 1926, ibid.
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difficulties because there were few blacks in the county. Three
black families in LaBelle, though socially segregated, were well
known and generally liked by the white citizens. On the other
hand, the town was a wide open, frontier community whose inhabitants were accustomed to the rough, direct, and sometimes
violent individual relations common to the American frontier
everywhere. The town council had even once hired a gunman as
marshal when the situation had gotten out of control. Aware of
their neighbors propensity for direct action, citizens were usually
reluctant to speak out in opposition to majority views once they
were made known. Those who did were well aware of the possibilities of serious consequences.
Although somewhat isolated from the population centers
which had mushroomed during the boom, LaBelle was beginning
to feel the effects of growth by 1926. Two developers were
planning projects near the community, and county leaders were
determined to open the area with an ambitious road building
program. A bond issue for that purpose had recently been approved after a spirited election campaign. Advocates of the
construction program argued that it would bring many jobs for
citizens of the county. This explanation apparently convinced
voters to favor the bond issue. There was naturally dissatisfaction
when the road contractors brought in their own laborers, and it
did not help that the workers were black. The presence of large
numbers of Negroes in four road camps around LaBelle created
a new element in the lives of local inhabitants unaccustomed
either to outsiders or blacks in large numbers. Resentment and
frustration boiled over on May 11, resulting in a cruel, grisly scene
of torture and death at midday on the main street of LaBelle.
Just three days earlier Florida had once again been thrown
into “the limelight of unpleasant notoriety” when the body of
Parker Watson was discovered. Having been arrested for burglary
at Clearwater, he had been taken from the deputies who were
transporting him to jail in St. Petersburg. The officers had
surrendered their prisoner without a struggle. His bullet-riddled
body was later discovered with acid burns covering the face. 14
On the morning of May 11 Henry Patterson, a black in his
mid-twenties, was working on the road near the outskirts of
14.

New York Age, May 22, 1926.
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LaBelle. Apparently seeking water, he walked into the yard of a
house where Mrs. Bennett Crawford was ironing near an open
door. She looked up and saw the black man approaching, became
frightened, and ran screaming into the street. Realizing his predicament, Patterson fled. Neighbors concluded that the woman
had been assaulted and began forming search parties. Within a
short time dozens of individuals had ceased their normal daily
activities to become part of a frenzied mob bent on revenge.
Sheriff Dan L. McLaughlin conveniently decided to search for
the culprit at nearby Port Goodno, and he was consequently out
of town when Patterson was apprehended. 15
The mob, estimated at between forty and sixty strong, and
composed of several local officials and prominent citizens, shot
Patterson several times without killing him. Then, its members
amused themselves for a while by allowing him to get away from
them. Once he broke away and ran up to Mary Hayes Davis,
editor of the local newspaper who was standing in the doorway
of her office, and begged for help. Powerless to intervene, she
replied, “Man, I cannot help you. Pray to your God.” The
terrified, bleeding victim jogged away down the street about
fifty feet ahead of the pursuing mob, desperate for a place to
hide. When he attempted to cross a wire fence, someone shot
him with a shotgun and he fell. Still alive, he was then placed
on the running board of a Hupmobile roadster and paraded
down LaBelle’s main street. During the grisly procession, Patterson was occasionally kicked and pieces of his flesh were cut off
and waved aloft for bystanders to see. Just south of LaBelle’s
new courthouse, the helpless creature was hanged to a pine tree,
and his body was filled with more bullets. 16
The only person who attempted to interfere with the mob
was Judge Herbert A. Rider, the fifty-year-old, Georgia-born
county prosecutor. Himself a rugged frontiersman who believed
in self-reliance and direct action and who had more than once
supplemented his legal discourses with his fists, Rider was
appalled at the barbaric madness he saw. “I had never dreamed
that members of the human family could be so brutal,” he later
wrote. “I heard Patterson’s plea to that mob for . . . a chance, a
15. Tampa Tribune, May 12, 1926.
16. Ibid., May 15, 1926.
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trial, and then his plea for mercy that would have . . . melted
any sane person.“ 17 From his front porch he called on the mob
to stop its tortures and turn the alleged offender over to the
authorities. He was hooted and jeered by the blood-crazed group
as it continued on its grisly way. But Judge Rider would be heard
from again.
Shortly after Patterson’s body was hung, Mrs. Crawford, who
had been overlooked in the excitement, managed to tell her
story. She explained that the Negro had done nothing, but that
she became frightened at the sight of him approaching her door
and involuntarily screamed and ran. A few days later, Perry C.
Hull, former LaBelle mayor and local ice dealer, gave an almost
incredible explanation of the mistake. He was at the time in
Arcadia with about twenty-five other LaBelle residents visiting
some of the mobsters who had been arrested for their offense.
“The reports that have been sent out in regard to the affair have
not done our city and our people justice,” he said. “The negro
had not attacked the white woman, but he had acted in a
suspicious manner, which gave rise to the report that he had
attacked her. . . . The people, believing that they were acting
in the protection of womanhood, hunted and found the man,
and one thing leading to another, the lynching was the climax.“ 18
Considering his position, the sheriff’s attitude was even more
amazing. Having done nothing to prevent or interfere with the
lynching, Sheriff McLaughlin defended the seventeen men subsequently arrested for the crime. “These boys have a lot of right
on their side and it is time their side of the case was presented,”
he declared, adding that the trouble had been coming for a long
time: “It started when we were having a campaign down here for
a bond issue to build good roads. People who were pushing the
bond issue promised work to all the boys if they would vote for
it. . . . The next thing we knew contractors imported a lot of
negroes and the voters who supported the bond issue could not
get work on the roads. They felt like they had been tricked, and
naturally they resented the presence of the negroes here. This is
the story behind this trouble. There are a number of persons
17. Herbert A. Rider to Mary McLeod Bethune, June 15, 1926, C-351,
NAACP Papers.
18. New York Evening Post, May 31, 1926, ibid.; Arcadia Arcadian, May 21,
1926, ibid.
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living here who don’t want these negroes working on the roads.“ 19
The lynching certainly stopped the blacks from working on the
roads, but it also interrupted every other activity. Blacks fled
any way they could. Three truckloads left for Fort Myers and
two more for Moore Haven. Some blacks left on foot. Excited
gangs roamed the town threatening further violence against
them. The construction foreman assembled all remaining workers
in one camp for better security. They had the sheriff deputize
about a dozen local residents to act as guards, but that official
additionally called on Governor Martin for national guardsmen.
About forty men of Battery F, 116 Field Artillery, from Arcadia
arrived a little more than a day after the lynching. Captain S. C.
Smith, the detachment commander, said he was prepared for a
lengthy stay. The troops set up two machine guns in the center
of town and patrolled the streets for the next six days. 20
Outraged at the ugly event, Judge Rider called for a coroner’s
inquest. County Judge Wesley C. Richards, the coroner, was
sympathetic with Rider’s determination to see that justice was
done. In a week-long inquest before a hostile jury, Rider
questioned reluctant witnesses while Judge Richards presided
impartially over the hearing. The key witnesses were Sheriff
McLaughlin and Town Marshal Radford E. Edwards. The latter
had been an active lyncher. With biting sarcasm, Rider expressed
amazement that “of 25 or 30 men these officials have known all
their lives, they can now remember the names of only four or
five.“ 21But he and Judge Richards persisted, and on May 14,
Stanley Aultman; Driz Curry, a young cowman; Lemuel Howard,
a farmer; and Ham Smith, a laborer, were arrested and taken by
the soldiers to jail in Arcadia. 22 During the next few days
thirteen more men were arrested and jailed either at Arcadia or
Fort Myers. They were Hurd L. Reeves, county tax assessor;
Radford E. Edwards, LaBelle town marshal; Van Curry, Glades
County school board member; Coy Mercer, the minor son of a
Hendry County commissioner; Norman Walker, foreman of the
19. Tampa Tribune, May 17, 1926.
20. Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, May 13, 1926, C-351, NAACP Papers;
New York Evening Post, May 13, 20, 1926, ibid.; Jacksonville Florida
Metropolis, May 13, 1926, ibid.; Tampa Tribune, May 14, 1926.
21. Tampa Tribune, May 14, 1926.
22. Ibid., May 15, 1926.
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Curtis-Bright cattle ranch; Duane Cox, a mail carrier; Harney
Aultman; Hubbard Coleman; James Cross; Dick Curry; Herbert
Tillman; John Frazier, Jr.; and Colon Godbolt. 23
The troops left LaBelle and some road work resumed, although the armed deputies continued to guard the black workers.
But with seventeen men in jail without bail on murder charges,
and many local residents sympathetic with them, there was still
great tension in the community. To the chagrin and anger of
many of their neighbors, Rider and Richards, joined by John F.
Webber, president of the Hendry County chamber of commerce,
and F. Watts Hall, president of the local bank, remained determined to see the men prosecuted. 24
Governor Martin requested Circuit Court Judge George W.
Whitehurst immediately to call a special session of the grand jury
because those prisoners who were innocent should be freed as
speedily as possible. 25 Whitehurst complied, and on May 31 State
Attorney S. Watt Lawler argued for a change of venue, while
Louis O. Gravely for the defense insisted that the hearings be
conducted in LaBelle. 26 The change of venue was granted, and on
June 3 hearings were conducted on habeas corpus petitions. The
judge ordered the men released, eight without bail and nine on
$10,000 bail each. 27
Alarmed at the virtual epidemic of lynchings in Florida during
early 1926, Herman Dann, president of the state chamber of commerce, announced the organization’s concern and promised
Governor Martin its cooperation “to the fullest in the maintenance of law and order.” The chamber’s directors unanimously
adopted a statement declaring that “this condition must not
continue if Florida is to prosper as she deserves. . . . Although
there have been 143 recorded lynchings in Florida since 1900,
this is the first to be followed by a vigorous prosecution of the
offending mob. . . . The State Chamber of Commerce wishes . . .
to do all in its power to create the proper regard for law and
23.
24.
25.
26.

Ibid., May 18, 1926.
Rider to Johnson, August 27, 1926, C-351, NAACP Papers.
Tampa Tribune, May 23, 1926.
Ibid., May 23, 31, 1926; Rider to Johnson, June 26, 1926, C-351, NAACP
Papers.
27. Tampa Tribune, June 2, November 29, 1926; Hendry County Commissioners’ Minute Book Number One, 392, Hendry County Courthouse;
Rider to Johnson, October 8, 1926, C-351, NAACP Papers.
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order.” In a vigorous editorial entitled “Let’s Stop This,” the
Tampa Times endorsed the chamber view. 28
About the same time a visitor in LaBelle, who was described
as a wealthy New York woman of culture, spoke with Judge
Rider about his investigation into the lynching. She suggested
that he communicate with Mary McLeod Bethune of Daytona
Beach who might be able to secure assistance from the NAACP.
Rider wrote to Mrs. Bethune, and she forwarded his letter to
NAACP Secretary James Weldon Johnson. Impressed that this
was “one of the few cases in which there seems to be any reaction
on the part of the local whites for justice,” Johnson and his
directors sent Rider $300 for expenses. This in turn encouraged
Rider, Richards, Webber, and Hall to form a fund-raising committee in Florida. Proceeds were sent through M. D. Potter, Negro
editor of the Tampa Bulletin, to the NAACP headquarters in
New York, to be matched by that organization and returned to
the LaBelle committee for use in the case. Several people around
the state pledged funds to them. 29
In response to a letter from the LaBelle committee, Clark
Foreman of the Commission on Interracial Cooperation made two
trips from Atlanta to look into the case against the lynchers and
to recommend action to his organization. Foreman and Will
Alexander committed the commission to assist the Florida committee on a matching basis up to $500. This approach was intended to involve as many Floridians as possible to establish a
base for action in the future, and at the same time to give substantial assistance in a case which seemed to offer a fair chance
of a conviction. 30
Despite these favorable developments in the summer of 1926,
several setbacks occurred in the fall. The disastrous hurricane
in September, which inundated southern Florida and ended the
“boom,” attracted the attention of a sympathetic nation and
28. Press release, Commission on Interracial Cooperation, Tampa Times,
July 2, 1926, C-351, NAACP Papers; New York Age, July 3, 1926.
29. Johnson to Bishop John Hurst, September 14, 18, 1926, C-351, NAACP
Papers; Rider to Bethune, June 15, 1926, ibid.; Rider to Johnson, June
26, 1926, ibid.
30. Will Alexander to Clark Foreman, August 27, 1926, 17-B-7-c, Box 74,
Commission on Interracial Cooperation Collection, Trevor Arnett Library,
Atlanta University; Alexander to Johnson, August 27, 1926, C-351,
NAACP Papers.
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overshadowed the lynching case. People who had pledged aid to
the LaBelle committee were either economically ruined by the
floods or they concentrated their efforts on aiding the homeless
hurricane victims. Rider wrote that the little town of LaBelle
had suffered about $300,000 in damages. But far worse than that,
his witnesses were being driven from the state or terrified into
silence by the lynchers and their friends. The person Rider considered “our most material witness” had left Florida and was
refusing to return unless compelled to do so. The absent witness
said his friends were writing “that if I should come back for the
trial I surely would get killed as people in LaBelle are still very
blood thirsty.” “My people are opposed to me going to that trial,”
he wrote, and, suggesting that he shared their concern, he added,
“I am not afraid of law, but I am afraid of murders.” For the first
time Rider expressed his feeling that “unless some strong force
or pressure is brought to bear . . . I am apprehensive that there
is going to be a gross miscarriage of justice.“ 31 He had further
cause for concern when State Attorney Lawler resigned, citing the
LaBelle lynching case as one of the reasons. The governor appointed Guy M. Strayhorn of Fort Myers to replace him. The
LaBelle committee wondered whether the new prosecutor might
be more interested in disposing of the case than in obtaining
convictions.
The trial was finally scheduled to begin on November 29 at
Fort Myers. In a stormy three-day session, the grand jury heard
about forty witnesses. There were frequent angry arguments
inside the grand jury room, but listeners outside could not hear
the discussions. Then, a heated encounter occurred outside the
courtroom between Judge Wesley Richards and State Attorney
Strayhorn over the latter’s presentation of the case. Richards was
upset because the entire transcript of the coroner’s inquest, a
crucial document, was missing and Strayhorn could not account
for it. Richards also chastised the lawyer for the way he was
handling witnesses before the grand jury. Strayhorn angrily retorted that he was doing “everything possible” to get the case
32
before the jury. The grand jury failed to indict a single person,
but it recommended removal of Sheriff McLaughlin because he
31. Rider to Johnson, October 8, 1926, C-351, NAACP Papers.
32. Tampa Tribune, December 4, 1926.
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had “made absolutely no effort to disperse the mob or to get
the negro away or to prevent him from being hanged.” It went
on to say, “All of these witnesses have, with only a few exceptions,
testified with seeming great reluctance, the majority appearing to
be afraid to give any direct and positive evidence as to the identity
of the members of the mob, the result being that we have not been
able to obtain sufficient evidence to identify any of the members
of the mob which had a part in the killing of this Negro.” Without reference to why the transcript was missing, defense attorney
Louis Gravely declared “the so-called investigation held before
the coroner’s jury at LaBelle was prejudiced and in utter disregard of the law,” adding the irrelevant observation that he
could “prove that there was a good deal of politics in this
matter.“ 33
“The Bloody Blot Remains,” was the title of the Tampa
Tribune editorial of December 7, “An innocent Negro was
brutally murdered by a mob at LaBelle. He had committed no
offense. The victim was beaten, stabbed, shot, mutilated, before
being hanged. All this was in broad daylight. It was a ‘public
demonstration.’There was practically no effort at concealment of
identity on the part of members of the mob. The horrible affair
was witnessed by almost the entire populace. Scores of citizens
looked on and easily recognized fellow-citizens they had known
for years. . . . The Grand Jury convened last week. . . . Witnesses
who had testified at the coroner’s inquest and whose testimony
resulted in the accusation of seventeen men as members of the
mob, also testified before the Grand Jury. But something
happened to these witnesses in the interim. Their memories
evidently proved defective. What they knew clearly at the inquest,
they had ‘forgotten’ before the Grand Jury. . . . Men who had
looked on, in the clear light of day, while the crime was being
perpetrated, and who identified some of the perpetrators, could
not ‘remember’ a few months later.” The editorial also referred
to the coroner’s inquest transcript, commenting that its absence
should itself have been the object of an inquiry and someone
should have been held to account for failure to produce it. 34 The
Jacksonville Florida Sentinel applauded the Tribune editoral
33.
34.

Ibid., December 5, 1926.
Ibid., December 7, 1926.
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and commended the “honest effort” of the Hendry County citizens
who had tried to see that justice was done. But it insisted that
Florida would never realize its potential until black and white
people could feel safe from such atrocities as the lynching of
Henry Patterson at LaBelle. 35
Governor Martin thought the grand jury effort to blame
Sheriff McLaughlin for the lynching “remarkable.“ 36 Refusing
to remove him, Martin said the sheriff could scarcely be blamed
for not stopping the mob when the grand jury itself could not
identify its members. 37 While McLaughlin remained in office,
there was a determined move by some county commissioners to
remove Judge Rider from his position as county prosecutor. At
the same time, however, the commissioners’minute books show
that he had many strong supporters. 38
Judge Rider had never been alone in his belief that the lynchers should be punished. As he had affirmed, “We have a few
good law abiding citizens who are doing their part manfully
toward bringing about better conditions. 39 Wesley Richards had
certainly placed himself squarely with Rider, and both John
Webber and F. Watts Hall had been open about their feelings.
There were apparently several other local citizens who agreed,
but were more reticent about revealing themselves.
But it was Herbert A. Rider who had called the mob to
account during the lynching, and it was he who persistently
pursued the case during the months following the coroner’s
inquest, even though his official responsibility ended at that
time. Why did he do it? Several months after the event he explained that he had acted “in order that conditions in the
coming years may be bettered and that a deplorable stigma and
shame may forever be removed from our fair land.“ 40 That was
after he had time for reflection. It seems that on the spur of the
moment his basic sense of right and wrong was offended and he
reacted from a sense of moral outrage. He did so at considerable
risk and subsequently paid a price. “It ruined him politically,”
35. Jacksonville Florida Sentinel, December 25, 1926, NAACP Papers.
36. Tampa Tribune, December 16, 29, 1926.
37. Ibid., December 14, 1926.
38. Hendry County Commissioners’ Minute Book Number One, 392, passim.
39. Rider to Johnson, June 26, 1926, C-351, NAACP Papers.
40. Ibid.
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said his son. 41 His children were sometimes treated contemptuously and insulted as “nigger-lovers” by a few of their schoolmates. And yet, those same children still live in LaBelle and
are respected citizens there. Furthermore, Judge Rider is remembered by many local residents in terms that strongly suggest
admiration, fondness for the memory of a respected citizen, and
pride that they had known him. Either times have changed
enough in the past fifty-four years to give a different perspective
to his actions, memory has dimmed the animosities aroused by
the lynching and its aftermath, or just possibly people retrospectively admired the judge for having the courage of his convictions and acting as he did without regard to personal ambition
and safety.
41.

Interview with Dr. Sam Rider, February 1979, LaBelle.
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“ART IS LONG; LIFE ISN’T”
RANDOLPH CALDECOTT IN AMERICA
AND IN FLORIDA
by J OHN CECH *
British illustrator, began his
R first and Clast visit to, thethenoted
United States and eventually to
ANDOLPH

ALDECOTT

Florida in November 1885. Born in 1846, Caldecott was nearly
forty and near the end of his life at the time of the journey.
Friends had encouraged him to spend the worst part of the
winter of 1885-1886 in St. Augustine, Florida, and the American
South, away from the bleak English weather that often threatened
to break his fragile health. Caldecott suffered, for most of his
relatively short life, from a heart condition, the aftereffects of a
childhood bout with rheumatic fever. This trip to Florida was
meant to be another of those recuperative interludes that friends
and physicians periodically prescribed for him. Perhaps he hoped,
with his characteristic good humor, as he had when he visited
the south of France nearly ten years earlier, “that rheumatism
may forget me and not recognize me on return to Albion’s
shore.“ 1 In 1885 he had less strength than he did when he wrote
William Etches in 1873, to endure what he called those “smart
attacks on the heart . . . causing that machine to go up and down
like a lamb’s tail when its owner is partaking of the nourishment
provided by bounteous Nature.“ 2
When Caldecott came to the United States, his reputation as
a book illustrator had preceeded him. He was known to his
*

Mr. Cech is assistant professor of English, University of Florida, Gainesville. He wishes to thank the Houghton Library, Harvard University,
for permission to quote from the Caldecott letters, and the Florida
Historical Society for materials from its Caldecott collection and the
Baldwyn Library of Children’s Literature at the University of Florida
for its use of first editions of Caldecott’s works.

1. Randolph Caldecott to an unknown recipient, Fall 1878, quoted in
Henry Blackburn, Randolph Caldecott: A Personal Memoir of his
Early Art Career (London, 1886), 189.
2. Undated letter, ca. 1873, in Michael Hutchins, Yours Pictorially:
Illustrated Letters of Randolph Caldecott (London and New York,
1976), 275.
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American audience for the glimpses he offered of London society
and the English and European countrysides and their inhabitants. His works had appeared in Harper’s Monthly and the
Daily Graphic, the American cousin of the London Graphic.
The Graphic, along with other illustrated English newspapers
and magazines like London Society, Pictorial World, and Punch,
had helped to launch and establish Caldecott’s career, and appearance in their pages had won him almost immediate popularity
and success. Caldecott’s deft, witty caricatures of British society at
home and abroad could be quite sharp, but they were not
bitterly denunciatory and were, almost invariably, softened by
some humorous touch. His style was free of pomposity and the
“forced lessions of any religious tract society.” And his fascination
with rural life, at “the height of Victorian aestheticism, . . .
represented a form of escapism: an escape to the quiet county
lanes of eighteenth-century England, where ladies in crinolines
and rotund squires presided over vast estates, where scarletjacketed huntsmen sent their horses leaping over a countryside
uninhabited by locomotives and unmarked by the smoke stacks
of a distant factory.“ 3
Caldecott was best known in America for his illustrations for
new editions of an American writer’s nostalgic view of things
most English: Washington Irving’s Old Christmas (published by
Macmillan with Caldecott’s illustrations in 1875) and Bracebridge Hall (1877), both done while Caldecott was still in his
late twenties and still emerging as an artist. If Caldecott had left
behind only his magazine and early book illustrations, he would
have ensured himself of a modest reputation among art historians,
critics, and other artists. Both Van Gogh and Gaugin had admired
his work. Van Gogh thought his drawings for the Irving books
were “pithy . . . quite original and highly interesting,” Gaugin
lauded Caldecott’s illustrations of geese as “the true spirit of
drawings.” 14 Over the years, Caldecott’s enduring contribution to
the art of illustration has remained in the field of children’s
books, and this may explain, as the British art critic Frederick
Laws argues, why his stature in serious artistic circles is still a
3. Rodney K. Engen, Randolph Caldecott: Lord of the Nursery (London,
1976), 5.
4. Ibid., 21.
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minor one: picture books simply do not command the status or
the academic stamp of approval.
Many of Caldecott’s children’s titles have remained in print
since his death; they have been widely translated and have sold
literally millions of copies. The American Library Association
continues to honor Caldecott’s memory with a prestigious, annual
award for the best picture book for children-an award endowed
in 1938 by a Caldecott collector and the editor of Publisher’s
Weekly, Frederick Melcher, who was responsible for reviving
interest in Caldecott in America and keeping his name, if not
always his art, in the public eye. A quick sense of Caldecott’s
impact on later creators of children’s books can be realized
through a comparison of any of Caldecott’s picture books with
those that have won the award named after him. Many of thesesurely all of the enduring ones-bear at least some traces of
Caldescott’s style or have exploited the general possibilities
Caldecott pioneered in his own books. Perhaps the most distinguished illustrator and writer of picture books today (1981),
Maurice Sendak, himself a Caldecott medal winner, acknowledges
the pervasive influence of Caldecott: “To me, his work heralds
the beginning of the modern picture book. There is in Caldecott
a juxtaposition of picture and word, a counterpoint that never
happened before.“ 5
The picture books allowed Caldecott to recall the people, the
landscape, animals, and the pre-industrial freedom that compelled
and inspired him throughout his life. Rural England, where he
had grown up as a boy in Old Chester, Cheshire, and which he
had known so well as a young bank clerk in Whitchurch, Shropshire, gave him the place and time to locate his imagination and
ignite his creative surges. Here he was most at home, riding,
visiting, and drawing at will and at ease. “In some things,” he
wrote Frederick Locker-Lampson, “I am conservative and dislike
innovation.“ 6 Caldecott’s boyhood had been seminal and it
colored most of his adult work; he had experienced it with open
eyes, and when he returned to the countryside later in his life, it
5. Maurice Sendak, “Randolph Caldecott: An Appreciation,” in Elizabeth
T. Billington, The Randolph Caldecott Treasury (London and New
York, 1978), 11.
6. Randolph Caldecott to Frederick Locker-Lampson, July 18, 1855,
Hutchins, Yours Pictorially, 244.
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“was no fantasy, world of a week-ending Georgian. He knew
country life from a small farmer’s point of view and drew it
without sentimentality. He sees the countryside not as landscape
but as farming land or hunting country, and his people on it
are not the nymphs and swains of pastoral convention. His
shepherds shear their sheep and his milkmaids know how to
milk.“ 7
Caldecott began to show his artistic talent very early; when he
was about six-years-old, he was already carving in wood and
drawing. His father, a merchant and later an accountant, tried to
discourage his son from beginning an artistic career. He took
him out of school when he was fifteen and secured a position for
him in a local bank. Caldecott was eventually transferred to the
small town of Whitchurch-whose streets and buildings appear in
a number of his children’s books and his illustrations of Irving’s
works-and later, in 1867, to the commercial center of Manchester. Caldecott was probably not as devoted to his banking
duties as most of his biographers maintain, for he managed to
take many walking holidays to sketch the countryside. When he
was confined to his chair in the bank, he continued drawing
comic pictures of customers and fellow clerks on envelopes or
any other loose slips of paper he had at hand. Caldecott was a
self-taught, natural artist, and those around him quickly
recognized his talents. He was singularly unpretentious about
his gifts, and he was well-liked, both in the bank and in the
villages surrounding the town, where he boarded at the home of a
neighboring farmer and occupied himself with “fishing, shooting,
going to meets and wandering the countryside.“ 8
Caldecott’s gentleness and humor were not tarnished when he
went to London as a young man in the early 1870s, encouraged
to do so by his other artistically-inclined comrades at the Brasenose Club in Manchester, buoyed by letters of introduction to
influential editors in the city, and excited by having his first
comical illustrations published in Manchester’s Will o’ The Wisp
and The Sphynx. Yet he was not seduced by the London society
that he sometimes jabbed at in his drawings and that he
7. Frederick Laws, “Randolph Caldecott,” The Saturday Book, Vol. 16,
ed. John Hadfield (New York, 1956), 63-64.
8. Ibid., 63.
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Randolph Caldecott, circa 1884. By permission of the Houghton Library,
Harvard University.
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The Magnolia House, circa 1840. Photo from R. K. Sewell, Sketches Of St.
Augustine, Facsimile edition (Gainesville, 1976), 61.

Caldecott’s grave in Evergreen Cemetery,
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eventually travelled in as a successful popular artist. By the early
1880s he was something of a household name. At times he was
insecure about his lack of formal, academic background as an
artist, and he confessed to a friend, not many years after his
arrival in London and the success of his Irving illustrations: “I
wish I had had a severe training for my present profession. Eating
my dinners, so to speak. I have now got a workshop, and I sometimes wish that I was a workman. Art is long; life isn’t.“ 9 In
the margin of the letter Caldecott made one of his delightful
“lightening sketches” of two characters, one tall and one short,
with tall “art” carrying squat “life” along, like a child out for a
stroll. In a few, quick lines he completely swept away the serious
note of the letter. Except, with Caldecott, the deeper implications were always just beneath the smiling surface. Humor seemed
to make these concerns bearable.
Caldecott does not appear to have remained too insecure for
long about his lack of credentials in London’s art circles. He did
study painting and sculpting briefly in Manchester and again in
London, and he was soon rewarded with small showings of oils,
bas reliefs, watercolors, and drawings at various galleries in
London, including the Royal Academy. But in the ten or so
years that mark his mature career as an artist in the national eye,
he was simply too busy with drawing assignments and commissions to commit himself fulltime, as he was urged to do, to the
more respected, approved media of painting and water colors.
Besides, he recognized that these areas were not in his “line,”
and he privately acknowledged that he was not nor would he
ever be, as proficient in these other media as he was with pen
and ink drawings and engraved, wood block illustrations.
Frederick Locker-Lampson, a poet and a close friend of
Caldecott’s had convinced the artist to make the voyage to
America, and Caldecott had casually planned “to take an easy
tour-be guided by circumstances, of which the climate may be
the chief. It may be pleasant to go quietly down the Eastern
States to Florida and eventually through New Orleans to South
California then up to North California and through Colorado
and home by Boston.“ 10 There was, however, nothing “easy”
9. Randolph Caldecott to an unknown recipient, August 9, 1874,
Hutchins, Yours Pictorially, 274.
10. Randolph Caldecott to Frederick Locker-Lampson, October 18, 1885.
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about the trip for Caldecott and his wife, Marion. The ocean
crossing on one of the Cunard steamers, Auriana, was rough, and
Caldecott joked with Locker-Lampson by letter from Philadelphia
that “there was no getting off. We hope there will be an overland
route discovered by the time of our return.“ 11
The American trip, which took him eventually to Florida,
was to blend two of Caldecott’s pleasures: his curiosity about
new places and people and his greater love of drawing those
scenes and faces, of penetrating to “the life of places” he observed.
In order to help finance the journey, Caldecott agreed once
more to take on the role of a “special reporter” and to keep a
travelling artist’s record of whatever caught his fancy in America.
Caldecott had been a “special” for the illustrated newspapers
since his arrival in London in 1872, and he had made sketching
trips to the Harz Mountains, Brittany, northern Italy, southern
France, and the British seaside. However, he disliked the work,
the conditions of a “special’s” life depleted him physically and
emotionally. There were the deadlines that prevented him from
drawing at ease, and this led, Caldecott felt, to mistakes in his
work which he could not correct once the material was printed.
Yet Caldecot relented when his friend, Thomas Armstrong, urged
Caldecott to make notes and drawings for the newspaper Armstrong edited, the Graphic.
Once Caldecott had promised Armstrong the American drawings, he felt bound, as he did throughout his brief though prolific
career, to keep his word and, if necessary, to push himself relentlessly and to the limits of his strength to do so. The Graphic
published and eventually collected, posthumously, Caldecott’s
observation of American life in American Facts and Fancies I
and II. 12 Gathered among these impressions were several drawings of Caldecott’s storm-tossed ship and a number of scenes of
Washington, including one that included part of the 1818 replica
of John Trumbull’s famous painting of the Signing of the
Declaration of Independence which still hangs in the Capitol Rothe Rotunda paintings in his caption to one of the drawings:
“The Capitol at Washington was dull during my visit, there were
11.
12.

Ibid., November 18, 1885, from the Hotel Bellvue, Philadelphia.
“American Facts and Fancies, I and II, The Complete Collection of
Randolph Caldecott’s Contributions to the “Graphic” (London, 1888).
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no statesmen or lobbyists, only a few country people looking at
the Chambers, and at the historical pictures in the Rotunda.
Some of these great pictures represent the humiliation of various
British Generals, one shows the baptism of Pocahontas, and
another the Declaration of Independence. This last . . . is interesting by reason of its careful portraits. It is a very fair specimen of this kind of work. John Randolph, during a debate
in Congress, called it the ‘shin-piece,’ because of the abundance
of legs displayed in it.“ 13
The Graphic printed other drawings and notes on Washington-of a tired, political hack on a cracker barrel; a view along
Pennsylvania Avenue which initially impressed Caldecott but
that he later revised because, behind the impressive public
structures, “many of the buildings are mean”; and a Washington
hotel where Caldecott tried to unravel the hierarchy of color
among black porters, lobby attendants, and waiters. Finally,
Caldecott “could not help having a vision of a hunting scene . . .
as it appeared in [his] mind’s eye . . . seen from a train window”
against the background of “the huge advertisements in white
letters painted upon black wooden barns and workshops, and
upon the long black hoardings set up in the fields within view
of the railway.“ 14 Of all his American “fancies” this one comes
closest, perhaps, to touching the essence of Caldecott’s feel for
the country and his growing awareness of its disturbing social
textures: Caldecott adds, in the foreground of the drawing, the
awkward figure of a black farmhand trying to scramble over the
hurdle that the imaginary white hunters are in the process of
jumping on horseback.
Among the last drawings Caldecott completed in his American
sketch book, there is a small, watercolor wash of an American
country house, probably in Virginia, with an ox-drawn gig (he
“was more at home perhaps, in a gig than in any other position
in life”) moving slowly past the house and out of the picture. 15
His last drawing, made in Charleston, South Carolina, shows a
group of black stevedores struggling to load heavy bales of cotton
13. Ibid., 314.
14. Ibid., 316, 318.
15. Blackburn, Randolph Caldecott, 169. The sketch of the house and the
passing “gig” is in Caldecott’s American sketchbook in the Parker
Collection, Harvard University.
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onto a waiting wagon. 1 6 In their own way, these drawings were
apocryphal. The normally crowded sketch books that Caldecott
kept throughout his life and that teemed with studies of houses,
animals, native costume, landscape, and people present many untouched, blank pages during his American visit. Caldecott does
try a few character studies, some notes on architecture, and
several city scenes. But the detail he was obsessed with is missing;
in these last unexpected and poignant efforts, his lines trail off,
unsure of themselves, finished before they have begun.
The Caldecotts arrived in Florida at the beginning of December 1885. On January 14, 1886, Marian Caldecott wrote to Lady
Jane Locker-Lampson from the Magnolia Hotel in St. Augustine:
“You may have seen or heard a rumor of Mr. Caldecott’s illness,
and I feel sure that you and Mr. Locker would like to know
from us what is the truth. Mr. Locker’s note was forwarded two
or three months ago but my husband has not been able to attend
to anything for nearly a month. He has been very ill, but as all
immediate anxiety about him is over, and he seems to be recovering as quickly as possible after being so pulled down, I can write
cheerfully about him. We only have to get up his strength now.
He has had a severe attack of gastrites [sic] which has probably
been developing for months and has been much aggravated by
the strain and fatigue of the voyage and subsequent travelling.
He has been good-for-nothing and unfit for work ever since we
left England. After his illness and the complete rest which is
necessary and unavoidable, I believe he may feel better than he
has done for a long while.“ 17
Though Caldecott’s attack of gastritis may have subsided and
Mrs. Caldecott had reason to be optimistic about her husband’s
recovery, enough to jest a little about his unproductivity, there is
a marked graveness to her letter. The winter in St. Augustine
had been miserable, and she went on to write that they “have
just gone through a spell of such weather as has not been known
in Florida for fifty years. . . . It was hard to bear in these lightly
built wooden houses, utterly unprepared to resist cold. Fortun16. The drawing appears in Billington, The Randolph Caldecott Treasury,
104.
17. Marion Brind Caldecott to Lady Jane Locker-Lampson, January 14,
1886.
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ately, we have warm rooms and so Mr. Caldecott has not
suffered.“ 18
The Magnolia Hotel on St. George Street, where the Caldecotts were staying, boasted in its advertisements about commanding the highest ground in the city with a “fine view of the ocean:
and a “cuisine . . . in every respect unexceptionable.“ 19 The
Magnolia, along with other hotels and boarding houses, gave the
city the cosmopolitan ambience that had drawn Caldecott and
a number of other Englishmen to the city, either for its reputation as a health spa (with Capo’s Bath House on Bay Street
offering discreet hot and cold salt baths to the visitors) or as a
place to do business in the developing Florida wilderness. The
London firm, the East Floridas Land and Produce Company,
was active in the city in the years before the dramatic arrival
of Henry Flagler, who would open up the city to northern
tourism, on the economic scene of Florida. 20 Flagler began
work on his opulent, late Victorian hotel, the Ponce de Leon,
near the end of 1886. The St. Augustine Yacht Club, whose
secretary, Reginald White, was a British banker, had been
in existence since 1874. For a small city with a population of
slightly over 2,000 in 1880, St. Augustine would have given
Caldecott ample privacy and subjects for his studies if he had not
been so desperately ill on his arrival.
Within a month after Marion Caldecott’s letter home to
England, and about a month before his fortieth birthday, Caldecott died, on February 13, 1886. The death certificate was
signed by H. Caruthers, presumably the attending physician at
Caldecott’s death. 21
The obituary which appeared in the St. John’s Weekly and
18. Ibid.
19. Undated advertisement for the Magnolia Hotel (ca. 1890) in the
archives of the St. Augustine Historical Society. The Magnolia Hotel
burned down in 1914.
20. For a more complete picture of the St. Augustine the Caldecotts might
have known, see Margaret L. Chapman, “St. Augustine and Randolph
Caldecott” Florida Libraries, 21 (March 1970), 18-24. For a visual sense
of St. Augustine around the time of the Caldecotts’ visit, see Mark
Tellier, St. Augustine’s Pictures of the Past (St. Augustine, 1979) and
Karen Harvey, St. Augustine and St. Johns County: A Pictorial History
(Virginia Beach, VA, 1980).
21. Horace Caruthers maintained his office and residence on the corner of
Spanish and Treasury streets. There were ten physicians living in St.
Augustine in 1886.
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St. Augustine Chronicle for the next week, February 20, 1886,
was phrased with simplicity and understatement: “Died: In this
city on the 13th inst. Randolph Caldecott, aged 39 years. Mr.
Caldecott was born in Chester, England, and was a fellow of
the R. A. and an artist of much renown, employed on the London
Graphic. The deceased came to St. Augustine Dec. 1 and was
quiet and careful in his habits, but gradually failed till on Saturday morning he died, at the residence of Dr. H.[enry] C. Slogett,
from organic disease of the heart.“ 22
Reginald White and Dr. Andrew Anderson made arrangements for Caldecott’s burial and may have helped with the
expenses. 2 3Both men probably served as pallbearers for the
funeral procession which wound its way to the outskirts of the
city and to the newly-opened Evergreen Cemetery, where Caldecott was among the first to be interred. Today, though his grave
receives “perpetual care,” it has gone to seed. The gravesite,
with its rectangular stone border, is tucked obscurely away in
the southeast corner of the cemetery, near the groundskeeper’s
house. It would be difficult to find were it not for the big cypress
tree that has since grown behind the headstone. The tree
bears a weather-worn message from local school children, a
gesture from them to the artist who, perhaps more than any
other, brought an exuberant humor and freshness to their earliest
books. Children have kept Caldecott’s memory alive.
After Caldecott’s death, Marion Caldecott wrote to Frederick
Locker-Lampson about forming a committee to create a monument for her late husband. About the composition of the committee she insisted, “I wish no one who is not known to have
some interest in and admiration for Randolph’s work, or himself, no dragging in of names of people who don’t care, just to
make a ‘boom’.“ 24 If she were to write that letter today, the
list would have to be very lengthy and need to include not only
the prestigious admirers (like Andrew Lang, who she mentions
in the letter) but also those St. Augustine schoolchildren who
have signed their names to the declaration over Caldecott’s
22. Death certificate for Randolph Caldecott is in the St. Augustine
Historical archives.
23. Dr. Andrew Anderson III was a prominent St. Augustine physician and
an associate of Henry Flagler.
24. Marion Brind Caldecott to Frederick Locker-Lampson, January 11, 1888.
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grave that reads, “Randolph Caldecott has a friend in me.” “Art
is long; life isn’t,” Caldecott quipped. Yet in a short life, he took
the art of children’s books a very long way. 25
25. A memorial tablet to Randolph Caldecott designed by Sir Alfred
Gilbert, R. A. is in the Artists Corner of the crypt of St. Paul’s Cathedral,
London, near Cruikshank’s tomb. There is also a memorial tablet to
Caldecott in the Cathedral in Chester, England.
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ABNER DOUBLEDAY AND THE
THIRD SEMINOLE WAR
edited by DAVID RAMSEY *
D
, the grandson of a veteran of the American
A Revolution,
was born June 26, 1819, at Ballston Spa, New
BNER

OUBLEDAY

York, twenty miles north of Albany. Abner attended school in
Auburn and later Cooperstown, New York, before entering the
United States Military Academy in 1838. Graduating in 1842,
he stood number twenty-four academically in a class of fifty-six.
In the years following his graduation from West Point,
Doubleday was on routine army duty at various posts throughout
the United States. He served in the Mexican War from 1846 to
1848, and was a member of a select Senate committee in 1852 and
1853 because of his knowledge of Spanish.
Promoted captain of the United States First Artillery on
March 3, 1855, Doubleday was transferred to command Company
E at Fort Monroe, Point Comfort, Virginia. This assignment
lasted one year and a half. His company was then ordered on
October 25, 1856, to Fort Dallas in south Florida on the present
site of Miami, to engage the Indians in the Third Seminole
War. 1
This final Seminole conflict, the last Indian wars east of the
Mississippi River, began December 20, 1855, when a small group
of Seminoles attacked an eleven-man army scouting party which
had destroyed some prized banana plants in the garden of the
Seminole chief, Billy Bowlegs. Four of the soldiers were killed
and four were wounded. The state of Florida immediately
* David Ramsey is assistant professor of history at York College, York,
Nebraska.
1. Abner Doubleday Papers, 1846-1858, New York-Historical Society, New
York (hereinafter cited as NY Doubleday Papers), 61, 62; New York
Monuments Commission for the Battlefields of Gettysburg, Chattanooga,
and Antietam, In Memoriam, Abner Doubleday, 1819-1893 and John
Cleveland Robinson, 1817-1897 (New York, 1918), 40, 61, 62; George W.
Cullum, Biographical Register of the Officers and Graduates of the U. S.
Military Academy at West Point, N.Y., From its Establishment, in 1802to 1890, with the Early History of the United States Military Academy,
6 vols. (Boston, 1891) II, 132-33.
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mobilized 660 volunteer troops, and Secretary of War Jefferson
Davis, anticipating an outbreak of hostilities by the estimated
100 Seminole warriors living in the Everglades, detached 800
federal troops to south Florida. 2
Company E, under Doubleday’s command, was part of the
force sent to Florida. The federal soldiers scattered throughout
the state were under the command of Brevet Brigadier General
William S. Harney. Doubleday’s new post, Fort Dallas, had no
military fortifications, only buildings for a garrison. 3
Soon after arriving at his new station, Doubleday and Captain
John M. Brannan, in command of Company B of the First
Artillery, were directed to build a road from Arch Creek, about
five miles north of Fort Dallas, north to New River, a distance of
fifteen miles. Scouting parties could not operate effectively without a usable road. Doubleday liked drawing maps, and he did a
sketch of the area around the proposed road. Preliminary surveys
were made in January 1857, and the road was completed the
following month. It was built on a ridge, and later the Florida
East Coast Railroad used the same route for the railroad from
Fort Lauderdale to Miami. 4
Several scouting forays were made by Doubleday and the
troops stationed at Fort Dallas. He led an expedition to the
Florida keys, February 18 to March 4, 1857, in search of the
Seminoles. Although the soldiers did not locate any Indians,
Doubleday used the opportunity to draw a map of the area. A
few weeks later, he journeyed ninety-five miles north to Fort
McRae on the east side of Lake Okeechobee, looking for Indians.
He prepared another map of the route the soldiers followed. The
troops at Fort Dallas also searched for Seminoles in the islands in
Biscayne Bay, but the elusive Indians were nowhere to be found. 5
2. Kenneth W. Porter, ”Billy Bowlegs (Holata Micco) in the Seminole
Wars” (part I), Florida Historical Quarterly, XLV (January 1967), 23637: James W. Covington, “An Episode in the Third Seminole War,”
Florida Historical Quarterly, XLV (July 1966), 48-50.
3. Covington, “An Episode in the Third Seminole War,” 50; NY Doubleday
Papers, 57.
4. NY Doubleday Papers, 55; Miami Herald, June 5, 1955.
5. Miami Herald, June 5, 1955; NY Doubleday Papers, 44-46, 53-54; Abner
Doubleday Papers, Library of the Baseball Hall of Fame and Museum,
Cooperstown, New York. (The Doubleday collection, hereinafter cited
as BHF Doubleday Papers, is located in Cooperstown. It includes correspondence, newspaper clippings, and assorted memorabilia. The material
is not catalogued.)
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Doubleday and about sixty troops from Fort Dallas moved into
the Everglades, a search that lasted from September 15 to September 26. Entering the Glades by way of the Miami River,
Doubleday planned to “scout the country to the south of Fort
Dallas as far as practical.” 6 He found an Indian campsite but no
warriors. Meanwhile Doubleday mapped the route his soldiers
took. Apparently they went by Bear Island, between the present
towns of Kendall and Perrine, and then moved southwest of
Perrine to the Indian village. Returning, they passed Crane Island,
near later-day Richmond. Doubleday’s precise maps of south
Florida were possibly the first made of the area by an American. 7
They provided valuable information that hitherto had not been
available.
After their arduous activity at Fort Dallas, the two companies
were glad to receive a transfer. On October 13, 1857, they were
ordered to Fort Capron, Florida, on the Indian River. First
Lieutenant Truman Seymour’s Company H of the First Artillery
at Fort Capron replaced them. Doubleday thought this was only
fair, Seymour’s men had an easy time at Fort Capron, while
his company had worked hard at Fort Dallas. 8
By March 1858, Billy Bowlegs had agreed to surrender, and he
and 125 followers were quickly shipped out to the Indian reservation in the West. Four days after Bowlegs’departure, on May 8,
Company E was ordered to Fort Brooke on the present site of
Tampa. On June 14, the company was again transferred, this
time to Fort Moultrie at Charleston. 9
Doubleday remained in Charleston, as second in command at
the post until the firing on Fort Sumter in April 1861. He
served in the Union army during the Civil War, participating in
the major battles in the East until 1863, when he was transferred
to Washington. Doubleday remained in the army until his retirement in 1873. He wrote several books on the Civil War and
articles on various subjects. He died at his home in Mendham,
New Jersey, in 1893. 10
6.
7.
8.
9.

Miami Herald, June 5, 1955.
Ibid., NY Doubleday Papers, 47-49.
NY Doubleday Papers, 43, 44; BHF Doubleday Papers.
Porter, “Billy Bowlegs in the Seminole Wars,” 239; NY Doubleday Papers,
41.
10. Cullum, Biographical Register, 133-34.
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Following the Civil War, Doubleday apparently intended to
publish an autobiography. In 1869 he wrote approximately 600
pages of manuscript about his life from 1846 to 1858. This
material is now in the New-York Historical Society’s collection.
Included in the manuscript are eighteen pages concerning
Doubleday’s service against the Seminoles from 1856 to 1858, while
stationed at Fort Dallas. The following are the pages from
Doubleday’s diary exactly as he wrote them. Punctuation, spelling,
capitalization, abbreviations, quotation marks, and other grammatical marks have in no way been changed,
* * * * * * * * *
The new President 11 was hardly inaugurated before his Secy
of War Mr Floyd 12 of Va began to take action with a view to
assist the secessionists when the moment came for them to act.
He at once ordered our two companies 13 to leave Old Point 14 for
Florida where there had been some recent outbreaks of the
Seminoles but not to any great extent. 15 I think they had
murdered 2 or three settlers. This was sufficient excuse for Floy
[sic] to order the garrison of Old Point away and leave it this
large & important post merely in charge of an ordnance sargeant.
We Brannans Co & mine left Old Point in a steamer chartered
for the occasion and were soon off the coast of Florida. Col Justin
Dimick was our Comg Officer a resolute and experienced officer
who was determined to put down the Indian outbreak if it
could be done and who neither spared himself nor his officers
where duty was in question. When we came opposite our destination which was Key Biscayne Bay where Fort Dallas is situated
we had the misfortune to run aground. We were in a perilous
situation for the bow of the boat was fast in the sand while
the stern was free. Had any wind come up the thumping on the
11. James Buchanan was inaugurated March 1857.
12. John Buchanan Floyd resigned this post in December 1860 and joined
the Confederate Army. Mark Mayo Boatner III, The Civil War Dictionary (New York, 1959), 286.
13. Captain Abner Doubleday’s Company E of the First Artillery and Captain
John M. Brannan’s Company B.
14. Point Comfort, Virginia, was the location of Fort Monroe.
15. Doubleday is expressing some anti-Floyd sentiment as his company
was transferred to Florida before Buchanan and Floyd took office in
March 1857. In October 1856, when he was sent to Fort Dallas, Franklin
Pierce was president and Jefferson Davis was secretary of war.
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bottom caused by the action of the waves would have soon
brought the engines through the bottom of the vessel. We got
out our life preservers and as there was a light-house some three
miles off we made all the signals we could think of to attract
attention and get a pilot. I fired volleys of musketry from the
deck but it was a dark night and we were neither seen nor heard.
The idea of the vessel going to pieces on that shore was not an
agreable [sic] one for the sea is swarming with sharks. Fortunately
the wind went down and there was almost a dead calm. When
morning came the captain succeeded in getting the vessel out We
proceeded joyfully on our way and were soon at our destination.
The place had been held as a military post and all the requisite
buildings were there to make us comfortable There were no
fortifications of any kind but it seems to be customary to call
every spot in Florida or Texas occupied by a garrison a Fort.
Fort Dallas was located on the west side of Key Biscayne Bay
the harbor bay some 3 miles wide. surrounded with pine woods
with occasional patches of what are called Indian hammocks
which are dense thickets difficult to penetrate. There are several of
them in the immediate vicinity of the post. A stream large
16
enough to be called a river bounded one side of the post which
was an outlet to the Everglades about 10 miles distant.
One morning soon after our arrival just before breakfast I
was standing near the stables when Col Dimick made his appearance in a soldiers overcoat and said to me ‘Do you ride; I replied
in the affirmative and he said Get a horse from the Qr Mrs dept
and let us ride out a little ways. I complied with his request & we
rode out. It gave me a taste of his quality as an Indian campaigner. We scoured the country for a long distance were gone
all day and did not return until night. I was very much fatigued
& glad to break my long fast. The Indians might easily have cut
us off for we took no precautions. We soon found that Dimick
was addicted to these long excursions and whenever we saw him
put on that overcoat we knew what we had to expect.
I am afraid if the statistics of the money spent in Florida
were made out it could easily be shown that it cost more than
$100,000 to capture or kill one Indian. I believe it would have
been much cheaper to let the matter out by contract. In saying
16. Miami River.
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this I do not mean to disparage the skill or gallantry of the officers
of the Army for they were actuated by a strong sense of duty &
did all in their power. but the material furnished us was not
suitable for the business. The German and Irish emigrants who
enlisted at that time composed the bulk of our forces and were
almost necessarily ignorant of anything like woodcraft. How
could a soldier loaded down with his musket & cartridge box
his canteen & haversack succeed in catching Indians wholly unencumbered who knew every path stream & covert and who was
not encumbered with any Armament. They managed to find food
enough whereever they were. The arrow root of which covered
country the inner bark of certain trees wild plums & the cabbage
palmetto were always available. The rivers swarmed with fish &
the woods with game.
In order to send out scouting parties intelgenty [sic] Brannan
and myself were direced [sic] to make a road north to New River 17
some 30 miles distant and I set myself to make a map of the
surrounding country for I was fond of that kind of business &
always liked to have all the localities around me on paper.
We did not see or hear anything of the Seminoles for some
time and as their trail was frequently found fresh at a crossing
about 3 miles up the river I was sent there to try to open communication with them. I put up a pole bent it towards the sun
at 3 P.M. made 7 notches on it and hung some tobacco & other
presents then called wampum. I then put up a white flag & returned. All this meant that in a week from that day I would like
to meet them then under a white flag. They looked at the
arrangement and took the present but did not meet us.
They knew that they could outrun us & easily escape pursuit
& they therefore were not at all afraid of us. One day one of them
actually came to the edge of a thicket & was seen by some camp
women looking on at evening parades. The women screamed the
occurence was reported the long roll was beaten & I put out
with my Co after that Indian. I deployed my men in open order
and went into a hammock were [sic] the Indian had taken refuge.
I soon found myself in difficulty. Some of the men went forward
in open spaces and made rapid progress others were detained by
17.

New River was located in what later became the city of Fort Lauderdale.
The road was built in January and February 1857.
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obstacles while several including myself were tied up in the wild
vines and had great difficulty in moving at all. The indians under
such circumstances lay down & worm themselves like snakes
through the thickets for they have no impediments or haversacs
[sic] or canteens or cartridge boxes to bother them. I saw that my
Co was rapidly becoming dispersed and at last gave up the
attempt in despair to catch this particular indian. The bugles
were blown a long time before I could reassemble the men
Col Dimick now organised [sic] and kept up a set of scouting
expeditions. He usually left one Co to guard the post and went
out with the other. He would keep along the road Brannan &
myself had cut and we would examine the country east of the
Everglades. We would tramp all day through the woods wading
in the edge of the everglades and return at night worn out with
fatigue. Then we would cut a few palmetto leaves as a bed and
lie down in our blankets heedless of snakes which were abundant
or alligators which came around at night We found plenty of
these animals but no indians.
An expedition was formed to go up to Lake Okechobee [sic]
and look there for them. 18 On the way there I saw a long morass
which runs parallel to the coast and is about 200 yards wide. On
the other side there was a beautiful rolling country and as it had
not been inspected I thought I would try and make my way over
there. It proved an awful undertaking The sand was very soft
and deep and had it not been for the trees which were frequent
we would not have got across it. Panting breathles [sic] & worn
out we held on the branches of these trees to prevent ourselves
from going under. I was amused at the wit of 2 Irish soldiers
who were floundering through the deepest part. One of them
covered with mud said Davis I think Ill stop here and open shop.
And what will you sell said Davis. Artificial flowers! When I got
over I found a beautiful country with plenty of game but no
signs of Indians and it was not at all agreable [sic] to return
but we succeeded in getting over at a narrow & less difficult place.
On this expedition I was struck with the different degrees of
memory of localities in the soldiers. I trusted them with my
pocket compass. Some would lose their way before they had gone
200 yards others seemed to have an almost magical power of
18.

This expedition covered the period March 25 to April 1, 1857.
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direction: they never varied in their course and if awakened
in the darkest night would start off unerringly on the proper
route. And this reminds me of an incident which occurred on this
expedition. We were on the way back from the Lake and had
made several days journeys. Although we saw no traces of Indians
Dimick kept up the scouting parties so zealously that he put one
of my Lieuts on a mule gave him ten men on other mules who
we [sic] disabled and unable to march and directed him to make
a scout but to return to the command at night. The Lieut said
to one of his friends. This is all nonsense It is merely to look
well on the recap of our exploration which is to be sent to Genl
Harney. 19 We scouted this country before & we know there are
no indians here. I am not going to kill myself & the men for
nothing Our march is North East. Very well I shall take my men
out of sight of you all then take the North East course & follow
you into camp & get in early. Night came but the mule party did
not make its appearance. Ten o’clock came and still there were
no signs of them. We made huge fires to attract their attention &
Dimick began to grumble. If I send my young men out as scouts
I want them to be reasonable about it. They are altogether too
zealous to keep their men out so late as this. About 2 o’clock
that night the mule party made its appearance. The Lieut had
kept going all day and as evening came he thought he would
join us. He had no sense of locality whatever and relied entirely
on his compass. but there was a bugler with him who had the
faculty very largely developed and who watched his proceedings
with a sorrowful eye. At last the Lieut said I think I will go over
to that rising ground; the bugler forgot the restraints of dicipline
[sic] and said Oh dont Lieut! “Dont” said the Lieut & why not I
think our men are in bivouac over there. Oh no lieut we have
been going away from them all day. We have got back to Lake
Okeechobee again. If you go over there you will see the lake.
Why bless me how is this said the Lieut. Great Heavens I have
been going N.W. all day instead of N.E.
Genl Harney who commanded the Dept now organised [sic]
a large expedition to cross Florida from Tampa Bay making a
considerable circuit to join us at Fort Dallas. This force was
19. The federal troops in Florida were under the command of Brevet
Brigadier General William S. Harney.
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under command of Capt Pemberton 20 who had distinguished
himself on Worths 21 staff in the Mexican War. He subsequently
became the celebrated General who defended Vicksburg against
Grant. 22 A certain number of wagons were to be sent him to
carry his provisions & tents but he could not wait for them and
started without them. The consequence was that each soldier was
loaded down with 10 days provisions The weather was hot the
marches fatiguing & the soldiers wasted or lost their provisions
so that when five days had elapsed they still had a long distance
to go and they were out of food. They were obliged to eat one
of the officers horses and the tail of an alligator and they had a
few palmetto cabbages. There was hardly any game in the
vicinity at the time so that they were half starved & became very
weak as they approached New River some 30 miles from Fort
Dallas if I remember rightly Brannan & myself had made a good
road that far and had bridged all the streams but New River was
wide & Pembertons command had no way of crossing it. One
officer Lt Lee a relative of Robert E Lee 23 swam over & finding
a good road on the other side kept on until he reached Fort
Dallas and told us the plight Pemberton was in. Provisions were
at once sent out and the men were so eager that they ate the
meat raw. Lee who was excessively hungry & who arrived at
dawn of day went to the sutlers store and ate crackers & cheese
there until breakfast was cooked. He ate a very hearty breakfast
& then went back to the sutlers store and ate whatever he could
find there until dinner. He then ate a hearty dinner & it was said
went back again to the sutlers store and kept on eating until
supper time. A dangerous experiment but it did not seem to
injure him in the present instance.
Before the expedition started our company was filled up with
recruits from Governors Island. 24 To teach them to fire I put up
a picture of an Indian on canvass leaned it against a tree & made
them practice at it. They were mostly Irish and not used to firing
20.
21.
22.
23.

Captain John C. Pemberton.
Major General William J. Worth.
Major General Ulysses S. Grant.
Doubleday was mistaken about the man. The soldier was First Lieutenant
Stephen Dill Lee of Charleston, South Carolina. He was not related to
Robert E. Lee of Virginia.
24. Governor’s Island is located in New York harbor and was the location
of Fort Columbus. Many expeditions left from there.
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and it was amusing to see their gratification when they hit it. I
heard one of them sing “If that was wild Billy Bowlegs himself its
little he’d trouble the country after this.” The tree against
which proved to be an india rubber tree the first I had ever seen.
We reached Okeechobee at last but saw no signs to indicate
that our foemen was residing in that vicinity. The scenery was
flat & [illegible] but the broad sheet of water was a pleasant sight
after so much journey through pine forests.
After this expedition Pembertons force returned to the east
side of Florida and we settled down to our usual drills parades
& scouting.
Dimick who was afraid of nothing else had a great antipathy
to snakes. The sight of one would make him sick and they are
very abundant in Florida. It was not at all an uncommon circumstance to see them projecting their heads from holes under the
roofs of the houses. We made preparations one day to go on a
scout and as the youngsters thought they would have a better
time and more freedom without the Comg Officer than with
him they got up a conspiracy to scare him with snake stories
They asked me what I was going to do with that reata (long
rope made of horse hair which I had brought from Texas). I
answered that I put it around my sleeping place at night to keep
snakes off for they were never known to crawl over this kind of
rope probably mistaking for a snake of another kind. My answer
opened the way and they told some terrible snake stories apropos
of the place we were going to Dimick shuddered but did not give
up the expedition. After all they were not so far wrong for
while he was out he got caught in a narrow path with a huge
rattlesnake on each side of him and escaped by giving some
prodigious leaps.
We had no success in the Indian question whatever. How
could we have. They kept out of our way and let us wander
around. There were only 150 warriors in the whole vast peninsula
and it was impossible to surprise them with the material we had
principally as I stated German or Irish emigrants who finding
themselves penniless in our large cities had enlisted to get bread.
These men were wholly ignorant of wood craft and consequently
were no match for the savages. The sensible thing to do would
have been to organise [sic] some bands of Western indians
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dicipline [sic] & feed them and they would have soon routed the
Seminoles out of their nests.
However at last Dimick had a gleam of hope. He received information that Billy Bowlegs & his warriors about 120 men were
congregated on a large island in the Everglades so he directed
me to take about 60 men and attack him. We were furnished with
a supply of boats for that purpose. The island we were to seek
was said to be marked with a large tree which rose from the the
top of the hill in such a way as to be a land mark & overlook the
whole country.
The everglades is a curious fresh water swamp. Streams and
rivers-lakes every where interspersed with islands. For several
days I searched these islands as we penetrated the center of this
inland sea but we found no signs of an enemy. At last we reached
the central part I saw a large island which seemed to answer the
description which had been given of the stronghold of the
savages and prepared to attack it. There was a high place on it
and a large tree there which overlooked the surrounding country.
I waited at a small island for all my boats to come up so that I
could organise [sic] a strong attack. Unfortunately I did not
examine the small island where we were organising [sic] for the
attack, for I had examined all the others in vain and my attention
was fixed on the large island. There was a dense thicket in this
small island, Behind this thicket a party of Seminoles were in
ambush. We did not know it at the time but ascertained it when
we came back there. As soon as all was ready we started for the
main island. As we approached it we saw plenty of indian signs.
The officers drew out their revolvers and we jumped into the
water waist deep struggled through the high grass and charged
up the slope but the Indians had left a day or two previously.
They had made quite a residence of the place but probably
their scouts had notified them of our coming. In order to ascend
the large tree in the center I made a carpenter belonging to my
company cut some short sticks and nail each one into the trunk
of the tree so that we could go up this impromptu ladder. Every
nail driven in brought out a milk white fluid which proved to
be india rubber. We ascended to the top & had a fine view of
the Everglades but saw no enemy. We then went back to the little
island I have mentioned and there found very recent signs of
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them. Part of a deer had been cooked arrow root was lying about
on the ground and a number of small stakes showed the indians
had become civilised [sic] enough to use mosquito bars.
We found bear and alligator very abundant in this vast
swamp. As we lay down at night the latter would come grunting
around our boats and one of the crews said that one of these
large creatures made an attempt to enter. At night as we lay down
the uproar around us was fearful. Birds of all kinds were making
night hideous with disordent [sic] sounds The alligators were
grunting and occasionally the prolonged wail of a panther would
be heard. We returned without having captured any indians
In a scouting party that took place up the country soon after
that I was amused at the strong desire manifested by a German
boy who had joined the Band to go with us. The fatigue and discomfort of these expeditions were so great that all the men
got off whenever they could but this boy was very desirous of
seeing the interior of the country. He had formed an idea that
it was full of strange birds & beasts. He had just arrived and was
ignorant of the requirements of military dicipline [sic]. The 3d
day out I saw him aiming his gun at a moccasin snake and as I
had hopes of finding indians & did not wish to alarm them by
firing guns I said to him ‘Dont shoot that snake!” He very coolly
answered me Oh I muss! I muss! he great big fellar!” and in
spite of my protestations he blazed away. His greenness saved
him from a severe punishment.
I had in my command an old soldier named Pratt. He was a
powerful hand at weilding [sic] an axe and was the best teamster
we had. There was no enjoyment to him like the management
of a six mule team. For some time after our arrival he was employed in ordinary company duty. He had been making cynical
observations about the teamsters and their lack of skill so I said
Pratt is dissatisfied he is an old soldier & I must humor him so I
sent for him and told him I had had him detailed as teamster.
He looked sad and depressed and did not manifest any pleasure.
Nevertheless he took the team and attended to the duties. One
day an accident occurred. He was thrown out of the wagon
against a sharp stump and very much injured. He then said to
me You know Capt when you wanted me to take that team
“something ‘peared to be telling me I better not,” and I did’nt
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[sic] want it. I put this anecdote in for the benefit of my
materialistic friends who dont believ [sic] in any thing that they
cant measure and weigh with their instruments.
As the Indians had frequented the islands in Florida Bay in
the days of the old Florida war 25 Genl Harney thought as they
were not found on the main land that they might have taken
refuge there. So I was directed to take my company in boats
and examine these islands which were very numerous. To aid
me in the quest a Seminole woman an outcast from her tribe was
given me as a guide. She and her husband had been employed for
some time in that capacity. One day he was shot. The story ran
that their tribe and kindred having anathematised [sic] them as
enemies and spies for the white men they became tired of life &
agreed each to commit suicide. She let him shoot himself but
did not carry out her part of the agreement. Another and more
probable story was that she quarreled with him and killed him.
She received good pay from the government and this tempted a
low Spaniard to marry her. I do not believe she ever found any
indians for us or intended to find them She kept out of their
way & did what she could to prevent our troops from meeting
them On the present occasion she presented quite a picturesque
appearance straddling the bow of my boat with one foot on each
side occasionaly [sic] dipping in the water. There were irreverant
jokes about Polly & myself on the part of my lieutenants as we
started out but young men will be foolish sometimes.
At first the islands were pleasant camping places and fresh
water could be found but when we reached the middle of the
large bay nothing but salt water could be obtained. Col Dimick
therefore came down in a sloop to join us with the requisite
supplies I was sent to make a circuit in boats of about 30 or 40
miles to examine all the islands and was in constant fear that
I would lose my connection with head quarters. If I failed to get
back there we would all perish for lack of water and at last when
we were several miles away it required great attention not to lose
the point we came for in the distant horizon which was almost
indistinguishable. Frequently several islands would intervene &
hide it from view. We found no indians and no signs of there
25. Doubleday is referring to the Second Seminole War which ended in
1842. In the early part of that war, the Seminoles were led by Osceola.
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having been any in Bay for a long time. We were inside the reef
and the water was calm and clear as crystal We were floating in
air a vast tropical aquarium full of fish of every kind and we
could look down in the clear water & see them at a great depth
running around in all directions. The calm water & June 26 skies
were exhilerating & a gentle breeze came over us like the breath
of a benediction. I have always longed to go back there and
float once more free from lifes cares on those tranquil waters.
Afar off we heard the roar of the angry surf as it beat in vain
against the barrier of the coral reef but this added to the enjoyment of the contrast of the wild waves [illegible] sea and the
calm waters inside. Once however we were caught in the widest
part of the Bay which is some 20 miles wide. A violent storm
came up and we barely excaped [sic] being swamped. being
obliged to row in the teeth of the wind to get to shore. We
rigged up some impromptu sails and finally succeeded in reaching the land
We at last returned to Fort Dallas our expedition having
proved wholly fruitless.
I do not know that I ought to refer to a sad domestic tragedy;
a womans scream. I heard the scream while taking a siesta in
the P.M. sprang to my feet rushed out half dressed & found two
men in deadly conflict. One unarmed the other the seducer
armed with a large revolver with which he was trying to kill the
wronged husband. 27 At the earnest call of the latter for help I
sprang to his assistance & with the aid of the guard who came
up soon after succeeded in securing the criminal. The latter
escaped the immediate penalty of his crime but died early in
the war shot through the head at Fair Oaks. 28
26.

If Doubleday is using June as the literal month for this expedition, the
journey must have been in June 1857.
27. This event occurred in late May 1857. The unarmed husband was
Captain Brannan, the man with the revolver was First Lieutenant P. T.
Wyman who resigned from the United States Army, July 13, 1860,
Abner Doubleday Papers, 1846-1852, New-York Historical Society, New
York (the pages of Doubleday’s manuscript are not numbered); William
L. Haskin, comp., The History of the First Regiment of Artillery, From
Its Organization in 1821, to January 1st, 1876; To Which is Added a
Series of Communications from Officers, Now or Formerly of the Regiment, Giving Their Personal Reminiscences of Service with It (Portland,
1879), 621.
28. Fair Oaks was a battle of the Peninsula campaign fought on May 31 and
June 1, 1862. Doubleday continually tries to demonstrate in his writing
that the guilty eventually pay for their misdeeds.
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My Company had done a great deal of scouting & hard work
& Seymours 29 men at Fort Capron 3 0 120 miles north of it had had
comparatively a pleasant time. An order came from Col Loomis 31
who had succeeded to the command of the Dept in place of Genl
Harney for me to march my Co to Fort Capron across Fla and
exchange with Seymour who was directed to report to Fort
Dallas. 32
The first 25 miles were easy travelling for Brannan & myself had made a good road but after that my ingenuity was taxed
to the utmost for I had to make my way with a train of 12 wagons
across large rivers great swamps and areas of the sea. The first
obstacle I encountered was at New River some 30 miles from
the post. The problem was to cross a wide stream with a train
of twelve wagons & about 80 animals without a boat of any kind.
I sent a man to swim over with a small cord tied to his waist the
other end being fastened to a larger rope. The alligators were
pretty thick but I have never known them to attack a man while
swimming & the soldier was not afraid of them When he was
on the other side he pulled the large rope & fastened one end to
the trunk of a tree the other end was tied to a tree on our side.
I then took a wagon body covered it with a canvass tent and thus
made it nearly water tight. Having done this I used my improvised boat to take my wife & her maid over. Next the mules
were unharnessed & the harness sent over. Then I drove the
mules into the water but instead of swimming across where men
were waiting to take charge of them they swam up and down
stream in every direction. After a great deal of trouble I collected
them again on the shore. Knowing the habit of imitation animals
have I tied a rope to my horses neck strap & passed it to the men
on the opposite side. I then thrust him into the water & the
29. First Lieutenant (Brevet Captain) Truman Seymour commanded
Company H of the First Artillery. Haskin, First Regiment of Artillery,
618.
30. Fort Capron was located on the Indian River. While stationed at Fort
Monroe, Doubleday was sent to sit on a court martial at Fort Capron in
1856, NY Doubleday Papers, 61-69.
31. Colonel Gustavus Loomis replaced Harney, April 27, 1857, as commander
of the Department of Florida. Francis Paul Prucha, The Sword of the
Republic: The United States Army on the Frontier, 1783-1846 (New
York, 1969), 304.
32. Doubleday received the welcome order on October 13, 1857. BHF
Doubleday Papers.
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men pulled him straight across and he was obliged to swim. When
the mules saw him swimming over one after another went into
the water & followed him across. Now I had every thing over but
the empty wagons. I had ropes tied to the tongue and the rear
of each wagon in its turn. The men on the opposite side pulled
on the tongue while the men at the starting point steadied it by
means of the rope behind. The wagon sunk gradually down to
the bottom of the river but as there was no obstruction it rolled
along on the bottom & came up on the other side. Knowing
there was a more serious obstacle ahead in the shape of an inundation which had overflown the country and that the water
was rising I pushed on without waiting a moment longer than was
necessary. I soon came to a place covered with water which was
about 300 yards wide and drove straight through it without the
least hesitation. Fortunately the mules did not have to swim the
water not being very deep but once or twice they were taken off
their feet for short intervals. I was much relieved in mind when I
had passed these obstacles and found myself in the endless pine
forest once more.
In a few days we reached a place called Fort Jupiter 33 where
troops were stationed in the old Florida war. There were still
some remains of houses there.
What is called Indian River terminals at Jupiter. It is a kind
of inner lagoon parallel to the sea coast very long and varying
in width from a hundred yards to several miles. To pass a train
of wagons and mules over it to attain the sea beach the only
practicable road was a difficult operation. I found some old boards
at Jupiter and the carpenters sat up all night making a boat
and making pitch from the pines to caulk the seams. It was
finished by daylight. By means of this the animals & wagons
were passed over to the main beach. I also saw an old decayed
flat boat lying at the bottom of the water. This was raised
caulked; blanket sails put up and While the teams made their
way down the beach a small detachment sailed pleasantly down
the river. We reached Fort Capron about ten o’clock at night.
Seymour was very much astonished when I landed for he knew
there were no roads to the south of him and he had not expected
33.

Located at the site of the present city of Jupiter on Florida’s east coast.
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to be relieved. In a few days he went south by the same route I
had taken.
There were only 3 or 4 people living at Fort Country [sic] so
we found it to be a very quiet post
about this time six vol cos of state troops 34 were called out
and ordered to report to me at Fort Capron for the purpose of
driving the Seminoles out of the country They did not however
have any better success One co however with a very earnest &
energetic young officer was indefgalible [sic] and captured several
indians. He came one day on the trail of an indian family & at
last caught up with them I think there was one indian his squaw
& two children As the troops came suddenly on them they all
held up their right hands as a token of surrender The Indian
said to the officer when he drew near How you do? The latter
answered Thank you My health is pretty good How are you?
How would you like to go to Arkansas (where all the Indians
were sent to a reservation)? Arkansas cold too much! was the
reply.
At last the welcome order came for us to leave the solitudes
of Fla for the refinement of Charleston S.C. 35 We were directed
to go to Fort Moultrie and a steamer anchored to take us off. 36
34.

With the opening of hostilities in 1855, the state of Florida raised several
volunteer companies, some of which Secretary of War Davis accepted
for federal service. Others remained under state control.
35. On May 8, 1858, Doubleday’s Company E was transferred from Fort
Capron to Fort Brooke at Tampa Bay. On June 14, 1858, the company
was transferred to Fort Moultrie in Charleston harbor. Copy of Special
Orders-29, Headquarters, Department of Florida, May 8, 1858, BHF
Doubleday Papers; Haskin, First Regiment of Artillery, 586.
36. Preceding material taken from NY Doubleday Papers, 1846-1858, 5841. (He wrote these pages from the back forward because he was writing
on the back of the pages.)
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SOLDIERING WITH THE SECOND FLORIDA
INFANTRY REGIMENT
edited by JOHN P. INGLE, JR.*
Francis P. Fleming’s letters were published in the
S Florida ofHistorical
Quarterly, July and October 1949, and
IXTEEN

January 1950. 1 The letter edited here was a gift to the Florida
Historical Society by Elizabeth (Fleming) Hamilton Ingle, granddaughter of Francis Philip Fleming. Fleming (1841-1908) was an
attorney, editor, governor of Florida (1889-1893), and third president of the Florida Historical Society. Born in Panama (now a
section of Jacksonville), Florida, he was educated privately, and
at the outbreak of the Civil War, at age nineteen, he enlisted
as a private in the St. Augustine Rifles. This unit later became
part of Company H, Second Florida Infantry Regiment of the
famous Florida Brigade, commanded by General Edward A.
Perry. The Florida Second served as part of the Army of
Northern Virginia. Fleming’s war record was a brilliant one. He
participated in the battles of Peach Orchard, Williamsburg, Seven
Pines, Second Manassas, Fredericksburg, Chancellorsville, Harper’s Ferry, the Wilderness, Spottsylvania, Cold Harbor, Peters
burg, the Seven Days Fight around Richmond, Antietam, and
Gettysburg. In July 1863 he was transferred to the western army
as first lieutenant of Company D, first Cavalry (Dismounted)
and took part in eleven more battles. He returned to Jacksonville at the close of the war to study and practice law. Fleming’s
letter is published as it was originally written without changes
in spelling or punctuation.
* * * * * * * *
Camp 2d Fla. Infty
Near Richmond July 28th 1862

My dear Aunt Tilly, 2
I have had the pleasure of securing both of your kind letters
*

Mr. Ingle is vice-president of the Jacksonville Historical Society and a
retired manager for Eastern Airlines.

1. Francis P. Fleming letters, Florida Historical Quarterly, XXVIII (July
1949, 38-52; October 1949, 143-55; January 1950, 204-10).
2. Miss Matilda Seton of Fernandina, sister of his mother Margaret Seton
Fleming who lived at Hibernia, Florida, twenty-five miles south of

[335]
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since writing you and ought to have answered them sooner, but
until about two weeks ago we have been in such a commotion
that I have scarcely thought of answering letters; and the weather
has been so warm lately, as to completely enervate one, and to
almost deprive one of energy enough to write a letter.
I presume that anything that I might mention of the recent
battles around Richmond would be rather stale news. 3 You have
probably long ere this heard of the defeat of [George B.]
McClellan’s grand army that was to make its triumphal march
into Richmond by the 4th of July, instead of which, on that
memorable day it seeking protection of its gunboats, on the
banks of the James river, having been driven a distance of thirty
miles, by our army. The battle commenced on Thursday, the 26
of June and continued on every ensuing day until the following
Tuesday evening, when the last battle was fought. 4 Our Regiment was engaged in the most severe conflict of Friday-the
storming of the batteries on Gains [sic] farm-our forces greatly
inferior to that of the enemy charged him in his entrenchments,
and drove him from them. We suffered greatly in the attack, as
we had no protection, while the enemy were protected by his
breastworks from which he poured into our advancing columns
perfect hailstorms of grape, shell & musketballs, but our forces
still charged on and succeeded in driving them from their position and thoroughly routing them when the slaughter on their
side became terrible. Our men shot them down in great numbers,
as they fled before them throwing away (the Yankees) everything
that encumbered their flight-arms, knapsacks, Blankets and
accouterments of every description. I afterwards rode over the
field; it was literally strewed with dead Yankees-Most of our
men had been buried. It was a sight that I never shall forget!
Men and horses stretched on the ground in every conceivable
shape and to see the hundreds of wounded, at the depot esJacksonville on the west side of the St. Johns River. Matilda’s father
was Charles Seton from Philadelphia and New York. He was the first
American mayor of Fernandina. Her mother was Matilda Sibbald Seton.
3. The reference is to the battles of Seven Pines, May 31, 1862; Ellison’s
Mill and Gaines’s farm, June 26-27, 1862; and Frazier’s farm, June 30,
1862. Francis P. Fleming, The Florida Troops in Virginia-A Memoir of
Captain C. Seton Fleming (Jacksonville, 1884), 112-16, appendix B-D
(list of casualties).
4. Battle of Gaines’s farm.
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tablished for them adjacent to the battlefields. I thought, at one
time, that such sights would be more than I could bear to look
upon but seeing so many men shot and cut to pieces, one soon
becomes accustomed to it, as it were, and such a sight as would
in ordinary times be shocking in the extreme makes but a slight
impression on a callous mind. Our Regiment was also engaged in
the the [sic] severe fight of the following Monday, suffered very
much in proportion to its size which by the recent battles, including the battle of “Seven Pines” is very much reduced, in the
engagement of Friday we lost sixty five men, killed & wounded,
among the former the lamented Capt Parkhill, his loss is greatly
felt by the regt. 5 Edward L’Engle was wounded slightly on the
shoulder by the fragment of a shell, he volunteered to command
a company that was without a commissioned officer during the
conflicts. 6 Dave Dunham was also wounded slightly by a piece of
a shell but the wounds of each were so slight that they were on
duty again next day. 7 Poor Dave though was wounded severely
on the head during the Sunday fight, by a piece of a shell which
fractured the skull-he has since gone to Florida on a furloughour loss in the Regt, on that occasion was about seventy five.
The whole loss of the Regiment since the retreat from Yorktown
including the battle of Williamsburg is over four hundred in
killed & wounded. Col Perry was wounded during the battle
Monday and the Regiment now under the command of Capt
Moseley of our Company. 8 Our loss during the five days of
fighting was great being estimated at about fifteen thousand but
that of the enemy is much greater probably twice as great, besides
5. Captain George W. Parkhill, Company M (Howell Guards), Second
Florida Infantry from Leon County, Florida, was killed at Gaines’s farm,
June 1862. Soldiers of Florida (Jacksonville, 1901), 98.
6. Captain Edward McCrady L’Engle, commanding Company G. was a
cousin of Francis Fleming. Fleming, A Memoir, 115 (appendix);
Gertrude N. L’Engle, Our Family, 2 vols. (Jacksonville, 1951), I, 48, 49,
80, 83, and 141. “In Memoriam,” Florida Historical Quarterly, II (April
1909), 3-4.
7. Sergeant David Lewis Dunham, Company H, was also a cousin of
Francis Fleming. L’Engle Our Family, I, 75; Fleming, A Memoir, 113. He
was later appointed first lieutenant, was captured at Gettysburg and
was sent to Johnson’s Island. Soldiers of Florida, 91.
8. Colonel Edward A. Perry later was promoted to brigadier general and
commanded the Florida Brigade. He served as governor of Florida,
1885-1889. Soldiers of Florida, 91. Captain Alexander Moseley was the
son of former governor William D. Moseley. He later was a major in
the Second Florida Infantry Regiment. Fleming, A Memoir, 25.
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the loss of millions of dollars worth of his property captured and
destroyed. We also captured about fifty pieces of artillery and
about six thousand prisoners.
McClellan is very quietly lying under the guns of his Gunboats
on the banks of the James about thirty miles from Richmond. In
an address to his troops he makes a declaration that he will take
Richmond “cost what it will of time treasure and blood.”
I have heard nothing from Seton but six weeks ago I saw
one of our surgeons who remained in Williamsburg with the
wounded and was, when I saw him, just from there, who told
me that he was getting well, was in no danger at all from the
effects of his wound, that he was well taken care of etc in the
house of a private citizen. 9 We are proceeding with the exchange
of prisoners and I hope that he will soon be released.
I understand that the 8th Fla left the state for Virginia
nearly two weeks ago but they have not arrived yet. I hope that
we will soon have Fla troops enough here to form a Florida
Brigade as I understand the 5th Regt will probably come on and
also the 9th.
Mrs. Reid, formerly of St. Augustine, arrived at Richmond a
few days ago for the purpose of assisting in the establishment of
a hospital for the Florida troops. 10 It is something that we very
much need and should have been attended to long ago. Our
sick & wounded are scattered all over the city, and unless you
accidentally know in what hospital a man is, it is almost an impossibility to find one.
Do you know that Com. Wilkes is in Command of the James
11
River Squadron. What state is he from? I believe from Mary9.

Lieutenant Charles Seton Fleming of Hibernia, Florida, was the brother
of Francis P. Fleming. Wounded in battle, Seton was captured by
Union forces and was-eventually released in a prisoner exchange. He
was then appointed captain of Company G, Second Florida Infantry
Regiment and later commanded the entire regiment, but he was killed
leading his men into action on June 3, 1864, near Gaines’s farm.
Fleming, A Memoir, 103-07.
10. Martha M. Reid was the widow of Territorial Governor Robert Raymond
Reid. She helped establish the Florida Hospital at Richmond. Her only
son, Lieutenant Raymond J. Reid, adjutant of the Second Florida, was
killed in the Battle of the Wilderness. Fleming, A Memoir, 94. Edward
C. Williamson, “Francis P. Fleming in the War of Southern Independence: Letters From the Front,” Florida Historical Quarterly, XXVIII
(July 1949), 44.
11. Commodore Charles Wilkes was the noted naval officer, explorer, and
writer for whom Wilkes Land on the coast of Antartica was named. In
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land. I wonder what has become of our old friends Miss Tiernan
and Piper in the melee. I presume Mr. P is holding on with the
state of Maryland to see which side is victorious. 12
The latest news is that Col John Morgan has penetrated
far into Kentucky capturing eleven towns & cities and quantities
of army stores. 13
Please write soon. You can say to his relations & friends that
Mr. Maxwell is quite well. 1 4 I believe that both of the Messrs
Burroughs have gone home on furlough. 15
Your affc nephew
/s/ F. P. Fleming

12.

13.
14.
15.

1861, as commander of the Union frigate San Jacinto, he stopped the
British mail steamer Trent at sea and removed the Confederate commissioners to Great Britain and France.
Undoubtedly referring to the family of his friend Mr. Tiernan of Baltimore who had been active in supporting the Confederate cause, and had
wintered in east Florida several years previous to the war, Williamson,
“Letters From the Front,” 45-46.
Colonel John Hunt Morgan raided Federal forces in Tennessee, Kentucky,
Indiana, and Ohio. He was shot by the Federals while reconnoitering near
Greenville, Tennessee.
Corporal D. Elwell Maxwell, Company H, Second Florida Infantry Regiment, was transferred to the Florida Cavalry (Dismounted) where he
served as captain, Company D. Soldiers of Florida, 92.
Sergeant B. Maxwell Burroughs and Corporal Eben W. Burroughs, enlisted men of Company H. Fleming, A Memoir, 36, 113, and 116.
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FREDERICK DOUGLASS AND THE BUILDING
OF A “WALL OF ANTI-SLAVERY FIRE,”
1
1845-1846. AN ESSAY REVIEW
by WILLARD B. G ATEWOOD , J R.*

A

but enthusiastic crowd gathered in the Music Hall
in Leeds, England, on December 23, 1846, to hear an
address by a fugitive slave from the United States whose freedom
had been purchased by British abolitionists a few days earlier.
The local merchant who presided at the meeting promised the
audience that the speaker would demonstrate how the United
States could realize its dream of becoming an exemplary land
of freedom. Loud and prolonged cheering erupted as the tall,
broad-shouldered black man, known as Frederick Douglass,
stepped to the platform. Although Douglass had not fully recovered from an illness which prevented him from speaking in
Leeds the previous week, his address exhibited the “thrilling
and natural eloquence” which audiences had come to expect
of him since his arrival in Britain in August 1845. “I want the
slave-holder surrounded as by a wall of anti-slavery fire,” he
declared at one point in his speech, “so that he may see the
condemnation of himself and his system glaring down in letters
of light” (p. 481). For twenty months he hammered away at
this theme in lectures throughout the British Isles in an attempt
to rekindle the dormant anti-slavery spirit there and set in
motion a “tide of moral indignation” which would ultimately
lead to the abolition of slavery in the United States.
Born a slave in Maryland in 1818, Douglass escaped from
bondage at the age of twenty and settled in Massachusetts. For
reasons of security he changed his name from Frederick Bailey
SMALL

* Mr. Gatewood is alumni distinguished professor of history at the
University of Arkansas.
1. The Frederick Douglass Papers. Series One: Speeches, Debates, and Interviews. Volume 1: 1841-46. Edited by John Blassingame, C. Peter Riley,
Lawrence N. Powell, Fiona E. Spiers, and Clarence L. Mohr. (New
Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press, 1979. cii, 530 pp. Preface,
acknowledgments, abbreviations, introduction, editorial method, partial
speaking itinerary, notes, appendices, index. $35.00.)
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to Frederick Douglass. His meeting with William Lloyd Garrison,
the abolitionist leader, at an anti-slavery convention on Nantucket
Island in 1841 marked the beginning of his long association with
the Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Society. In 1845, shortly after
the publication of a brief autobiography, the Society arranged
for him to undertake a lecture tour of the British Isles. 2 Douglass
apparently realized the potential significance of the tour for his
reputation as an anti-slavery crusader. “My words . . .,” he observed in a speech at Cork, Ireland, in October 1845, “will wax
stronger in proportion to the distance I go from home, as a lever
gains power by the distance from the fulcrum” (p. 59). His observation proved to be extraordinarily accurate: as a result of
the British tour, Douglass emerged as a major public figure in
the United States, one who was often lionized by abolitionists and
invariably castigated by pro-slavery apologists and those whose
nationalistic nerves were rubbed raw by his portrayal of
American institutions as evil.
Douglass’s addresses in Britain in 1845-1846, which reflect the
beginnings of his intellectual odyssey, constitute the overwhelming majority of the documents in this initial volume of the
comprehensive edition of his papers being prepared by Professor
John Blassingame and his associates. The papers will be published
in three series, the first of which is to include speeches, debates,
and interviews. The appearance of the first volume of Series I is
a publishing event of major importance. Previous collections
of Douglass material, including Philip S. Foner’s four-volume,
The Life and Writings of Frederick Douglass, though valuable,
have been limited in scope and highly selective. Professor
Blassingame’s enterprise promises to make available for the first
time a documentary record of a magnitude commensurate with
the place which Douglass occupied in American life and thought.
Throughout the editors have not only taken pains to identify
persons, places, events, and literary illusions in Douglass’s
speeches, but they have also called attention to errors, inconsistencies, and exaggerations. In every respect, from the selection
of documents to the use of notes, the volume under review
2. The Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglas, An American Slave,
Written by Himself, published in 1845, was the first of three autobiographical accounts which Douglass wrote. The other two were My
Bondage and My Freedom (1855) and The Life and Times of Frederick
Douglass (1881).
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exhibits an admirable sense of proportion and sound judgment
as well as editorial craftsmanship of the highest order. Blassingame and his colleagues have functioned superbly as historians
and have displayed extraordinary sleuthing skills in ferreting out
stenographic and narrative accounts of Douglass’s speeches from
hundreds of newspapers.
A reformer who believed that the lectern was the primary
instrument for advancing the cause of any reform, Douglass was
a public speaker of unusual vigor and eloquence. The addresses
included in this volume chronicle his metamorphosis from an inexperienced, hesitant speaker in 1841, who, by his own admission,
was uncomfortable before white audiences, into a self-confident,
polished orator five years later who was at ease on any platform.
From the beginning his style stood in sharp contrast to that of
most fugitive slaves on the anti-slavery circuit. While their
recitations consisted almost exclusively of interesting personal
histories delivered in halting, stammering dialect, Douglass used
flawless English and referred to personal experiences primarily
to illustrate larger points. Endowed with a near photographic
memory, an expressive face, and a rich voice capable of great
range in intonation and pitch, he utterly commanded any platform and invariably spoke in direct and unadorned language.
Nor did Douglass possess only a few stock speeches which he
modified slightly as he traveled from one town to another in
Britain. In fact, his treatment of the anti-slavery theme was
remarkable for its variety, comprehensiveness, and sophistication.
Sincerity and humor interspersed with satire, sarcasm, invective,
and ridicule were standard ingredients of his platform performances, but more important, as Professor Blassingame observes,
was the “touch of poetry” which was present “both in the content
and the rhythm of his speeches” (p. xxxiv). After hearing him
speak in Leeds, an English woman described his address as
“beautiful, sublime, pathetic, and powerful” (p. liv).). Implicit
even in the barbs of his numerous critics was a grudging
acknowledgment of his power as an orator.
Two recurring themes, southern slavery and northern racial
prejudice, appear throughout the speeches in this volume. Although Douglass conjured up vivid images of the horrors of
slavery by frequent references to “the gag, the thumbscrew, the
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whip, and the branding iron” (p. 190), he insisted that slavery
was an American rather than a peculiarly southern institution
and that its existence in the South was made possible by the
complicity of a racist North. Adept at demonstrating the pervasively corrupting influence of slavery, he also leveled telling
blows at conventional concepts of Negro inferiority and
graphically pointed up the hypocrisy of a people who could, at
the same time, subscribe to the tenets of the Scriptures and the
Declaration of Independence and tolerate the existence of human
bondage. So long as slavery remained respectable, he maintained, so long would it flourish. His objective was to arouse
British opinion in a way that would contribute to making
American slavery “disreputable.” Because of “their peculiar relations” with the United States, the British could, in his opinion,
exert a moral influence upon Americans that would go far
toward undermining the respectability of the slave system. Firmly
committed to the Garrisonian version of abolitionism at this
juncture, Douglass described his anti-slavery efforts in terms of a
“holy crusade” predicated upon the use of “moral suasion”
rather than the sword. As an opponent of war, he “relied on
God and truth and humanity for the overthrow of slavery.”
Throughout his anti-slavery lectures in Britain, Douglass
singled out churches and clergymen for special censure. In few
other topics was his masterful use of irony and his articulation
of existing paradoxes in American life more evident. Professing
his love for the “religion of Jesus,” he expressed only contempt
for a religion which prostituted “his blessed precepts to the
vile purposes of slavery” (p. 35). “Next to being a slave at all,”
he declared, “I regard the greatest calamity to be that of belonging to a religious slave-holder” (p. 413). Between “a slaveholding religion in the South and a pro-slavery religion in the
North,” Douglass explained, Americans had come to embrace a
perverse form of Christianity which he labeled “a man-trapping,
woman-whipping, slave-branding and cradle-robbing Christianity”
(p. 51). Anxious for Christians in Britain to exclude from “communion with them all who are slave-holders,” he waged a relentless attack on the Free Church of Scotland for accepting funds
from slaveholders in the American South. His “Send-back-the
Money” lectures not only itemized his indictments of the Free
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Church but also included some of his harshest condemnation of
those whose “fellowshipping” with slaveowners endowed an
unjust, inhumane system with an aura of respectability.
During his lecture tour in Britain, Douglass also spoke in
behalf of temperance, a cause which he linked to his anti-slavery
campaign. He accused slaveowners of inducing slaves to drink as
a means of keeping them docile and preventing “them from devising ways . . . by which to obtain their freedom” (p. 207). Fully
aware of the obstacles encountered by free blacks “in becoming
virtuous men,” he was nonetheless deeply concerned about the
prevalence of intemperance among such blacks because it retarded the progress of the anti-slavery movement by furnishing
“arguments to the oppressors for oppressing us.” Douglass admitted that he had liked to drink until he discovered that he
possessed “all those characteristics leading to drunkenness.” In
his view, addiction to alcohol was a form of slavery which degraded all its victims, white as well as black. “I am a temperance
man,” he told a British audience, “because I am an anti-slavery
man” (p. 209). For him, sobriety was a necessary condition for
the achievement of liberty and virtue.
The image of Douglass which emerges from this superbly
edited initial volume of his papers suggests that the portrait
drawn by Kelly Miller in 1903 was essentially accurate. 3 In an
essay comparing Douglass and Booker T. Washington, Miller
described the former as “a lion, bold and fearless,” whose appeal
rested not on any “copyrighted programme for his race” but
on the decalogue and the Declaration of Independence. That
Douglass told the world what he thought it should hear rather
than what he felt it was “disposed to listen to” is abundantly
evident in the documents included in the first volume of his
papers. Convinced that slavery was a “gigantic system of iniquity,
that feeds and lives in darkness” (p. 40), he dedicated himself
to “spreading light on the subject” in a manner that allowed no
room for compromise or equivocation. His was the role of an
eloquent muckraker who, along with other abolitionists, succeeded
in encircling the slave system in “a wall of anti-slavery fire.”
3. Kelly Miller, ”Washington’s Policy,” Boston Evening Transcript, September 18-19, 1903, reprinted in Hugh Hawkins, Booker T. Washington
and his Critics: The Problem of Negro Leadership (Boston, 1962), 49-54.
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FLORIDA HISTORY RESEARCH IN PROGRESS
This list shows the amount and variety of Florida history research and writing currently underway, as reported to the Florida
Historical Quarterly. Doctoral dissertations and masters theses
completed in 1979 are included. Research in Florida history,
sociology, anthropology, political science, archeology, geography,
and urban studies is included.
Castillo de San Marcos National Monument, St. Augustine
Luis R. Arana-“Spanish Construction and Repair at Castillo
de San Marcos, 1672-1763 and 1784-1821” (continuing
study); “The Fort at Matanzas Inlet” (to be published in
El Escribano).
Edwin C. Bearss (National Park Service, Denver Service
Center)-“Castillo de San Marcos: The War Department
Years, 1821-1933” (research completed and draft of study
finished).
Randall G. Copeland, Craig C. Frazier, and Terry Wong
(National Park Service, Denver Service Center)-“Architectural Data, Castillo de San Marcos” (continuing study).
Kathleen A. Deagan (National Park Service, Southeast
Archeological Center)-“Archeological Investigations of
Castillo de San Marcos Interior” (continuing study).
John C. Paige (National Park Service, Denver Service
Center)-“British Construction and Repair at Castillo de
San Marcos, 1763-1784”; “National Park Service Construction and Repair since 1933” (continuing studies).
Daytona Beach Community College
Peter D. Klingman (faculty)-“Black Politicians in Reconstruction Florida”; “History of the Republican Party in
Florida” (continuing studies).
Flagler College
Thomas Graham (faculty)-“Charles H. Jones, 1848-1913:
Editor and Progressive Democrat” (continuing study).
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Florida Publishing Company and The Jacksonville Historical
Society
Dena Snodgrass and James R. Ward-“A Pictorial and Narrative History of Jacksonville” (continuing study).
Florida Southern College
J. Larry Durrence (faculty)-“The Activities of the ‘Association of Southern Women for the Prevention of Lynching’
in Florida” (continuing study).
Florida State University
Michelle Alexander-“Analysis of Botanical Remains from
Velda and High Ridge: Two Fort Walton Sites in Leon
County, Florida” (M.A. thesis in progress).
Charlotte Downey-Anderson-“Desegregation and Southern
Mores in Madison County, 1956-1980” (M.A. thesis in
progress).
Earl J. Baker (faculty)-“Geographical Variations in Hurricane Risk and Legislative Response” (continuing study).
William R. Brueckheimer (faculty)-“The Quail Plantations
of the Tallahassee-Thomasville Region” (continuing
study).
Robert F. Crider-“The Borderland Floridas, 1815-1821:
Spanish Sovereignty under Siege” (Ph.D. dissertation
completed, 1979).
Juanita W. Crudele-“Chattahoochee, Florida: From Frontier
to Twentieth Century” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
Kathleen Deagan-“Adaptation and Change in SixteenthCentury St. Augustine” (continuing study).
Edward A. Fernald, executive editor (faculty)-“Atlas of
Florida” (continuing study).
Dennis Finch-“Student Aspirations and Expectations in
Three Florida Gulf-Coast Areas” (M.A. thesis in progress).
Frederick Gaske-“The Archeological Patterns and Unwritten
History of the Nineteenth-Century Hotel Period in St.
Augustine” (M.A. thesis in progress).
Robert L. Hall (faculty)-“The Afro-American Experience
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in Colonial Florida, 1565-1822”; “A Religious History of
Black Floridians, 1565-1885”; “Black Floridians and the
Myth of the New South, 1965-1980” (continuing studies).
Marcus Hepburn-“Tradition, Innovation, and Change: A
Comparative Study of Three Southeastern U.S. Coastal
Fishing Communities” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
James P. Jones (faculty)-“History of Florida State College for
Women” (continuing study).
Edward F. Keuchel (faculty)-“History of Columbia County”
(publication forthcoming).
Stanley E. Kinchen-“The Nineteenth Amendment and the
Duval County Black Woman: A Perceived Threat to
White Superiority” (continuing study).
Joan Koch-“Mortuary Behavior Patterning in Colonial St.
Augustine” (M.A. thesis completed).
Craig R. Miller-“Sequent Land Policy in Colonial West
Florida” (M.A. thesis completed).
Richard Alan Nelson-“A History of the Motion Picture
Industry in Florida” (Ph.D. dissertation completed).
Derald Pacetti-“Shrimping at Fernandina, Florida, Before
1920: Industry Development, Fisheries Regulation, Wartime Maturation” (M.A. thesis completed); “FederalState Jurisdictional Conflict over Fisheries Regulation in
Florida During World War I” (continuing study); “History
of Florida Fisheries Regulation Enforcement, 1830-1920”
(continuing study).
Donald J. Patton (faculty)-“Environmental Perception in
the Everglades in the Nineteenth Century” (continuing
study).
Greg Padgett-“A History of the Black Churches in Florida
as an Organ of Protest” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
Elizabeth Purdum-“Dispute Settlement and Small Claims
Court in a Southern County” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
William Warren Rogers (faculty)-“A History of Saint George
Island” (continuing study).
William Warren Rogers (faculty) and Jerrell H. Shofner“Trouble in Paradise: A Pictorial History of Florida
During the Depression” (publication forthcoming).
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Fay Ann Sullivan-“Georgia Frontier, 1754-1775” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
Burke G. Vanderhill (faculty) and Frank A. Unger-”Geographic Implications of the Georgia-Florida Boundary
Dispute” (continuing study).
Thomas R. Wagy-“Biography of LeRoy Collins” (Ph.D.
dissertation completed).
J. Leitch Wright, Jr. (faculty)-“The Only Land They Knew:
The Tragic Story of the Indians in the Old South” (publication forthcoming); “The Explosion at the Queen’s Redoubt in the Lives of William A. Bowles, John Miller,
and William Panton” (continuing study); “Creeks and
Seminoles: The Final Years, 1775-1840” (continuing
study).
Historical Association of Southern Florida
Dorothy J. Fields-“Black Historic Archives and Oral History
Collection of South Florida” (continuing study).
Arva M. Parks-“A History of Dade County” (continuing
study).
Thelma Peters-“Early Homestead Families on Upper
Biscayne Bay” (publication forthcoming).
Jean C. Taylor-“South Dade County” (continuing study).
Historic Pensacola Preservation Board
Linda V. Ellsworth-“Pensacola Creoles, 1860-1970”; “West
Florida Vernacular Architecture”; “George Washington
Sully’s Views of the Gulf Coast” (continuing studies).
Alan Gantzhorn-“The Socialist Party in Pensacola” (continuing study).
Historic St. Augustine Preservation Board
Michael C. Scardaville-“Geo-historical Study of Colonial
St. Augustine”; “Historical Sources and Historical Archeology in St. Augustine” (continuing studies).
Robert H. Steinbach-“Archeological Survey of St. Augustine:
North City Area” (continuing study).
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Jacksonville Historical Society
James R. Ward and Dena Snodgrass-“The King’s Road”
(continuing study).
Jacksonville University
George E. Buker (faculty)-“History of the Jacksonville
District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers” (publication
forthcoming); “The Union Blockade of Florida During the
Civil War” (continuing study).
Joan S. Carver (faculty) - “Women in Florida Politics”
(continuing study).
Louisiana Collection Series, Birmingham, Alabama
Jack D. L. Holmes-“Military Units of Spain and France at
Pensacola, 1781”; “Spanish Conquest of Mobile, 1780”;
“Billy Bowlegs in New York and New Orleans”; “1882
Everglades Expedition”; “Fort San Fernando de las Barrancas (Memphis), 1780-1800”; “Bernardo de Galvéz,
1746-1786” (continuing studies).
Louisiana State University
Roland Chardon (faculty)-“The Historical Geography of
Biscayne Bay to 1900” (continuing study).
Brian Coutts-“Martin Navarro, Intendant of Louisiana”
(Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
Paul E. Hoffman (faculty)-“The Chicora Legend and
Franco-Spanish Exploration, Settlement, and Rivalry on
the Coast of La Florida”; “The Population of SixteenthCentury Spanish Florida” (continuing studies).
Paul E. Hoffman (faculty), Eugene Lyon, and Stanley South“The History of Spanish Santa Elena” (continuing study).
McNeese State University
Thomas D. Watson (faculty)-“United States-Creek Relations,
1783-1835” (continuing study).
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Pennsylvania State University
Randolph J. Widmer- “The Structure of Late Prehistoric
Adaptation on the Southwest Florida Coast (M.A. thesis
completed).
Rollins College
Jack C. Lane (faculty)- “Pictorial History of Rollins College”;
“History of Rollins College” (publications forthcoming).
University of Central Florida
Richard C. Crepeau (faculty)-“A History of the Melbourne
Village Project” (continuing study).
Thomas D. Greenshaw (faculty)-“Patrick Tonyn: Last Royal
Governor of East Florida”; “Prisoners of War in Florida
During World War II”; “Training of British Pilots in
Florida During World War II” (continuing studies).
Jerrell H. Shofner (faculty)-“The Naval Stores Industry in
the Southeastern United States”; ”History of Apopka”;
“An Interpretive History of Higher Education in
Florida”; “The Black Press in Florida”; with William
Warren Rogers, “Trouble in Paradise: A Pictorial History
of Florida during The Depression” (continuing studies).
Edmund F. Kallina (faculty)-“Claude Kirk Administration” (continuing study).
Paul W. Wehr (faculty)-“History of Central Florida”;
“English Colonies in Central Florida” (continuing studies).
University of Florida
Elizabeth Alexander, Bruce Chappell, and Paul Weaver“Calendar of the Spanish Holdings of the P.K. Yonge
Library of Florida History” (continuing study).
Fred Blakey (faculty)-“A Biography of John Henry Winder”
(publication forthcoming); ”Alburtus Vogt” (continuing
study).
John Bostwick-“Archeological Investigations of the Kingsley
Plantation Slave Cabins” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
Amy Bushnell-“The King’s Coffer; the Proprietors of the
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Spanish Treasury, 1565-1702”; with Martin LaGodna,
Helen Tanner and John J. PePaske, “The Governors of
Florida, 1565-1700”; “The Continuing Conquest of Florida”
(continuing studies).
James Button (faculty) and Richard Scher (faculty)-“The
Impact of the Civil Rights Movement in Six Florida
Communities, 1960-1976” (continuing study).
Bruce Chappell-“A History of the Diego Plains in the Second
Spanish Period” (continuing study).
William C. Childers (faculty)-“Garth Wilkinson and
Robertson James: Abolitionists in Gainesville During Reconstruction” (continuing study).
David R. Colburn (faculty)-“St. Augustine, 1964: Racial
Crisis and Community Adjustment” (continuing study).
Caroline Johnson Comnenos-“Florida’s Sponge Industry: A
Cultural and Economic History” (Ph.D. dissertation in
progress).
Ann S. Cordell-“Ceramic Technology at a Weeden Island
Archeological Site in North Florida” (M.A. thesis in
progress).
Merlin G. Cox (faculty) and Charles Hildreth-“A History
of Gainesville, Florida, 1853-1980” (continuing study).
Rodney E. Dillon-“The Civil War in South Florida” (M.A.
thesis completed).
Michael V. Gannon (faculty)-“A Short History of Florida”
(publication forthcoming).
E. A. Hammond (faculty)-“History of the Medical Profession in Florida, 1821-1875” (continuing study).
John Paul Jones (faculty)-“History of the Florida Press
Association, 1879-1968” (continuing study).
Stephen Kerber-“Park Trammell of Florida, A Political
Biography”; “Ruth Bryan Owen: Florida’s First Congresswoman” (continuing studies).
David L. Lawrence-“Spessard Lindsey Holland: The United
States Senate Years” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
Kevin M. McCarthy (faculty)-“A Cultural, Literary, and
Historical Tour of Florida” (continuing study).
Alan E. McMichael-“An Archeological Survey of Horrs
Island, Collier County, Florida” (M.A. thesis in progress).
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Jerald T. Milanich (faculty), Brenda Sigler-Lavelle (faculty),
Tim A. Kohler (faculty, Washington State University),
and Ann S. Cordell-“McKeithen Weeden Island: A Prehistoric Society in North Florida” (publication forthcoming).
George Pozzetta (faculty)-“Ethnic Interaction in Tampa,
Florida, 1885-1920: The Italian, Cuban, and Spanish
Communities” (continuing study).
Samuel Proctor (faculty)-“Florida Slave Interviews”; “History
of The University of Florida”; “Civil War Governors of
Florida” (continuing studies).
Peggy Jo Shaw-“Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings of Cross Creek”
(M.A. thesis in progress).
Phillip Slocum-“The Impact of the Panama Canal on
Florida” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
Richard Stauffer-“Third Seminole War” (Ph.D. dissertation
in progress).
Linda Vance-“May Mann Jennings: Florida’s Genteel Activist” (Ph.D. dissertation completed).
Paul Weaver--”The History of Preservation in St. Augustine”
(M.A. thesis in progress).
Aurtur O. White (faculty)-“William N. Sheats: A Biography,
1851-1922” (continuing study).
University of North Florida
Daniel Schafer (faculty)-“Governor James Grant, Administrator of East Florida during the British Period” (continuing study).
University of Miami
Frank Marotti-“English Translations of Felix Zubillaga’s
La Florida, La Misión Jesuitica (1566-1572) y la Colonización Española and Monumenta Antique Floridae, 15661572” (continuing study).
Michael Milakovich (faculty)-“Florida Government and
Politics” (continuing study).
John F. Reiger (faculty)-“Four Types of Aboriginal Shell
Tools” (continuing study).
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University of South Florida
Tom Ankerson-“History of Florida Environmental Movement” (M.A. thesis in progress).
David L. Lawrence-”The Women’s Rights Movement in
Florida: From Suffrage to Equal Rights” (M.A. thesis
completed).
Gary R. Mormino (faculty)-“History of Tampa” (continuing
study).
John Rupertus-“Downtown Tampa” (M.A. thesis in progress).
University of Tampa
James W. Covington (faculty)-“Under The Minarets: The
History of The University of Tampa, 1931-1980” (publication forthcoming).
Eustasio Fernandez (faculty)-Origin of the Name Palma Ceia
in Tampa (continuing study).
University of Tennessee
Jefferson Chapman (faculty) and J. T. Milanich-“Aboriginal
History of Useppa Island, Florida” (continuing study).
University of West Florida
William S. Coker (faculty)-“Papers of Panton, Leslie and
Company” (continuing study).
Jane G. Dysart (faculty)-“West Florida’s Forgotten People:
The Eastern Creek Indians”; “Social Characteristics of
Pensacola before 1860” (continuing studies).
Lucius F. Ellsworth (faculty)-“West Florida’s Forgotten
People: The Eastern Creek Indians”; “Lumbering in
Northwest Florida during the Nineteenth and Early
Twentieth Centuries” (continuing studies).
Lilly Eubanks-“Creek Indians in Northwest Florida, 18131838” (MA. thesis completed).
James R. McGovern (faculty) and Walter T. Howard“Private Justice and National Concern: The Lynching
of Claude Neal” (publication forthcoming).
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James R. McGovern (faculty)-“The Anatomy of a Lynching:
The Death of Claude Neal” (research in progress).
George F. Pearce (faculty)-“The United States Navy in
Pensacola”; “The West Indies Squadron and AmericanCaribbean Diplomacy, 1823-1841”; “W. A. Blount and
The Election of 1910”; “Henry Mustin: He Did Not
Curry to Favor” (continuing studies).
Ruth Rogers-“Legal Status of Women in Antebellum
Pensacola” (MA. thesis in progress).
Valdosta State College
Lamar Pearson (faculty) - “Spanish-Indian Relations in the
First Spanish Period” (continuing study).
Joseph Tomberlin (faculty)-“The Brown Case and its Aftermath” (continuing study).
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BOOK REVIEWS
La población de Luisiana Española (1763-1803). By Antonio
Acosta Rodriguez. (Madrid: Minesterio de Asuntos Exteriores,
1979. xi, 499 pp. Prologue, acknowledgments, introduction,
maps, tables, figures, notes, appendices, sources, bibliography.)
Few studies of the colonial history of Louisiana and West
Florida have been awaited, both by scholars and now professional
historians, with as much interest as has Antonio Acosta’s demographic history. Here in 296 pages of text, thirty-five pages on
methodology, and 145 pages of tables and graphs (and one map)
we have the fruits of his inquiry into colonial demography as
it can be studied using aggregate (and aggregated) data drawn
from seventy-four full and partial population reports from the
sixteen commandancies of the two provinces in question. The
result pleases the scholar, but perhaps will disappoint other
readers who will not find individual people discussed, although
there is a wealth of data for local history. Acosta’s prose is a bit
heavy because of the interweaving of unnumbered tables, the
technical orientation of the study and its vocabulary, and a
complicated verbal style. Nonetheless, this book is a major event,
setting a new standard in meticulous scholarship addressed to a
broad theme with importance beyond the confines of its geographic subject.
Acosta argues that Louisiana’s demographic history under the
Spanish can be divided into three broad phases: 1763-1777,
1778-1788, and 1789-1803. These phases are determined by the
conventional periodization of the Spanish era as much or more
than by the demographic record itself, although Acosta finds
certain characteristics unique to each phase. During the first,
the free as well as the slave population was characterized by a
marked numerical predominance of men over women, a resulting low reproductive rate evidenced by the percentage of children,
and a heavy dependence on immigration to maintain numbers.
(Theodore Corbett has shown in his work published in the
Florida Historical Quarterly that St. Augustine’s population
during the first Spanish period had similar characteristics.) During
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the second phase, heavy immigration of Acadians and a few other
groups produced some centers with more normal sex ratios
among the adults and very large populations of children (up to
forty-five per cent of the total). The third phase saw growth on
this base and the addition of new centers (notably in Illinois)
to the list of those sharing this pattern. Slave populations, although growing because of imports, remained predominantly
male with low reproductive rates.
Information on West Florida is confined to Acosta’s discussion
of the second phase, 1778-1788. Most of the data presented were
drawn up following the Spanish seizures of Baton Rouge, Mobile,
and Pensacola and do not extend beyond the early 1780s. Baton
Rouge had a population almost too small to count. It was like
Pensacola in that the makeup was predominately male, although
the percentage of males was higher in Pensacola. Mobile, by
contrast, had a more typical colonial population, heavy in the age
group under ten, and nearly balanced by sex and age in the remainder of the population. The book lacks an index, but the
following is a listing of the pages on which Baton Rouge, Mobile,
or Pensacola are mentioned (the more important references are
italicized): pp. 147, 150-51, 179-80, 186-88, 207-09, 211, 215, 219,
245, 440, 453-59, 476, 480, 486-87. This lack of an index is a
serious fault. That aside, it is one of the best works on “borderlands” history to appear in the last decade and shows that the
field need not be either antiquarian or moribund.
Louisiana State University

P AUL E. H OFFMAN

Fifty Years of Pleasure: The Illustrated History of Publix Super
Markets, Inc. By Pat Watters. (Lakeland, Florida: Publix
Super Markets, Inc., 1980. ix, 263 pp. Acknowledgments, illustrations. $5.00.)
This is the story of George W. Jenkins, Jr., and the chain
of almost 250 supermarkets he has built and operated in Florida
in the last fifty years. The author was commissioned, and the
book was published and distributed by Publix Markets, Inc., to
record the history of the firm. It is no ordinary public relations
puffer. The book gets its quality from the author, Pat Watters,
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a professional writer whose books include the story of the CocaCola Company. It is a history of a small enterprise grown large,
written in human, rather than statistical, terms. It is a story told
mainly by the people who participated in it, but the author has
also used such sources as the information services of the Food
Marketing Institute and other trade organizations.
“Where Shopping Is A Pleasure,” the motto of the markets
and the source of the title, is an important key to Jenkins’s
success story. Attractive, uncluttered buildings and grounds,
adequate parking area, and more personnel than one usually
finds in grocery stores today, make them pleasant places to shop.
The company has maintained many of the characteristics of a
small business by continuing to emphasize the qualities usually
associated with small enterprise, people directly and personally
interested in the needs and wishes of the customers. The loyalty
and contributions of the store personnel derive from relatively
good salaries, employee benefits and stock ownership, and the recruiting of management personnel for new stores and central
administration from within the organization. The motto might
well read “Where Shopping and Working Are A Pleasure.”
The laudatory tone of the author’s prose may offend some
readers, but the personality of George Jenkins is the heart of
the story. His ability to choose able people, hold their loyalty,
and get out of them the best they have to offer, and to give them
recognition for their efforts is paramount. Jenkins did not invent
all of the meaningful practices he put into effect. He was born
into the grocery business, leaving the employ of Piggly Wiggly
in Winter Haven, Florida, to found his own first store in 1930.
Obviously, he has been as good at using fresh ideas and new
techniques as he has at choosing personnel. He has succeeded
in putting them all together into winning combinations.
Anyone about to open a food store will not find this book a
how-to-do-it manual. It is not the detached and critical study
that one might expect from an academic historian in the field of
business history. The reader will get many creative ideas which
can then be implemented from more prosaic sources. Publix
Markets and George Jenkins now deserve attention from a
critical business historian to complement this human story, told
by Pat Watters. The book lacks footnotes, a bibliography, or
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index. Watters also raises a number of questions: how could such
vast growth be financed and yet Publix remain a family enterprise? What mistakes, if any, were made, and what was learned
from them? What did Publix have other than creative ownership and highly motivated personnel that enabled the company
to meet rivals in such a highly competitive business?
University of Miami

C HARLTON W. T EBEAU

Archeology and a Science of Man. By Wilfred T. Neill. (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1978. xi, 321 pp. Introduction, illustrations, epilogue, bibliography, index. $20.00.)
Readers of the Florida Historical Quarterly will primarily be
interested in what a book with a general title such as this has to
contribute to an understanding of the human history of Florida.
It is indeed rich in data and interpretation in reference to
Florida, with such material appearing on about one half of the
pages of the volume.
Following an introduction on science and the scientific
method, chapters are devoted to the interactions of archeology
with ethnology, linguistics, toponymy, physical anthropology,
paleoanthropology, the social sciences, and a variety of environmental sciences. The final chapters examine the directions and
applications of the approach.
It should be made clear that in using the Florida data Neill
does not attempt to present a systematic prehistory or ethnohistory of the state. His aim is to use examples with which he
is intimately familiar in his discussions of the possible interactions and contributions of various disciplines to what he sees
as an emerging scientific archeology. The degree to which this
objective is realized is more properly the subject of review in
the professional anthropological journals, and will not be evaluated here. It may be noted, however, that neither “traditional”
nor “new” archeologists are likely to be totally satisfied at a
theoretical level.
However, Neill’s wide-ranging interests in and knowledge of
the biological sciences, his command of data from his own
archeological field work and the literature, and his familiarity
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with the Seminole and the ethnohistorical sources enrich his
presentation of aspects of Florida anthropology.
Throughout the volume Neill discusses the archeology of
Florida (and other areas) in relation to such factors as environmental change over time, soil types and vegetation, climatic
studies, biogeography, and other topics, all of which may be
considered to be ecological. There are also good discussions of
particular plant and animal species as related both to their
biological setting and their use by the aboriginal inhabitants of
Florida. It is in these areas of environmental-cultural interaction
that Neill is at his best. Students of Florida history will find the
chapter on archeology and place names (toponymy) to be particularly interesting and useful.
The reviewer finds himself in agreement with a great
number of Neill’s interpretations, but there are others with
which he strongly questions. This is to be expected, and it should
be stressed that Neill considers hypothetical explanations as but
tentative conjectures to be tested further. A major annoyance
lies in Neill’s repeated statements that the approach which he
advocates is “new” or “novel,” and that many of the questions
have “not been asked before.” One is inclined to ask “to whom”
and “by whom”? Many of his suggestions fit into an archeological
mainstream of considerable time depth; Neill may not be as
alone as he seems to think.
St. Augustine, Florida

JOHN W. GRIFFIN

Discovering America, 1700-1875. By Henry Savage, Jr. (New York:
Harper & Row, Publishers, 1979. xvii, 394 pp. Editor’s introduction, preface, illustrations, maps, notes, bibliographic essay,
index. $17.95.)
Now that the twenty-first century looms less than a score of
years away, the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries seem to be
fast disappearing into the mists of the past. The new land that
was full of mystery has been settled and populated. People hardly
note rivers and mountains as they drive the interstates or move
about the country via airlines. A nation that has been urbanized
is in danger of forgetting the very geography of its land. The
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abundant flora and fauna that were fresh as the Garden of Eden
are all but forgotten.
For American historians and environmentalists the failure of
the present generation to be aware of the natural land over
which they live is tragic. How can an unappreciative people be
convinced that their land is worth protecting from their own
thoughtless, wasteful abuse? Perhaps this superb synthesis, if it
can be read by teachers as well as by students, will make a few
more citizens aware of the Eden this land once was. Surely
some will be fascinated by the travels of such naturalist-explorers
as Abraham Wood, Louis Joliet, John Lawson, Mark Catesby,
John and William Bartram, Andre Michaux, Lewis and Clark,
Pike, Long, and all the other explorers of the American South
and West.
This volume, the latest addition to the New American Nation
Series, is a distillation of the history of exploration in what
became the contiguous forty-eight states. No other book has accomplished the task so well. While a good deal has been done on
exploration west of the Mississippi, the East Coast and TransAppalachia have been neglected. Henry Savage has now
corrected this. The extensive journeys of John Lawson, the
Bartrams, Andre Michaux, and other more obscure explorers
are here chronicled. Florida is brought to the attention of readers
through the activities of the Bartrams, Thomas Say, and Thomas
Nuttall.
This book is crammed with excellent short biographies. The
essays on Alexander Wilson, John James Audubon, George
Catlin, and John Lawson are models of incisive writing. In
general, Savage appears to know the men of the East Coast and
Trans-Appalachia better than those who explored the TransMississippi and Far West. Certainly he has more errors in the
latter half of the book: Mercid for Merced River, for example.
On the other hand, he separates the threads of various
Pacific Railroad Surveys as well or better than any other historian.
Sometimes his prose is written with the clarity and the tight
organization of a brief to be presented to the Supreme Court.
The inclusive dates, 1700-1875, bother us a little for they are
mere pegs upon which to begin and end the narration. The year
1875 was of little significance, whereas 1879 was the year of
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the founding of the United States Geological Survey. Even 1900
could have been an ending point. Still, the author is able to
cover Powell’s exploration of the Grand Canyon of the Colorado
and the creation of the Yellowstone Park by Congress so that
by 1875 he can demonstrate that there was no unknown country
left in the contiguous forty-eight states. Perhaps this is sufficient.
It is to the credit of the editors that Savage was allowed to
retain in his writing the verve and excitement that he clearly experienced as he did his research and writing. Notwithstanding
its excellent documentation, every chapter-to use a terribly overused cliche-reads like a novel. Sure, there are errors: every work
of synthesis has them. But overall, this is one of the finest volumes
in the New American Nation Series, a reference book on the
exploration of America and an escapist book to read for the
sheer excitement it offers. See that your school or college library
has a copy; buy a copy for yourself.
Florida State University

RICHARD A. B ARTLETT

The Papers of Henry Laurens. Volume Seven: Aug. 1, 1769-Oct.
9, 1771. Edited by George C. Rogers, Jr., David R. Chestnutt,
and Peggy J. Clark. (Columbia: University of South Carolina
Press, 1979. xxviii, 653 pp. Introduction, list of abbreviations,
principal dates of Laurens’s life, notes, appendices, index.
$27.50.)
This the seventh volume of the published papers of Henry
Laurens of South Carolina continues the same excellent editorial
style as we have come to expect from those already released. Like
all of the papers, beginning in 1746, a rich lode of information
is made available, both to the general reader and the scholar,
on the history of South Carolina and the South, its institutions
and socio-economic peculiarities. There is also a wealth of
political information about the approaching Revolution as the
volumes progress.
The volumes document the experience of Laurens, at first a
conservative merchant, who is moved to a moderate position by
the excesses of the placemen, Egerton Leigh and Daniel Moore.
In fact, even though Laurens’s vindication of himself over Leigh
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and Moore was complete, he became increasingly distressed
about the parliamentary legislation of Charles Townshend’s program and decided finally to join in the boycott of British goods
which lasted many months. In the end, December 1770, he objected to the tax on tea which remained after the other acts were
repealed so that Parliament could at least retain the principle
of the right to tax the colonies. Laurens was not far from the
radical position on the matter. The letters of this period are invaluable for political and economic insights into the merchant’s
revolutionary thinking. While Laurens argued the principle of
no taxation, he was not unhappy with growing market shortages
in South Carolina rice. This product would be for sale in
abundance and at good prices. A boycott on the Negro importations would have the planters clamoring for them with the termination of the nonexportation agreement. But even while he
contemplated profits from the slave trade, it disturbed him:
”Under cover hereof you will find an Account of Sale for Seven
of the Nine New Negroes. . . . One of them died on board the
Ship, another you see I was glad to sell at Vendue to save something for you, a third poor pining creature hanged herself
with a piece of small Vine which shews that her carcase was not
very weighty. . . . [P.S.] Who that views the above Picture can
love the Affrican trade” (p. 192).
Laurens expected much money to be made by the planters
of Altamaha, where he had interests. He carried on trade with
St. Augustine, and there are several letters regarding East Florida.
His friend Governor James Grant was his chief correspondent.
Business letters also were sent to Patrick Tonyn who succeeded
Grant as governor of East Florida. Grant was also critical of
customs collection practices which is indicated in his letters to
Laurens.
Georgetown University

RICHARD WALSH

Letters of Delegates to Congress, 1774-1789, Volume 4: May 16August 15, 1776. Edited by Paul H. Smith, Gerard W. Gawalt,
Rosemary Fry Plakas, and Eugene R. Sheridan (Washington,
D.C.: Library of Congress, 1979. xxviii, 739 pp. Foreword,
editorial method and apparatus, acknowledgments, chronology
of Congress, illustrations, notes, index. $11.25.)
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Covering as it does the weeks immediately preceding and
following the decision for independence, this volume may well
become the most studied and useful of all of the volumes in
this new series of Letters of Delegates of the Continental Congress.
Even as the raw material for historical research, these letters make
fascinating reading and suggest a broad framework for organizing
the material in these documents. Of the more than 600 letters
and other items in this volume, fourteen documents-together
with extensive annotation occupying eighty-five pages of textdeal formally with the decision for independence in its political,
military, diplomatic, intellectual, and psychological significance.
Never before has a single book made the story of that decision
so gripping and intense. Here we have Jefferson’s first draft of
the Declaration, notes for two of John Dickinson’s principled
speeches opposing independence, and John Adams’s taut, passionate, almost grim discovery that he was right and Dickinson wrong
on the issue of formation of a sovereign nation. “I assure you
this is no gratification of my vanity,” Adams concluded in his
letter to Joseph Warren on May 20, 1776; “the gloomy Prospect
of Carnage and Devastation . . . is too affecting to give me
Pleasure. It moves my keenest Indignation-yet I dare not hint at
these Things for I hate to give Pain to Gentlemen whom I believe
sufficiently punished by their own Reflections.”
The remaining letters tell a story of routine deliberation
and preparation, the flotsam and jetsam surrounding the hard
struggle over independence. The skillfully phrased sub-headings
in the index are an excellent guide to this material, and looking
under “Howe, Richard, 4th Viscount Howe,” I noticed the
intriguing entry: “makes concessions on treating with United
States.” The index could not have been more explicit or helpful
for it led to the letter of Abraham Clark to Elias Dayton, August
6, 1776, which states that “we lately sent a flag to his Lordship to
settle An Exchange of Prisoners. He received the Officer with
great Politeness, manifested a deep concern that he had not
Arrived before Independency was declared. . . . He gave Genll.
Washington the Title of Genll. and called us the United States.”
Nothing could better underscore Ira Gruber’s interpretation of
the conduct and dilemma of the Howe brothers during the
summer of 1776 nor illustrate more vividly the intricate transi-
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tion from political revolution to armed rebellion over which
Congress presided during the weeks covered by this volume.
University of North Carolina
at Greensboro

R OBERT M. C ALHOON

The Idea of a Southern Nation: Southern Nationalists and
Southern Nationalism, 1830-1860. By John McCardell. (New
York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1979. xi, 394 pp.
Acknowledgments, introduction, illustrations, notes, conclusion, appendices, essay on sources, index. $16.95.)
Revolutionary dogma is almost always shot through with a
strong strain of nationalism. Historians have recognized that
just as the colonists of 1776 came to think of themselves more
as Americans than as Englishmen, so many Southerners in 1860
came to believe that a southern nation could better preserve
their way of life-and especially their peculiar institution. As
Professor John McCardell has noted in The Idea of a Southern
Nation, “many Southerners were finding . . . their social situation
incomprehensible. And, as a result, they turned to southern
nationalism to render their situation meaningful” (p. 4).
The author has essayed the task of tracing the origin and
progress of southern nationalism from 1830 to 1860, and he has
succeeded admirably. The idea of a southern nation found its
first open expression during the nullification crisis of 1828-1832,
although Professor McCardell is careful to distinguish between
such nationalist extremists as William Lowndes Yancey and
Robert Barnwell Rhett, on the one hand, and sectionalists
such as John C. Calhoun and Robert Y. Hayne who were
concerned with the protection of southern interests within the
framework of the Union. Indeed, the young radicals, most of
them parvenu aristocrats from the Carolina-Georgia upcountry,
were initially regarded by southern leaders as little better than
a lunatic fringe.
Professor McCardell, using a wide range of both primary and
secondary sources, traces the growth of southern nationalism
during the next three decades. He finds its manifestations reaching well beyond the confines of political rhetoric. William Gil-
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more Simms urged the development of a southern literature.
J. D. B. DeBow’s Review became the voice of southern economic
nationalism. Separation of the three great southern religious
denominations from their northern brethren took place fifteen
years before secession. Educational leaders urged Southerners to
eschew such Yankee institutions as Yale and Harvard and educate
their sons in the South. It was no idle choice that lead to the
name University of the South for the institution that was established at Suwanee, Tennessee, in 1860.
In a work of such broad scope necessitating sweeping
generalizations some questions are inevitable. Professor McCardell
says, “South Carolina . . . assumed after Nullification the leadership of a newly conscious South, a role for which the homogeneous Palmetto State was peculiarly fitted“ (p. 60). Yet the
“leader” had few followers. As the author notes, the response
of the other states to nullification was negative. Calhoun and the
South Carolina Democracy found themselves isolated from the
national party, a situation which forced them into an alliance
with the Whigs.
There are other questions that continue to baffle historians,
including Professor McCardell. For instance there is the paradox
of the wave of patriotic fervor that swept the South in the 1840s
even as sectional tensions heightened. “All over the South Manifest Destiny seemed to rule. . . . Most [Southerners] . . . were
fervent expansionists because of their intense American nationalism and were oblivious to any sectional consequences that the
war [with Mexico] might produce” (p. 234, italics mine.). Yet
in 1845 these same Southerners were dissolving their religious
affiliations with Northern Methodists, Baptists, and Presbyterians.
“The effect of the separation of the churches,” says the author,
“was powerful and catalytic” (p. 200).
Finally, rebellion occurs when radical extremists convert a
resistance movement to a full-fledged attempt to overthrow constituted authority. Thus, the most interesting question that Professor
McCardell deals with all too briefly is how radical southern
nationalists were able to triumph and impose the idea of a southern nation on such reluctant rebels as Jefferson Davis, Howell
Cobb, and Robert Toombs. But this is Professor McCardell’s
book, and a superb one it is. It should be carefully studied by
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anyone who wants to understand the rise of the Confederate
States of America.
University of Alabama

J OHN P ANCAKE

The Slave Drivers: Black Agricultural Labor in the Antebellum
South. By William L. Van Deburg. (Westport, Connecticut:
Greenwood Press, 1979. xvii, 202 pp. Acknowledgments, introduction, illustrations, conclusion, appendix, notes, selected
bibliography, index. $16.95.)
The Black Rural Landowner-Endangered Species: Social, Political, and Economic Implications. Edited by Leo McGee and
Robert Boone. (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press,
1979. xxi, 200 pp. Acknowledgments, introduction, illustrations, figures, tables, index, about the contributors. $17.95.)
Both of the volumes under review add important material to
the history of the black experience. The Slave Drivers deals with
a relatively small element in the slave population, while The
Black Rural Landowner considers the problems of land loss by
twentieth-century blacks. These studies show in widely different
ways some of the difficulties which both slave and free blacks
have undergone.
It has long been recognized that slave drivers or black foremen were very important in the successful operation of southern
plantations. They were slaves who had supervisory power over
other slaves; possessors of power which gave them a kind of elite
status. Students have given varying interpretations of the attitudes, actions, and psychological make-up of the slave drivers, and
in this book Mr. Van Deburg attempts to bring together and
interpret the various views from both primary and secondary
sources. This book is not about the slave driver and his work
as an element in plantation management. Rather, it concentrates
on how others have viewed this kind of slave and how he viewed
himself.
After answering his own question of “who were the slave
drivers,” Mr. Van Deburg summarizes what major historians
from U. B. Phillips to Eugene Genovese have said about slave
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drivers. Then, drawing on the records of planters, the accounts
of travellers, twentieth-century narratives and reminiscences of
slaves and slave drivers, and slave autobiographies, the author
draws his own conclusions.
Van Deburg found slave drivers who seemed to fit as many
different opinions as there were writers. However, he concluded
that most slave drivers did not sell out to their masters for a
privileged position, or become a brutal elite in exchange for
personal benefits. What is new about this study is the author’s
evidence that the slave drivers demonstrated a considerable degree
of independence and manhood not previously recognized or
understood. In some cases, they provided a kind of role model
for other slaves. The author has researched his topic well. Since
some of his evidence is contradictory, he works through it carefully and does not claim more than his research can support.
In The Black Rural Landowner-Endangered Species, editors
Leo McGee and Robert Boone have brought together a series of
essays which tell the story of declining ownership of land among
blacks. Since 1910, when blacks held around 15,000,000 acres,
ownership of land by blacks has declined until they retained less
than 6,000,000 rural acres in the 1970s. The editors believe that
in losing this economic equity in farm land, black economic and
political power have been measurably weakened.
Following an introduction by the editors, ten chapters by
different authors outline the problems faced by blacks in gaining
and retaining land. Four major reasons emerge for the decline in
black land ownership. These include voluntary disposal, foreclosures, tax delinquent sales, and dispersion among heirs. The
problem of tax delinquent sales receives special attention.
While none of the authors come to grips with this basic
problem, one of the underlying reasons why blacks lost their land
rapidly after World War I was that most of them never had a
sufficient landed stake in the first place. As is pointed out, blacks
initially had smaller farms than whites. Most of these were not
large enough to provide a base for a decent living as agriculture
became more highly commercialized. Moreover, as the total
economy was transformed to industrialism and commercialism
there was no hope in self-sufficiency, unless a farmer was forever
satisfied to live in relative poverty. Thus thousands of blacks quit
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farming, or at least their children left for greener pastures in
northern and southern industry. Efforts by the Farmers Home Administation and other federal agencies had no effect on slowing
this exodus. Some successes, as this book shows, were scored by the
Resettlement Administration, but the total black families who
became landowners under that program was insignificant in terms
of the overall problem.
This study would have been more meaningful if the editors
had placed it in a broader context. The basic problems were
those of small, unproductive farmers, both black and white.
While blacks had special problems in holding land which grew
out of racism and special conditions in the South, the overriding
difficulty was the lack of acreage on which to build a profitable
farm. Considering the direction of American agriculture after
1920, there was little chance that fifty-acre farms which were
characteristic of black owners could meet family needs. Black
farmers needed to acquire more land if they were to be viable
operators throughout most of the South, and their inability to
expand left them little real alternative other than selling out,
mortgaging the property to live on, or taking other actions that
would result in land loss. It would have taken a massive federal
effort to change this situation, one for which there was meager
political support in Washington or elsewhere.
This book outlines clear enough the reasons why blacks lost
their land, and in this respect makes a worthy contribution.
Although there is some unevenness in the quality of the different
essays, and occasional duplication in ideas and statistics, the
volume should stimulate further studies on this important
subject.
University of Georgia

G ILBERT C. F ITE

The Diary of Miss Emma Holmes, 1861-1866. Edited by John F.
Marszalek. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press,
1979. xxv, 496 pp. Acknowledgments, introduction, frequently
mentioned names, index. $35.00.)
“Solid” is the adjective which best describes this Civil War
diary and the work of John F. Marszalek in editing the volume.
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The Diary of Miss Emma Holmes, 1861-1866 provides the day-today observations and reflections of an educated, well-to-do, young
woman upon events momentous and mundane in Charleston and
Camden, South Carolina, during the era of Civil War and Reconstruction. Miss Holmes was an enthusiastic Confederate and
of a social circle which included numerous well-placed men and
women. Thus her insight is interesting and even her misinformation and misinterpretation of military events are significant to
the extent that they were typical of informed Southerners.
This work is no “threat” to the popularity and usefulness of
Mary Boykin Chesnut’s Diary from Dixie. Mrs. Chesnut travelled
in the same social circle and lived in Charleston and Camden as
well. Yet there the similarity ceases. Mrs. Chesnut also observed
life among Confederate luminaries in Richmond during the war.
And more importantly she was considerably more gregarious and
vivacious than Miss Holmes. Consequently Diary from Dixie is
more lively and readable.
The Diary of Miss Emma Holmes is an excellent complement
to Mrs. Chesnut’s work, however. Miss Holmes wrote her diary
while still in her twenties; yet even then she was an old maid
schoolteacher. Because she was, her diary balances that of the bon
vivant Mrs. Chesnut. Editor Marszalek has done an admirable
job of presenting the diary and identifying or explaining people
or events mentioned in the text.
University of Georgia

E M O R Y M. T H O M A S

1866: The Critical Year Revisited. By Patrick W. Riddleberger.
(Carbondale, Illinois: Southern Illinois University Press, 1979.
xiii. 287 pp. Preface, illustrations, appendix, notes, selected
bibliography, index. $18.95.)
It has been almost a half century since anyone has attempted
a booklength reevaluation of what Howard K. Beale has labeled
the “critical year.” For Patrick Riddleberger, as it was for Beale,
1866 marked the year in which the battle was enjoined between
the Congress and the Executive to determine the destiny of the
Reconstruction process. We all know the outcome, but scholars
differ on its significance. The author maintains that we can profit
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from another look at the tactics of the battle and the strategies
of the participants. And indeed we could. But this volume is
not it.
Riddleberger treats us to a meandering journey through the
political and constitutional battlefield in immediate postwar
Washington. A clear narrative of the motivations and machinations of the Congressional Republicans is skillfully drawn, but
the reader is left with a sense of deja vu. Though this treatment
is certainly more fair-minded than that offered by Beale, it lacks
the thoroughness and sense of drama supplied by Les Benedict’s
dissection of the postwar Republications. Andrew Johnson fares
little better. An attempt is made to lift the president from the
depths to which recent historians have condemned him. Yet even
here some of the best evidence has been ignored. Riddleberger,
the author of a fine biography of George Washington Julian,
offers little in 1866 that is new. He stakes out the middle ground
between the traditionalists and the revisionists. Yet the author
ignores just about all of the more refined revisionist arguments
of the 1970s. In fact the bibliography cites only three of the
dozens of Reconstruction monographs published since 1971. The
recent studies of Benedict, Trefousse, and Mantell have been
ignored. These scholars have questioned whether there was anything especially “critical” about 1866. Benedict offers 1867 as
the true “critical year,” while Mantell dismisses both dates in
favor of a more complete dissection of the final two years of
Johnson’s tenure. Here again we are treated to a hackneyed
assessment of an enfeebled northern Democratic party weakened
by the badge of treason and the specter of internal fractionalization. The recent arguments of Joel Silbey’s concise study of the
Democracy in the war years may be questioned, but can they
simply be ignored?
Riddleberger is on surer ground when testing Beale’s interpretation of the behavior of the Congressional Republicans.
Here he persuasively argues that Eric McKitrick erred in downplaying the value of the tariff, banking, and the currency as
viable campaign issues in the off-year election. The author is
correct in maintaining that Beale’s assessment should not be
dismissed without a careful examination. Thus, Andrew Johnson
could have profited from a thorough airing of the economic
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issues while the Republican press exploited media-events such
as the “massacres” at New Orleans and Memphis. Yet Riddleberger ignores his own evidence and draws back from the conclusion that Johnson was establishing a strong case with which
to indict a stubborn Congress. Following the “indecent orgy”
thesis, the author repeats uncritically McKitrick’s observation
that the president severely damaged his own cause with his illexecuted “swing-around-the-circle.” But an analysis of the 1866
voting returns by Everett Swinney, again ignored by the author,
shows just how effective the president was in persuading the
“silent majority” in the northern cities. Thus what the president
needed was not less two-fisted stump-stirring harangues but more
of his Tennessee down-home wit.
Finally Riddleberger is saddled with the time framework
designed by Beale. If only it could be said to have served him
well. Presidential Restoration was proposed, implemented,
challenged, defended, and superceded by Congressional Reconstruction in a tidy chronological package highlighted by the
1866 election. Such periodization ignores the running battle for
control of the readmission process that culminated in the impeachment efforts. Ample proof of such continuing conflict can
be found in the subverting influence exercised by the president
in the conduct of the southern occupational forces after the
summer of 1867.
The Critical Year Revisited will be of use to those students
seeking a concise rendition of the outlines of the major political
debates of 1866, but as an interpretive essay this volume must be
adjudged a failure. Those looking for new insights and a fresh
rethinking of these much discussed issues would do better to
consult the bold efforts of Albert Castel and James Sefton.
Florida State Archives

D AN J. K RASKA

To Set the Law in Motion: The Freedmen’s Bureau and the Legal
Rights of Blacks, 1865-1868. By Donald G. Nieman. (Millwood, New York: KTO Press, 1979. xvii, 250 pp. Preface,
introduction, notes, bibliography, index. $19.95.)
Donald G. Nieman defines his book, To Set the Law in
Motion, as a “systematic analysis of the legal aspects of [Freed-
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men’s] Bureau operations.” In it he “explores the policies that
Bureau officials adopted to guarantee blacks equal rights, protection against white violence, and redress against unscrupulous
employers.” Therefore his book is concerned with two main
topics: the Bureau’s attempts to secure due process of law and
equal protection of the laws for freedmen, and its efforts to
establish in the South a free labor system which would provide
planters with reliable labor and assure freedmen of receiving
fair wages.
Nieman’s analysis is excellent. He adds much meaningful
detail to what has previously been published about the Freedmen’s
Bureau, and he puts it together in a well-reasoned and wellwritten argument. He concludes that the Bureau was “a little
more successful” in its labor policy than it was in its efforts to
secure equal rights for blacks. It did effect an orderly transition
from slavery to freedom. It provided labor for the planters and a
livelihood for the freedmen. But it was a bare subsistence livelihood, and the freed laborer had little security against exploitation, deceit, and violence at the hands of his employer. As it
worked out, the Bureau’s labor policy, as Nieman says, “served
primarily to provide planters with reluctant labor and to perpetuate blacks’dependence on planters.”
Nothing the Bureau tried, whether it be using its own courts,
referring cases involving blacks to military commissions, or trying
to assist freedmen in presenting their causes in state courts, did
much good at all in the matters of securing the freedmen’s legal
rights. Congress did not provide the Bureau enough of either
manpower or military support to protect the former slaves from
violence or to guarantee them equal treatment in the courts.
President Johnson consistently blocked Bureau attempts to
expand its judicial activity, because he wanted state governments
and state court systems reestablished as soon as possible. Military
commanders in the South frequently gave only limited support
to the Bureau, because they were reluctant to interfere with state
officials. “In the face of massive resistance from white southerners,” Nieman concludes, “a temporary and poorly staffed agency
which possessed only limited authority could not perform the
herculean task of providing blacks with a firm basis for freedom.”
Since I am reviewing To Set the Law in Motion for a Florida
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historical journal, I must voice one serious criticism of the book:
it gives Florida very scanty treatment. The state-level records of
the Freedmen’s Bureau constitute a major segment of the biblography. They are listed alphabetically by states: Alabama,
seventeen items; Arkansas, twenty; Georgia, fifteen; Florida is
not included. The index refers us to nine Florida items in the
text of the book. Georgia has twenty-two, Alabama twenty,
Mississippi twenty-three, Virginia seventeen. Citations for the
Florida material presented are about evenly divided between
secondary sources and records in the Washington office of the
Freedmen’s Bureau. I feel that Florida is badly slighted, but
that is the only disappointing thing I find in this book.
University of Florida

G EORGE R. B ENTLEY

From the Captain to the Colonel: An Informal History of
Eastern Airlines. By Robert J. Serling. (New York: Dial Press,
1980. 535 pp. Prologue, illustrations, acknowledgments, index.
$12.95.)
Serling does not dwell upon mundane facts and figures in his
intensely interesting history of Eastern Airlines. The history is
there, chronological and accurate, but it rapidly becomes the
background of his fascinating drama of the important men who
over the years wrested for control, strove mightily for the airline’s
success and at times survival, and who fought competition tooth
and nail and, sometimes, fought each other the same way.
The book’s central character and durable hero is Edward V.
“Captain Eddie” Rickenbacker, who more than anyone else
breathed life, success, and profitability into the struggling little
airline he took over in 1935. Rickenbacker’s colorful earlier life is
briefly related. Serling then recounts how Rickenbacker’s personal
charisma and leadership with all employees, and his bold route
expansions and fleet modernizations became the basis for his
enormous contribution to Eastern.
While Serling unstintingly credits Rickenbacker for Eastern’s
great growth, he also analyzes his often paradoxical performance
during the declining years of his presidency and during the infighting which occurred after Malcolm A. MacIntyre was named
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president while Rickenbacker continued as board chairman. That
four-year period ended with Eastern on the brink of insolvency,
and in 1963 the board brought in Floyd D. Hall from TWA,
giving him complete authority to turn the airline around.
Hall was responsible for the uplift of employee moral, and for
the imaginative programs which saw a return to profitability, but
Serling discloses that in 1967 the seeds of trouble were again
being sewn by executive clashes. Hall continued as chairman for
eight more years after, and was followed by other presidents.
Serling analyzes the continuing problems which once more
rendered the airline’s position precarious. In 1975 Eastern’s executive vice president, Colonel Frank Borman, a former astronaut,
was elevated to the presidency, with Hall retaining the title of
chairman. A few months later that title too was also conferred
on Borman.
Executive maneuvering and back-stabbing, and tough
boardroom showdowns are laid out for all to read, perhaps for
the first time, and Serling discusses them with the objectivity and
fearlessness that have made him the airline industry’s leading
writer.
Eastern Airlines is important to Florida as one of the state’s
largest commercial employers, and as the oldest surviving airline
linking the state to the rest of the nation. Over its fifty-two year
history, Eastern has transported more tourists and other passengers
into the state than any other common carrier. Florida happenings occur throughout the book-operation of the world’s first
airline across Tampa Bay in 1914, Rickenbacker’s involvement
with Florida Airways in 1926, and airmail service from Atlanta
to Miami in 1928 by Pitcairn Aviation, Eastern’s predecessor.
The role of Eastern in developing south Florida as a year-round
vacation destination is related, as well as the firm’s big service
build up in Orlando as the official airline of Walt Disney
World.
Business Week magazine reviewed the book at length and
highlighted Rickenbacker’s famous week-long staff meeting at
Miami Beach in which he regularly regaled his some 300 local
managers and department heads alike with small measures of individual praise and strong doses of caustic criticism to complete
their education in all aspects of the airline’s operation. Business
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Week wound up praising Serling’s book as the best of his several
airline histories. I agree with that assessment and add that the
book will give one a remarkably accurate picture of Eastern
Airlines, both public and private.
Jacksonville, Florida

J OHN P. I NGLE , J R.

Southern Music/American Music. By Bill C. Malone. (Lexington,
Kentucky: The University Press of Kentucky, 1979. x, 203 pp.
Editor’s preface, introduction, photographs, notes, bibliographic notes, index. $9.95.)
This volume, published in the New Perspectives on the South
series, edited by Charles P. Roland, is a delightful work. Bill C.
Malone has produced an exemplary study which traces the impact
of southern folk music on popular forms of American musical
expression. Malone develops his study chronologically, demonstrating the evolution of southern music and its gradual spread
from the South to the entire nation.
Southern music, writes Malone, has grown from a varied
mixture of national and ethnic traditions. The dominant sources,
of course, have been African and British, but, as Charles Roland
points out in his preface, southern music is also the product of
influences from most of the nations of Europe. All of the sources
of southern musical expression, moreover, were transmuted by
the conditions of southern life: the juxtaposition of black and
white races, the region’s poverty, and its rural isolation.
Southern music, the author asserts, has been one of the South’s
great natural resources. It has, in addition, influenced the whole
of American music in two ways: first, by providing images to
inspire the imagination of composers and musicians; second, by
producing entertainers and musical styles which have shaped
significantly the entire realm of American popular music.
Malone’s focus, therefore, is on the varieties of southern folk
music and the popular forms of musical expression which emerged
from these folk styles.
Northern industrialization in the nineteenth century lent to
the South and its music special appeal, the author suggests. Images
of pastoral existence, of a simpler time, were themes with a
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powerful attraction, and northern songwriters drew freely on
these themes. Heightened interest in southern folk music led to
a period of “national discovery” of southern song, spurred by
the early twentieth-century development of ragtime, blues, and
jazz, all musical idioms distinctly southern in their origin. By
the 1920s, as recording devices and radio developed a mass
listening audience, the stage was set for the first full-scale commercialization of southern rural folk music. Consequently,
“hillbilly,” “cajun,” and “gospel” music all greatly enlarged
their listening public. A national market for a variety of
southern music had developed.
Interestingly, the Depression years did not impede the advance of the commercial forms of American popular music. Although many recording companies curtailed operations, Malone
characterizes the era as a transitional time, notable for the “evolution and maturation of southern regional folk styles to more professionalized forms possessing greater national recognition and
acceptance.” Moreover, as the migration out of the South
continued, Southerners “took their musical preferences with them,
and permanently implanted them in the new southern enclaves
around the United States.” Thus was the stage set for what
Malone calls the “nationalization” of southern music in the
1950s, symbolized by the rise of such disparate artists as B. B.
King, Hank Williams, and Elvis Presley. Malone’s discussion
then leads him into an examination of popular music in the
sixties and seventies, concluding with an insightful chapter exploring the reasons for the resurgence of country music in the
sixties and seventies.
A brief review can scarcely do justice to the nuance and
subtlety of Malone’s work. His interpretations of the crosscurrents of southern music are balanced and sophisticated. In
addition, the excellent bibliographical essay which Malone includes clearly substantiates the depth of his research. Finally,
the author’s ability to weave his narrative and insights around
the lives of American musical artists, from Louis Armstrong to
Willie Nelson to Dolly Parton, makes the book as entertaining
as it is instructional.
University of Florida
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Foxfire 5. Edited by Eliot Wigginton. (Garden City, New York:
Anchor Press/Doubleday, 1979, 512 pp. Introduction, illustrations, index. $12.95; $6.95 paper.)
Readers of the Foxfire series, which after thirteen years and
four volumes comprise a large following, will welcome this newest
addition to the library produced by Eliot Wigginton and his Appalachian high school students. Foxfire 5 demonstrates conclusively that their subject matter has not been exhausted. Using
their pioneer methods of photographic and artistic illustration
and oral history recording, they document the activities of residents of the lower Appalachians, an area particularly rich in
history.
The contributions of this book are not limited to new topical
considerations. Additional experience has enabled the editor
and his assistants to become more sophisticated in their approach
to the subjects and more thorough and precise in documenting
them. Divided into three different but related sections, the book
deals with a set of techniques involved in the ancient desire to
produce effective weapons and use them successfully in the hunt.
The three sections of this volume provide detailed information
about activities which were once vital to living in the South and
in America.
The first section of this book is concerned with the elemental
matters of taking iron ore from the earth and converting it into
ordinary utensils of early American technology. So precise and
well illustrated are these directions that it would be possible for
a society to follow them in moving directly from a bronze age to
an iron age. In the second section the editor and his assistants
proceed into matters of greater complexity-the making of black
powder and flint-lock rifles. Illustrated by the actual work of
master gunsmiths, the book leads the reader through all the steps
involved in creating weapons of precision and beauty from iron,
wood, and flint. Attention is given in considerable detail to the
practical use of these weapons in the organized ritual of the
turkey shoot and the activities of a growing subculture represented
by the National Muzzle Loading Rifle Association. The last
section of this volume deals with bear hunting, one of the
practical tests of the weapon makers’s skill. It is also an aspect of
Appalachian life that contains an extensive collection of folklore,
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which is excellently documented from the accounts of living
participants. Since this section contains more action and excitement, many readers will probably find it more enjoyable than
the more technical details of the first two parts of the book. This
volume is a worthy addition to the Foxfire series and will
probably enjoy a much deserved success.
Memphis State University

C HARLES W. C RAWFORD

The Black Towns. By Norman L. Crockett. (Lawrence, Kansas:
The Regents Press of Kansas, 1979. xv, 244 pp. Preface, illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $14.00.)
“Be courageous, brother, and forget the past-the great and
mighty problem of race has been solved at last.” This stanza
sung in Boley, Oklahoma, reflected the optimism of many early
black town settlers, who were fleeing poverty, injustice, discrimination, and fear. But initial hope often turned to disappointment and despair.
Professor Crockett selected five black towns which he believed
were typical of the scores of others formed between the Civil
War and World War I and has traced their formation, development, and failure. Much attention is given to black town promoters who emphasized moral uplift, economic self-help, race
pride, and exaggerated claims as to soil fertility to entice settlers.
They reminded blacks of white inhumanity and ridiculed those
who were content to live in terror in the white world. Those
who opposed black towns were branded as traitors. Promoters
further claimed that segregated communities would enable blacks
to disprove white racial theories, and they also represented,
perhaps, their last opportunity to acquire land and homes of
their own. Such arguments persuaded some settlers; others viewed
segregated communities as temporary. Their ultimate goal was
integration into “the mainstream of American life.”
Unfortunately all-black communities failed to solve racial
problems. Although black towners controlled their own institutions, discrimination continued outside their boundaries. Many
migrants belatedly learned that white hostility was as great in
Oklahoma as in Mississippi. Perhaps even more significant, the
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dream of the black town as “an agricultural service center . . .
with small stores and manufacturing plants . . . ran counter to
the economic realities of the time.”
Discrimination made acquisition of capital difficult, and lack
of capital played a role in the black town decline, but, according
to the author, “the onslaught of modernization destroyed
thousands of small towns, unhampered by racial prejudice, during
the same period.” Indeed, Crockett suggests that many of the
black towns were doomed from the beginning. The probability
of success for any new community at that time, even white ones
unhampered by racial prejudice, was slight.
Nicodemus, Kansas, is an example of what happened to many
black towns. In 1877 it was a hopeful community of 600; by
1910 its population had dwindled to 200. In 1939 a lonely tavern
was all that remained of the town’s once bustling business
district. Black towns even lost some of their population to
schemes to migrate to Canada and Africa.
Although many black communities disappeared they were not
total failures. Crockett found a strong sense of race pride among
residents. Youth living in black towns reputedly had better self
esteem and held their race in higher regard than young people
living in mixed communities. Blacks could walk the streets without constant reminders of their subordinate position and without fear that a gesture would be misunderstood and bring white
wrath. The community provided a sense of well being and reassurance. Leaders in politics, business, religion, and education
were black. Yet a few miles in any direction lay the outside
world. Some who grew up in the towns could not adjust outside.
“As the dream of community success faded, the black town became a prison without walls for some of its people who had
grown distrustful of whites and unable to live and work among
them.”
This well-researched, interestingly written book adds significantly to the literature of black American history. Yet the
reader is left with questions that paucity of sources apparently
prevented the author from answering. The black town promoters
come alive in this study, but what of the average residents? We
still know in only a very general way how they felt and acted.
The towns Crockett studied were all in Oklahoma and Kansas
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except Mound Bayou, Mississippi. Would his conclusions have
been different if more southern towns had been treated?
Florida State University

J OE M. R ICHARDSON

The Half-Blood: A Cultural Symbol in 19th-Century American
Fiction. By William J. Scheick. (Lexington: University Press
of Kentucky, 1979. xii, 113 pp. Preface, notes, index. $9.75.)
In the profuse literature of the post-Civil War period of
American history, novelists frequently concluded their books
with a marriage between southern heroine and northern hero to
symbolize the new union between formerly warring segments of
the nation. Always such marriages were regarded as a positive
step. However, no serious author of that period traced the effect
on the children of such marriages, and no great pieces of literature used such children as symbols of cultural interplay. Not so
with the offspring of unions between Native Americans and
whites. The half-blood frequently was used by fictioneers during
the nineteenth century, but, according to author William J.
Scheick, no consensus emerged about what the half-blood
symbolized. Did he “represent a new, wonderful natural link
between the red and white races symbolizing an emergent
American identity or does he represent a degenerate, abnormal
amalgamation of the worst vices of both races menacing the
promise of a New World civilization?” (p. 82). Some novelists
represented the half-blood in a positive way, perhaps because they
subscribed to the myth of the “noble savage”; others saw Native
Americans only as “savages,” and to them the half-blood was
the inheritor of the most vicious vices of both races.
Scheick, a professor of English at the University of Texas,
has examined a wide assortment of nineteenth-century writings
in this pioneering work, books ranging from the dime novel to
the work of serious writers such as Hawthorne, Irving, Poe, and
Cooper. Perhaps influenced by our own questions about race, he
also compares the literary use of the half-blood with that of the
mulatto in nineteenth-century fiction. His conclusions are neither
strange nor startling: some authors found the mingling of the
two races abhorrent, while others saw it as hopeful, and “fictional
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treatments of the half-blood are on the whole artistic failures”
(p. 89). If, as many writers have suggested, man always has lived
by myths more than by truth, the author offers no conclusive
definition of what the half-blood symbolized-or symbolizes
today-in literature.
Professor Scheick is to be commended for the years of research
that went into this slim volume. His style will not appeal to the
casual reader, nor will his carefully balanced and scholarly
handling of the subject please either liberal or conservative. But
he has pioneered and is to be commended for his effort.
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
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BOOK NOTES
“$10 fine for driving or riding through the gates faster than
a walk.” That is the sign posted on the City Gate in St. Augustine
in the 1880s photograph which appears in St. Augustine and St.
Johns County, A Pictorial History. This is one of the many excellent photographs, most of which are being published for the
first time, in this volume. Karen Harvey wrote the narrative and
selected the photographs for this book published by Donning
Company of Virginia Beach, Virginia. The design is by Barbara
Buckley, and the foreword was written by Michael Gannon. The
book covers the first Spanish period, 1565-1763; the British era,
1763-1784; second Spanish period, 1784-1821; American period,
1821-1888; Flagler era, 1888-1914; and the twentieth century.
There are pictures of monuments, people, public events, churches,
private homes, and St. Augustine street scenes. Photographs of
important historical buildings are included: the 1902 view of the
birthplace of General Kirby Smith, now the city’s public library;
the George Couper Gibbs home, which dates to the Civil War
period and is now occupied by the St. Augustine Art Association; a 1910 photograph of Markland, now on the Flagler College
campus; and a recent picture of the Ximenez-Fatio House, restored by the Colonial Dames. There are rare photographs of the
Indians who were held captive at Fort Marion during the 1870s,
and the Apaches lodged there in 1886. Photographs of St.
Augustine’s black pioneers and a photograph of St. Paul’s AME
Church are included. The picture of St. Augustine after the
disastrous fire of 1914 shows extensive damage to the downtown
area. Ms. Harvey’s book is the most complete and the best
pictorial history available on St. Augustine. The price is $19.00,
hardback; $12.95, paperback.
Margaret’s Story is a novel by Eugenia Price, one of the
South’s most prolific writers. It is the third volume in her
Florida trilogy. Her two earlier books, novels, were Don Juan
McQueen and Maria. Miss Price, lives on St. Simons Island,
Georgia. Many of her stories utilize south Georgia and north
Florida as background. The story of Margaret Seton Fleming
[382]
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is an engrossing narrative. Her history and that of her family
covers the half-century period from the 1830s to the 1880s, when
Florida, first as a territory and then as a state, struggles through
two Indian Wars, the Civil War, and the Reconstruction era. The
Fleming plantation, Hibernia, became a tourist lodging after the
Civil War, and many northern visitors enjoyed its hospitality
from early January through March. Jacksonville, St. Augustine,
and Fernandina are the communities which played an important
role in the life of Margaret Seton Fleming, and they are featured
in Miss Price’s book. The Diary of a Novel, published simultaneously with Margaret’s Story, is Miss Price’s journal of the
years she spent doing research, mainly in St. Augustine, and in
writing the novel. Many people familiar to readers of the
Florida Historical Quarterly are mentioned in The Diary of a
Novel. Special credit goes to Dena Snodgrass of Jacksonville,
former president of the Florida Historical Society, for whom
Margaret’s Story is dedicated. Both books were published by
Lippincott & Crowell of New York. Margaret’s Story sells for
$12.95; The Diary of a Novel, $9.95.
The Plant Pioneers is the history of the Reasoner family,
whose Manatee County nursery is the oldest continuously operating nursery in Florida. Pliny Reasoner arrived in Florida from
Illinois in 1881, settling in the village of Oneco south of Bradenton on the Gulf coast. His brother, Egbert Norman, joined him
four years later. Pliny was a first rate horticulturist, and the
United States Department of Agriculture asked him to survey
the status of tropical horticulture in Florida for publication in
its first bulletin. In 1883 Royal Palm Nursery issued its catalog,
listing an amazing number and variety of tropical plants. Pliny
died of yellow fever in 1888, and Egbert took charge of the
rapidly expanding business. He designed Florida’s horticultural
exhibit at the Chicago Worlds Fair in 1893. Operations continued
despite disastrous freezes like those in December 1894 and February 1895. Fortunately the Royal Palm Nurseries utilized steamheated glass greenhouses to save its more tender and expensive
plants, and burned brush fires to protect its other properties. In
1937 the family lost Royal Palm Nurseries in a mortgage foreclosure, but under Norman Reasoner, the business was reorganized, and Reasoner’s Tropical Nurseries soon became one
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of the major horticultural operations in Florida. The Plant
Pioners, by Norman J. Pinardi, includes many pictures. The
book may be ordered from Reasoner’s Tropical Nurseries, 4610
14 Street W, Bradenton, Florida 33507; the price is $12.75.
The Don Ce-Sar Story describes the construction during the
boom period of the 1920s of one of Florida’s greatest hotels.
Thomas J. Rowe was in poor health and had little money to
invest when he arrived in Florida. However, together with
Walter Fuller, his St. Petersburg friend and financial adviser, he
purchased a tract of land north of Pass-a-Grille Beach. Rowe
planned to develop a subdivision of Spanish-style estates and a
beach resort that would look like a castle. When the boom
collapsed in 1926, the Don Ce-Sar was still under construction,
and few believed that it would be completed. The skeptics were
wrong; it did open and it prospered. Guests included F. Scott
Fitzgerald and his wife Zelda, department store tycoons like
Bloomingdale and Gimbel, and Colonel Jacob Ruppert, owner
of the Yankee baseball team. When the Yankees trained in St.
Petersburg, they stayed at the Don Ce-Sar. After Rowe’s death, his
wife was in charge, but World War II halted vacations and Don
Ce-Sar as a great resort hotel. The army took over and converted
the building into a hospital. Later it was used by the Veterans
Administration for offices. The building was finally abandoned,
and it became a refuge for transients and vandals. It was
threatened with demolition in 1971, when June Hurley Young,
author of this book, and a group of determined preservationists,
organized to save the Don. Eventually it was restored to its
former opulency, and it now operates again as a deluxe hotel
Resort. The book may be ordered from the author, 362 89th
Avenue NE, St. Petersburg, Florida 33702; the price is $3.75.
The Suarez Family, 1798-1980 is by Dicy Villar Bowman,
author of The Villars, 1800-1900 which was reviewed in the April
1980 number of the Florida Historical Quarterly. Her ancestor
Elizabeth Foster married Martin Villar I, and their descendants
became the basis for the Villar genealogical study. After Villar’s
death, Elizabeth, in 1819, married José Antonio Suarez. Members
of the Suarez family were listed in the 1784 census of Pensacola.
Mrs. Bowman has collected valuable information, not only about
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her ancestors, but the roles that they played in the community
and the historical events with which they were involved. Genealogical studies such as this, based upon careful and accurate research, provide important material for the professional historian,
particularly those interested in state and local history. Mrs. Bowman has also compiled an index which adds to the value of her
study. The Suarez Family may be ordered from the author, 2885
Blackshear Avenue, Pensacola, Florida 32503, and the price
is $15.00.
The Florida Almanac, 1980-1981, edited by Del Martin and
Martha J. Marth, is a valuable reference guide to Florida government on both the state and local level. It lists members of the
Florida House and Senate (before the November 1980 election),
supreme court justices and circuit court judges, local bar associations, law libraries, state governmental agencies with addresses,
and principal sources of state tax revenue. Historical data is provided for all Florida counties, together with county maps.
There is information of Florida wildlife, tourist attractions,
military fortifications, hunting regulations, waterways, federal
law enforcement agencies in Florida, universities and colleges,
post offices and zip codes, Florida landmarks which are listed
on the National Register of Historic Places, and many other
things. The Florida Constitution and state driving regulations
are included along with Florida historical, archeological, and
geographical data. One learns from The Florida Almanac that
the state shell is the horse conch or giant band shell, that the
state gem is the moonstone (designated by the Florida legislature in 1970 on the occasion of the second moon landing), that
the manatee or sea cow is the state mammal, and that the largemouth bass and the Atlantic sailfish are the official fish of
Florida. No other state has two state fish. The Florida Almanac
was published by A. S. Barnes & Co.; it sells for $4.95.
When the Salzburgers arrived in Georgia from Germany in
1736, Philip Georg Friedrich von Reck was part of the group.
He kept a diary and drew and painted pictures of things that
he saw. His writings about the Indians and plants and animals
are very important, providing as they do important additional
detail to complement his drawings. Von Reck probably planned
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later to publish a book, but his sojourn in Georgia ended
hastily. He had worked as a recruiting agent for the Georgia
Trustees, and was discharged. When von Reck died in the 1790s
his drawings were bequeathed to the king of Denmark, and they
remained relatively unknown in the royal library for two
centuries. Parts of the diary were published in 1740 and 1777,
but now for the first time, the full travel diary, covering the
years 1735-1736, together with selections from von Reck’s other
writings and his drawings have been published by Beehive Press
of Savannah, Georgia. Beehive Press has made available many
important and beautiful books on the history and literature of
Georgia and the South. Von Reck’s Voyage, Lost Views of Georgia
in 1736 is a very handsome volume. Many of the pictures of
plants, animals, insects, birds, and reptiles are in color. The
information with the picture of the watermelon (p. 96), notes
that unripe melons can be eaten like cucumber salad, dressed
with vinegar, pepper, butter, and oil. Kristian Hvidt, chief
parliamentary librarian of Denmark, edited this volume; the
price is $30.00.
The Windward Road, by Archie Carr of the University of
Florida, describes his rovings throught the Caribbean collecting
information on sea turtles. First published in 1956, Windward
Road won the John Burroughs Medal from the American Museum of Natural History for exemplary nature writing. This
reprint paperback edition, published by the University Presses
of Florida as a Florida State University Book, carries a new preface by the author and a foreword by Joshua B. Powers, both
members of the Brotherhood of the Green Turtle. The book
sells for $6.95.
The Randolph Caldecott Treasury is an anthology of illustrations by the noted English illustrator who died in St. Augustine
in 1886, and is buried in that city. The book is edited by Elizabeth
T. Billington, and there is an Appreciation by Maurice Sendak.
The Randolph Caldecott Treasury was published by Frederick
Warne, New York, and it sells for $30.00.
Reminiscences of Confederate Service, 1861-1865, is the history
of Francis Warrington Dawson, an Englishman who came to
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America to enlist in the Confederate service. Commissioned first
as a master’s mate in the navy, he transferred to the army as an
artillery lieutenant. Serving with Longstreet’s Corps, he participated in the Battle of Gettysburg and then fought in north
Georgia. At the close of the war he was on General Fitzhugh
Lee’s staff. Dawson elected to remain in the South, and together
with his friend B. R. Riordan, established the Charleston (South
Carolina) News and Courier, which became one of the region’s
most influential papers. Dawson crusaded for the industrialization of the South and pushed the slogan, “Bring the cotton mills
to the cotton.” He advocated agricultural diversification and
scientific farming. Before his death, he published Reminiscences
Of A Confederate Soldier, but it has long been out-of-print. With
an introduction and notes supplied by Bell I. Wiley, the Louisiana State University Press, Baton Rouge, has republished the
book. Eighteen of Dawson’s wartime letters, now in the Duke
University Library Collection, are also included. The book sells
for $14.95.
Francis Warrington Dawson and the Politics of Restoration,
South Carolina, 1874-1899 is by E. Culpepper Clark. Dawson, as
editor of the Charleston News and Courier, exercised strong influence over South Carolina’s conservative regime. According to
the author, “he possessed a quick mind, dominant personality,
and a forceful pen.” Although English by birth, Dawson adjusted
early and quickly to the political situation that existed in the
post-Civil War South. His career as a newspaper editor and as
a political leader is detailed in this volume. The book also
details his murder by a Charleston physician and the ensuing
trial. Published by the University of Alabama Press, this volume
sells for $18.95.
In the forty years before the Civil War some 12,000 blacks
were transported from the United States to Africa by the American
Colonization Society and its affiliates. Approximately half of
these people were former slaves. Many, at least those who could
write, sent letters back to former masters or to members of
owners’ families. A collection of these letters, edited by Bell I.
Wiley, has been published by the University Press of Kentucky,
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Lexington, under the title Slaves No More, Letters from Liberia
1833-1869. The book sells for $21.50.
Access to the Past, Museum Programs and Handicapped
Visitors, by Alice P. Kenney, is a publication of the American
Association for State and Local History. The Historic Preservation Act of 1966 emphasized the need for preserving historic
structures. Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 directed
that these facilities be made accessible to disabled persons. Improving exhibit design, distributing space, modifying structures
to include ramps, elevators, and accessible restrooms are some
of the problems discussed in this book. It offers guidance on administrative matters, fund-raising, publicity, and the attitudes
of staff, disabled persons, and the community. Order from
AASLH, Nashville, Tennessee. The price is $7.95; $5.95 to
AASLH members.
Administration, edited by Frederick L. Rath, Jr., and Merrilyn
Rogers O’Connell, lists information sources for all aspects of administering historical agencies and organizations. These include
governing boards, management, ethics, personnel, fund-raising,
tax and legal issues, insurance problems, buildings, printing
and publishing, public relations, collections management, and
administration of libraries and archives. There is included an
extensive list of handbooks, guidelines, technical leaflets, historical and professional organizations, and individuals. Administration is published by the American Association for State and
Local History. The price is $14.95; $11.95 to AASLH members.
The Spanish Flintlock Musket, by Frank Suddeth, is a leaflet
that sells for fifty cents. Order from the Historic Florida Militia,
42 Spanish Street, St. Augustine, Florida 32084.
Searching for Your Ancestors, The How and Why of
Genealogy is by Gilbert H. Doane and James B. Bell. This
edition, published by University of Minnesota Press, provides
basic directions on how to do genealogical research, using family
papers, library sources, and municipal, church, and cemetery
records. Special problems for doing genealogy for black and
Jewish families are discussed, along with advice on how to do
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research in foreign archives. This book sells for $10.95. A
companion volume, Family History Record Book, is by James
B. Bell, director of the New England Historic Genealogical
Society. This book suggests forms and charts needed to document genealogical research. Family History Record Book,
published by University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414, sells for $7.95.
Selma, Lord, Selma is the story of two young black girls,
Sheyann Webb and Rachel West Nelson, as told to Frank Sikora,
a Birmingham newspaperman. The two girls were caught up
in the three turbulent months in 1965 when the worlds attention
was focused on the civil-rights demonstrations in Selma, Alabama.
Both women were interviewed by Sikora, about what had
happened in Selma, and how they were involved in these
tumultuous activities. The book was published by the University
Press, and it sells for $9.95.
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Gálvez Celebration
On May 8, 1781, the British garrison in Pensacola capitulated
to a Spanish army led by Don Bernardo de Gálvez, governor of
Louisiana. To mark the historical occasion, there will be a weeklong Gálvez Celebration, May 3-10, 1981, in Pensacola. The activities are being coordinated by a commission representing the
civic, historic, cultural, ethnic, promotional, and governmental
bodies in the community. J. Earle Bowden, editor of the Pensacola News-Journal, is general chairman of the commission. Dr.
William S. Coker, University of West Florida, has announced that
the History and Heritage Committee’s activities will include
scholarly research, publication of books and historical prints,
museum exhibits, the striking of a special Gálvez medallion,
issuance of a postal commemorative, and recognition of Gálvezperiod families whose descendants still live in Pensacola.
Dr. Coker is also co-chairman, together with Dr. Robert
Rea of Auburn University, of the Gulf Coast History and
Humanities Conference, which will convene May 7-8. The theme
of the conference will be “Anglo-Spanish Conflict Along the Gulf
Coast During the American Revolution.” Scholars from the
United States, Spain, and Italy will make presentations. Conference papers will be published as one of the volumes in the
Gulf Coast Humanities Conference Papers series.
Dr. Rea and James Servies, director of the Pace Library, University of West Florida, are editing The Logbook of the HMS
Mentor as another of the volumes being published as part of the
Gálvez celebration. The Mentor was sunk during the Battle of
Pensacola to avoid capture by the Spanish. Servies is also compiling a bibliography of the Battle of Pensacola. The Spanish
artist Eduardo Anievas is sculpturing a bronze bust of Gálvez to
be presented to the city of Pensacola. The Spanish naval training ship, Juan Sebastian de Elcano, will be in Pensacola during
the week, and the ship will be open to the public. The celebration week will open with the dedication of restored Fort Barrancas, the present-day site of the British Fort Red Cliffs. An
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original historical drama, I Alone, will be presented in the
recently-restored Saenger Theater. The drama will include
musical numbers and a multi-media reenactment of the Battle
of Pensacola. Pensacola’s museums are planning special exhibits
of artifacts representative of the Spanish period in Pensacola. On
May 8 there will be a reenactment of the 1781 surrender of Fort
George atop Gage Hill on Palafox Street. The Granderos de
Gálvez from Texas and the Historic Florida Militia (representing the British 60th Regiment) will portray the surrender and
change of flags. On the final day of the celebration there will
be a parade, “An Evening in Old Seville Square,” and a Pensacola symphony concert. For more information, write the Gálvez
Commission, Box 550, Pensacola, Florida 32593.
Announcements and Activities
The Florida College Teachers of History will hold its annual
conference at Jacksonville Beach, March 5-7, 1981. The University of North Florida will serve as host for the conference,
and Dr. Thomas M. Leonard, Department of History, University
of North Florida, is program chairman.
The Florida Anthropological Society will hold its annual
meeting at Cocoa Beach, March 7-8, 1981. The Indian River
Archeological Society is the host, and Wolfies, Cocoa Beach, will
be headquarter’s hotel. There will be a workshop for chapters
on Sunday morning, March 8. Arrangements are being made for
the meeting by Ann Harris, president of IRAS, and Jerry Hyde
of Jacksonville. Members wishing to present papers should submit
abstracts to Ms. Harris, Box 2242, Cocoa, Florida 32922. John
Griffin has announced that the Florida Archeological Council will
hold its first meeting immediately following the convention. The
Council is an organization of professional archeologists.
The Fifth Annual Conference on Jacksonville History will be
held at Fort Caroline National Memorial, April 3-4, 1981. For
information write Dr. James Crooks, Department of History,
University of North Florida, Jacksonville, Florida 32216.
Eugenia Price,
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Margaret’s Story, was the speaker at the Jacksonville Historical
Society’s program meeting, November 12, 1980. Margaret’s Story
is the story of Margaret Seton Fleming of Hibernia (on the
St. Johns River near Jacksonville), and her family. Descendants
of this family were hosts at the meeting.
The Florida Journal of Anthropology, edited by anthropology
students at the University of Florida, is soliciting manuscripts for
Volume Six, numbers one and two, to be published in 1981.
Topics in all areas of anthropology and ethnohistory will be
considered. Submit manuscripts to Editorial Coordinator, Florida
Journal of Anthropology, Department of Anthropology, 1350
GPA, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida 32611.
The Florida Secretary of State’s office has announced the approval of federal grants to finance the second phase of the restoration of Old Saint Luke’s Hospital in Jacksonville; to study the
redevelopment potential of Tampa’s Ybor City Historic District;
to locate significant historic sites in Marion County; and to
develop a community-wide preservation/conservation plan for
Gainesville.
The Echo is a new historical quarterly being published by the
Pensacola Historical Society. Edited by Virginia Parks, its articles
relate to Pensacola, Escambia County, and West Florida. The
spring and summer issues of the journal will be combined as a
book, Seige! Spain and Britain: Battle of Pensacola, March 9May 8, 1781, as part of the Gálvez Celebration. Copies of The
Echo are available for $2.50 from the Pensacola Historical Museum, 405 S. Adams Street, Pensacola, Florida 32501.
The Florida State Archives has launched a project to arrange,
describe, process, and restore Florida’s territorial and state
records for the period 1822-1900. An inventory of materials in the
R. A. Gray Building reveal that many more executive, legislative,
judicial records have survived than was hitherto believed. Finding aids will enable extensive use of the materials. The Archives
is utilizing the personnel provided by the Division of Blind
Services to transcribe oral history tapes in its collection. The
collection, includes the recorded memoirs of Senator Verle Pope
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made by members of his family and some of his associates and
longtime friends who gathered for a dinner at the Governor’s
Mansion at the invitation of Governor and Mrs. Bob Graham in
May 1980.
The most recent issue of South Florida Pioneers (January/
April 1980, Nos. 23/24) has been published. It includes historical
and genealogical information on early settlers in southern
Florida. There is special emphasis on Manatee, Hillsborough,
Hardee, Polk, De Soto, and Okeechobee counties. For information on subscriptions and back issues, write Richard M.
Livingston, Box 166, Fort Ogden, Florida 33842.
The fall 1980 publication of the Genealogical Society of
Okaloosa County has been released. The journal includes material on genealogy and family history relating to northwest
Florida and south Alabama. For information write the Society,
Box 1175, Fort Walton Beach, Florida 32549.
There will be a joint conference on Yiddish Cultural Arts and
Jewish Culture in the South of Georgia, May 18-21, 1981, on the
campus of Georgia Southern College at Statesboro, Georgia. For
further information contact Dr. Louis Schmier, Department of
History, Valdosta State College, Valdosta, Georgia 31601.
During the annual meeting of the Southeastern Archeological
Conference in New Orleans, November 1980, a symposium, “The
Sixteenth Century Southeast,” assessed recent developments in
the archeology, history, and ethnohistory of native and European
people. There were papers dealing with new interpretations of
sixteenth-century exploration routes, archeological excavations
of Indian sites throughout the southeast, and archeological and
historical research of the first European settlements.
The Georgia Department of Archives and History is accepting
applications for its annual three-week institute, co-sponsored with
Emory University Division of Librarianship, to be held in
Atlanta, August 3-21, 1981. The institute offers general instruction in basic concepts and practices of archival administration
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and management of traditional and modern documentary materials. Topics to be discussed are records appraisal, arrangement
and description of official and private papers, control systems,
micrographics, conservation, and reference service. Enrollment is
limited to fifteen participants; application deadline is May 1, 1981.
For information and an application, write Institute Cordinator,
Georgia Department of Archives and History, 330 Capital Avenue,
SE, Atlanta, Georgia, 30334.
The tenth Newberry Summer Institute on Quantitative
History, funded by a grant from the National Endowment for
the Humanities, will be held in Chicago, June 10-July 10, 1981.
The Institute comprises an intensive program of lectures, laboratories, and workshops, designed primarily for historians with
teaching positions and advanced graduate students. For information and application forms (due March 1, 1981) write the Family
and Community History Center, Newberry Library, 60 West
Walton, Chicago, Illinois 60610 (telephone, 312-943-9090, ext.
215). The Family and Community History Center will also hold
a series of one-week institutes on the utilization of social history
and the research and teaching of history. A mini-institute will
be held at the University of South Carolina, Columbia, South
Carolina, March 16-20. There will be institutes also at George
Washington University, Washington (May 18-22) and Yale University, New Haven (August 10-14). For information write the
Family and Community History Center, Newberry Library.
Indiana University, Indianapolis, announces a new historical
quarterly devoted to the period 1789-1850. The Journal of the
Early Republic, to be published for the Society for Historians of
the Early American Republic, beginning in the spring of 1981,
will provide an outlet for articles, review essays, and book reviews
relating to the history, broadly interpreted, of this period. Contributions in political, economical, social, cultural, intellectual,
diplomatic, military, ethnic, urban, and other fields are welcome.
Professor Ralph D. Gray, Department of History, Indiana University, is editor, and communications concerning articles and
reviews should be addressed to him. Annual journal subscriptions are $10; membership inquiries go to Professor James A.
Broussard, 8011 Lieber Road, Indianapolis, Indiana 46260.
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REAT EXPECTATIONS.

1981
Feb. 9-16
Mar. 5-7
Mar. 7-8
April 1-4
April 3-4
April 23-25
April 30
May 1-2

May 7-8
May 31June 5
Sept. 14-17
Sept. 22-25
Sept. 24-27

. . . . .

Regional Tour of the
Tampa/
St. Petersburg, FL
Smithsonian National
Associates Program
Florida College Teachers Jacksonville
Beach, FL
of History Conference
Florida Anthropological Cocoa, FL
Society Conference
Organization of American Detroit, MI
Historians
5th Annual Conference on Fort Caroline
National
Jacksonville History
Memorial, FL
Charleston, SC
Citadel Conference on
the South
Florida Historical
St. Petersburg, FL
Confederation
FLORIDA
St. Petersburg, FL
HISTORICAL
SOCIETY79th MEETING
Gulf Coast History
Pensacola, FL
and Humanities
Conference
Indianapolis, IN
American Association
of Museums
American Association for Williamsburg, VA
State and Local History
Society of American
San Francisco, CA
Archivists
Oral History Association Burlington, VT
Workshop and
Colloquium
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A GIFT OF HISTORY
A

MEMBERSHIP IN THE

EXCELLENT
ANYONE

F LORIDA’S

GIFT

IDEA

F LORIDA H ISTORICAL S OCIETY

IS AN

FOR BIRTHDAYS, GRADUATION, OR FOR

I N T E R E S T E D IN

THE

RICH AND COLORFUL

STORY OF

PAST .

A one-year membership costs only $15.00, and it includes
four issues of the Florida Historical Quarterly, the Florida History Newsletter, as well as all other privileges of membership. A
personal letter from the Executive Secretary of the Society will
notify the recipient of your gift of your generosity and consideration. Convey your respect for that special person’s dignity and
uniqueness. What better way to express your faith in the lessons
of the past and to celebrate old friendships?
Send to: Florida Historical Society
University of South Florida Library
Tampa, Florida 33620
Please send as a special gift:

q
q
q
q
q
q

Annual membership-$15
Family membership-$20
Contributing membership-$50
Student membership-$10
Check or money order enclosed
Cash enclosed

TO

FROM
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THE FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY

THE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF FLORIDA, 1856
THE FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY, successor, 1902
THE FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY, incorporated, 1905
OFFICERS
J OHN K. M AHON , president
O LIVE P ETERSON , president-elect
R ANDY N IMNICHT , vice-president
MILDRED I. FRYMAN, recording secretary
PAUL EUGEN CAMP, executive secretary and librarian
SAMUEL PROCTOR, editor, The Quarterly
DIRECTORS
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St. Augustine
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Pensacola
L UCIUS F. E LLSWORTH
Pensacola
P AUL S. G EORGE
Atlanta
THOMAS GRAHAM
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Gainesville
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Jacksonville
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The Florida Historical Society supplies the Quarterly to its
members. Annual membership is $15; family membership is $20;
a contributing membership is $50. In addition, a student membership is $10, but proof of current status must be furnished.
All correspondence relating to membership and subscriptions
should be addressed to Paul Eugen Camp, Executive Secretary,
Florida Historical Society, University of South Florida Library,
Tampa, Florida 33620. Inquiries concerning back numbers of the
Quarterly should be directed also to Mr. Camp.
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